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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
In this thesis we develop and implement a geometrically exact dynamic model for
planar and spatial elastic rods undergoing finite translational and rotational displace-
ments. While only infinitesimal local strains and linear material properties are con-
sidered, the continuous kinematic model presented is geometrically nonlinear and
capable of exactly representing any spatial configuration of a deformeci rod in a six-
dimensional configuration space. This six-dimensional configuration space allows the
independcent representation of rod elongation, bending, shear, and torsional deforma-
tion.
Fundamental to the general representation of large rotations of the rod is the use
of quaternions to parameterize the rotational orientation of an element of the rod.
The quaternion representation is improves the numerical stability of dynamic model
by avoiding the polar singularity associated with some other parameterizations, such
as Euler's angles.
For the numerical solution phase, the configuration of the rod must be discretized
and differentiated in time and space. Spatial differentiation is accomplished by repre-
senting the configuration of the rod with Chebyshev polynomials and differentiating
in Chebyshev space. Because the elastic rods do not tend to develop shocks, the
continuous Chebyshev polynomials are particularly well suited as basis functions and
provide a high order of accuracy and efficient numerical algorithms.
Temporal integration is handled with both single- and multi-step schemes (Adams-
Bashforth and Runga-Kutta) of various order. Because the nonlinear nature of the
equations of motion make them extremely difficult to invert, implicit integrations
schemes are not considered.
1.2 Motivation
Physical structures which undergo large elastic deformations and are thus geomet-
rically nonlinear occur quite frequently in engineering practice. Some engineering
problems, such as column buckling, have been recognized as geometrically nonlinear
for centuries and elegant classical solutions have been found [8]. Other geometrically
nonlinear structures such as bistable devices and flexible electrical couplings, both
commonly found in modern mechanisms, are often designed empirically or through
gross approximations of the motion of the structure based on the mechanical limita-
tions of the device.
When it is necessary to accurately predict the static equilibrium configuration
or the large-scale dynamic response of a geometrically nonlinear structure, classical
methods may fall short.
High-speed assembly robots may have electrical, fluid, or fiber optic couplings
linking different links of the robot. The motion of these couplings must be accurately
predicted to assure that they are correctly designed; the dynamic response of a flexible
coupling may put unwanted stresses on the coupling itself or apply loads to the
coupling's foundation that can affect the robot's control system.
Snap fasteners and electrical switches which use simple bistable devices are often
designed empirically. But, high volume, low tolerance production environments ne-
cessitate the efficient simulation of the performance of these simple devices through
a large range of component dimensions and material properties.
A single highly flexible component may be used to replace two components and a
revolute joints in a micro-mechanisms [16]. Extremely high operating speeds can make
the dynamic response of the small flexible components significant to the performance
of the system.
Fiber optic strain gages use finite bending of a fiber optic element to accurately
measure very small strains. The measured strain is related to the integral of the
curvature along the element, so precise knowledge of the configuration of the element
is required.
1.3 Background
The static and dynamic behavior of linear structural models is very well understood,
and has been the target of innumerable computer programs. From the simplest
static Euler beam analysis programs to modern industrial finite element packages
with modal decomposition capability, there is no shortage of available solutions for
linear structural problems.
One of the earlier treatments of geometrically exact rod models is the classical
Kirchoff-Love rod model [5] developed in Love's Mathematical Theory of Elasticity.
Much later, Reissner develops a geometrically exact static formulation for planar [20]
and spatial [24] elastic rods which includes the effects of axial and shear strains in
place of the usual assumptions of inextensibility and the Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis.
Reissner's approach to the representation of large rotations relies explicitly on the
Rodriguez formula, which is essentially equivalent to the use of quaternions [14], as
presented here. Antman [12] presents a similar spatial static model which relies on
Euler's angles for the representation of large rotations.
Simo [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] generalizes Reissner's formulations to the dynamical
case, while utilizing a rotational parameterization based on quaternions. Simo sug-
gests that the three components of the incremental vorticity vector of a rod cross-
section be used directly as the three rotational degrees of freedom, which simplifies
some computations at the expense of storage requirements. This is in contrast to the
approach presented in this thesis, which uses the four non-independent elements of
the quaternion for the rotational degrees of freedom. The numerical solution method
presented by Simo utilizes a finite element method for the spatial discretization of
the rod, in contrast to the Chebyshev polynomial representation presented here.
1.4 Further Work
Part of the original motivation for this work is to enable the modeling of micro-
mechanisms with highly flexible components. To that end, the flexible beam mod-
eling technique presented here must be incorporated into a more general program
for modeling rigid multi-body systems. The author plans to undertake this task by
merging this flexible beam code with the Mathematica Mechanical Systems Pack, a
multi-body dynamics code created by the author of this thesis.
More immediately, several structural snap-through problems involve beams with
sharp corners in their unstrained states (Cl discontinuities). These structures cannot
be modeled with a single beam element as presented herein because the continuous
Chebyshev polynomials are poorly suited for representing discontinuities of any kind.
Such a system would be modeled by connecting two or more flexible beam components
together.
1.5 Thesis Overview
In Chapter 2 the continuum basis of the rod model is developed. The kinematic
description of the rod that allows axial, shear, bending, and torsional deformation
is developed first, followed by the momentum and force balance equations. The
dynamical equations of motion are then formed, first in terms of the position vector
and orthogonal transformation matrix of a cross-section of the rod (both functions
of arc length and time), and then in terms of the four elements of the quaternion
that are used to represent rotation. Because the quaternion representation uses four
parameters to represent three rotational degrees of freedom, an additional constraint
equation is developed to provide a total of seven differential equations of motion in
seven unknowns (three position and four rotation).
In Chapter 3 the preferred numerical formulation is presentedi. The spatial dis-
cretization scheme based on Chebyshev polynomial basis functions is developed, along
with the required basis transformation and spatial differentiation algorithms. Explicit
time integration schemes (Adams-Bashforth and Runga-Kutta) are diescribed, along
with algorithms to correct constraint violation problems associated with the non-
independent set of coordinates. The numerical application of initial and boundary
conditions is considered, including Dirichlet, Neumann, and combination boundary
conditions.
Chapter 4 presents the complete Mathematica implementation of the rod model.
This document was created in the Mathematica "Notebook" file format for Mathemat-
ica, Version 2.2, and then converted to TEXin a semi-automated manner. t contains
Mathematica source code that runs portably on any of the several platforms sup-
ported by Mathematica, including the Macintosh, Windows, and Unix/X Windows
operating systems. Thus, this single document can be used without alteration to re-
prodluce all of the computational results contained in this thesis. Partial verification
of the computer model is given by simulating simple structures with known exact
solutions. Numerical convergence with increasing order of the Chebyshev polynomial
basis functions is demonstrated.
Chapter 5 contains the results of several simulations of example planar and spatial
structures. Experimental verification is provided for a fully geometrically nonlinear
planar static model.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a brief summary of the results.
Chapter 2
Continuum Formulation
2.1 Kinematics
In this section we develop the independent basis of the kinematic description of the
elastic rod, and the spatial derivatives of said basis. The unconstrained kinematic
description allows the spatial location and orientation of each element of the rod
to be represented independently, unlike an Euler-Bernoulli beam model in which
the orientation of a beam element is a function of the spatial derivative of the its
location. This description allows the independent representation of rod elongation,
bending, shear, and torsion.
2.1.1 Moving Basis
To independently specify the location and orientation of each rod cross-section in
arc-length s and time t requires six degrees of freedom per cross-section. Accordingly,
the three degrees of freedom associated with the location of the centroid of the cross-
sections are specified by the vector p
p(s, t) - x(s,t) y(s,t) z(s,t) (2.1)
which parametrically defines the line of centroids of the rod as a function of s and t.
Similarly, the three degrees of freedom associated with the orientation of the cross-
sections are specified by the orthogonal rotation matrix
all a12 a13
A(s,t) { n(s,t) tl(s,t) t 2(s,t) a21 a22 a23 (2.2)
a31 a32 a33
where n, tl, and t 2 are an orthonormal set of X, Y, and Z axis vectors attached to
the moving cross-sections. The moving reference frame attached to a cross-section of
the rod with origin at p and local axes n, tl, and t 2 will hereafter be referred to as
the material reference frame. We should remember that a property of the orthogonal
rotation matrix A is
A -1 = AT (2.3)
We have arbitrarily chosen that n is the vector that is normal to the planar cross-
sections of the rod, which implies that an unstrained rod that is initially straight
shall be aligned with the spatial X axis. The cross-section normal could have been
chosen to be any constant vector in the material reference frame. It must also be
noted that while n is normal to the cross-sections of the rod, n is not tangent to the
line of centroids p, unless shear deformation is zero.
Figure 2-1: The origin and coordinate axes of the material reference frame.
While the rotation matrix A has nine elements, they are not independent; they
are subject to six constraints
Ilnll = It] I = lit 211 = 1 (2.4)
n.t1 = n.t 2 = t.t 2 = 0 (2.5)
leaving three real degrees of freedom. The nine elements of the rotation matrix may
be parameterized in terms of three independent variables by using Euler's Angles, or
in terms of the four dependent elements of a quaternion, as discussed in Section 2.5.2.
Using this representation of the moving basis, it is possible to express the spatial
coordinates of an arbitrary point on the rod as a function of what cross-section it
lies in and where on the plane of the cross-section it lies. If {C(, (2} are the planar
coordinates of a point b on a cross-section of the rod (with respect to the centroid of
the cross-section) located at arc-length s, then the spatial coordinates of point b are
given by
b(s, t, ') = p(s, t) + ~tl(s, t) + 2 t2 (s, t) (2.6)
This expression clearly relies on the assumption that planar cross-sections remain
planar through all deformations of the rod.
2.1.2 Spatial Derivatives
The strain in the deformed rod is related to the derivatives of the moving basis with
respect to arc-length s. The derivative of p is the tangent to the line of centroids and
quantifies shear and elongation of the rod. The derivative may be taken simply on
an element-by-element basis
p PI p = I y' z' (2.7)
The derivative of the rotation matrix A can also be taken on an elemental basis,
but a more useful expression [14] is
( A -A A'= T.A (2.8)ds
where T is a skew-symmetric matrix, ie.
0 vz  -v-y
T(s, t)0 -vz 0 vx (2.9)
¼v  - VX 0
Thus, the derivative of a rotation matrix can be immediately seen to posses only
three degrees of freedom, regardless of the parameterization of the rotation matrix.
T can be explicitly stated in terms of A and its derivative as
T = A'.AT (2.10)
We now introduce the vorticity vector v, the axial vector associated with the
matrix T.
v(s,t) {vx V V' z (2.11)
and the skew-symmetric operator ~ which implies the transformation of a vector to a
skew-symmetric matrix.
i - T (2.12)
The vorticity may be interpreted as the angular velocity, in spatial coordinates,
of a reference frame that is moving along the rod at a speed such that ds/dt = 1.
The vorticity vector is essentially the rate of change of the orientation of the cross-
sections, with respect to changes in s, so it is quantitatively similar to the curvature
vector of a space curve. The difference is that the curvature vector lies in the plane of
the curve while the vorticity is nearly normal to the plane (vorticity is orthogonal to
curvature if shear is zero), and vorticity has a nonzero component in the direction of
the tangent to the curve to quantify torsion, while curvature does not. Thus, v(s, t)
quantifies the bending and torsion of the rod.
Because vorticity is a vector quantity, it can also be expressed in material coordi-
nates
-= AT.v (2.13)
which leads to alternatives to 2.8 and 2.10.
A' = A.K (2.14)
K = AT.A '  (2.15)
Note that the skew symmetric matrix operator ~ can be used to implement the
vector cross-product operation.
a.b = a x b (2.16)
This notation for the cross-product will be used throughout this thesis.
2.2 Internal Forces and Moments
In this section we introduce expressions for the internal forces and moments in a
rod cross-section, as functions of deformation of the rod. We further show how to
accommodate rods that have an unstrained configuration that is not straight.
2.2.1 Force-Displacement Relations
We seek to find the internal contact forces and moments that exist at a cross-section
of the rod. Qualitatively, we know that v quantifies the bending and torsion in the
rod, and p' quantifies elongation and shear. However, p', the tangent to the line of
centroids, is nonzero even if the rod is unstrained, so we introduce a new vector
y(s, t) - p'(s, t) - n(s, t) (2.17)
which has the unstrained component of p' removed. Now y and v are the appropriate
linear measures of material elongation-shear and bending-torsion, respectively.
7 = [elongation, t shear, t 2shear}
v = (torsion, tibending, t 2bending}
In keeping with our assumption of linear material properties, we now introduce a
stored potential energy function that is a quadratic function of the strain measures in
material coordinates. Noting that -y and v are transformed into material coordinates
by premultiplying by AT, the potential energy per unit of rod length is given by
(7, V) =- T. A vT. A . . (2.18)2 0 C2  A T. (2.18)
If we further assume that the material axes tl and t 2 are aligned with the principal
moments of inertia of the cross section, then
C, = diag(EA, GA 1, GA 2) (2.19)
C2 = diag(GJ, EI1 , EI 2)
in which E and G are the tensile and shear moduli of the material, A, A&, and
A 2 are the effective cross-sectional areas resisting elongation and the components of
shear, and J, I, and 12 are the polar and principle moments of inertia of the planar
cross-section.
Note that if the material axes t1 and t 2 are not aligned with the principal moments
of inertia of the cross-section then the material stiffness matrices will no longer be
diagonal. Specifically, C 1 and C2 will be modified by pre- and post-multiplication
by some rotation matrix with an axis of rotation parallel to the cross-section normal.
This results in
EA 0 0
C 1 = 0 GA1 GA 3  (2.20)
0 GA 3 GA2
GJ 0 0
C 2 = 0 El1 EI3
0 EI3 EI2
It would be very computationally convenient if either of the material stiffness
matrices C1 or C 2 were to become multiples of the identity matrix, because the pre-
and post-multiplication by A would cancel. No real rod geometry will allow this to
happen because of the known relationships II + I2 = J, and G = E/(2 + 2v); only if
I1 = 12 and poisson's ratio v = 0 would the three elements of C2 be equal. Similar
constraints apply to C 1. We mention this possible simplification here only to note
that it could be implemented purely to investigate the numerical model, knowing that
no real elastic rod is being accurately modeled.
Since the internal forces and moments are to be conjugate to the material strain
measures 7y and v, they can be derived directly from derivatives of the potential
energy function as
d'y
m = = A.C 2 .AT.v (2.22)(lv
where f and m are the force and moment vectors applied by the end of the rod
(section of greater s) to the beginning of the rod (section of lesser s).
Figure 2-2: The force and moment vectors at a cross-section of the rod.
2.2.2 Unstrained Deformation
The results of the preceding section apply only to rods that are straight and aligned
with the spatial X-axis in their unstrained configuration. Rods with an arbitrary
unstrained configuration are accommodated simply by subtracting an appropriate
bias strain from the strain measures 7y and v, in material coordinates. The resulting
strain measures are
- = A.(A T .(p' - n) - Ao(s) T .(p (s) - no(s))) (2.23)
v = A.(AT.v - Ao(s)T.vo(s)) (2.24)
Where po and A0o (and, indirectly, no and vo) specify the configuration of the rod
in its unstrained state. Because these quantities are constant in time, they must be
calculated only once prior to the time integration of the model. Expression 2.23 may
be reduced further with AT.n = {1, 0, 0}, which gives us
- = A.(AT.p' - Ao(s)T.p,(s)) (2.25)
Note that while each of the preceding strain measures is formulated in spatial
coordinates, many occurrences of A are canceled by multiplication with AT in the
final formulation of the equations of motion.
2.3 Linear and Angular Momentum
In this section we introduce expressions for the linear and angular momentum of the
planar cross-sections of the rod.
2.3.1 Time Derivatives
The time derivatives of the moving basis are taken in the same manner as were the
spatial derivatives, in Sub-Section 2.1.2. The time derivative of the line of centroids
is
dp ={ (2.26)Y
and is simply the velocity of the centroid of a cross-section. Similarly, the time
derivative of the rotation matrix is
dA = Q.A (2.27)
where 2 is the skew-symmetric matrix with axial vector w = {wX, wy, wz }, the angular
velocity vector of the cross-section. As with vorticity, angular velocity can be written
explicitly in terms of A and its time derivative
Q = A.AT (2.28)
2.3.2 Momentum Expressions
For real physical models, the linear momentum per unit length £ is given by
£ = pAp
----
(2.29)
where p and A are the material mass density and the cross-sectional area, either of
which may be functions of arc-length s. For computational reasons, it is sometimes
useful to implement mass scaling by replacing the scalar pA with a mass tensor M
LC = A.M.AT.]> (2.30)
M = diag(maMial, mtransverse,, imtransverse,) (2.31)
which allows the effective axial mass to be elevated to artificially reduce the linearized
eigenvalues of axial vibrations, which are often the highest eigenvalues in the system.
Note that the pre- and post-multiplication by A and AT converts the material (con-
stant) mass tensor into spatial coordinates.
From rigid body mechanics we know that the angular momentum of a body in
3-space is linearly related to the angular velocity of the body by a material inertia
tensor I. The angular momentum per unit length H-vec is then given by
?1 = A.I.AT.w (2.32)
where I is the material inertia tensor per unit length of a cross-section. For cross-
sections that have principal axes in the directions of ti and t 2, the inertia tensor is
of the form
I = diag(pJ, phl, pl2) (2.33)
1J = II + 12 (2.34)
The elements of the material inertia tensor may also be functions of arc-length s.
2.3.3 Derivatives of Momentum
The time derivative of linear momentum, from equation 2.29, is simply
(2.35)
since the material density and cross-sectional area do not depend on time (unless
mass scaling is implemented).
Because we have written angular momentum explicitly in spatial coordinates,
equation 2.32, it is not necessary to take special precautions when differentiating, as
we would if angular momentum was expressed with respect to a non-inertial reference
frame. The time derivative of angular momentum is taken with the chain rule in the
usual manner
7i = !A.I.AT.w + A.I.!AT.w + A.I.AT.0L (2.36)
With 2.27 and T = -_i, this becomes
R = 2.A.I.AT.w - A.I.AT.2.w + A.I.AT.' (2.37)
But, a.a - a X a - 0 so
7- = 9.A.I.AT.w + A.I.AT.cý (2.38)
This result is quite expected by analogy with the similar expression from rigid
body mechanics.
2.3.4 Equations of Motion
At this point we have derived all of the elements of the differential equations of motion,
so all we are left with is to write them down. Our fundamental equation is simply
load = (momentum (2.39)(It
so looking at the internal loads, applied loads, and momentum per unit length we
have
f'+ f = ý (2.40)
m' + m + p'.f = N (2.41)
where f and m are the externally applied force and moment per unit length. Note the
coupling between shear forces and rate-of-change of moment in 2.41, familiar from
classical Euler beam models. The p'.f term allows only shear forces to contribute
to the moment equation; axial forces are canceled by the cross product. Using 2.21,
2.22, 2.29, and 2.32, we can expand 2.40 and 2.41 to
d
s [A.c.AT.r] + = pAji (2.42)
d[A.C2.AT.V] + U + f'.A.C1 .AT.- y= .A.I.AT.w + A.I.AT.w (2.43)(Is
By applying the chain rule, the derivatives in 2.42 and 2.43 may be expanded
so that the equations of motion are written as explicit functions of p, A and their
derivatives. However, the numerical formulation presented in this thesis performs
more efficiently without the proposed expansion, so we will leave the equations as is.
2.4 Boundary Conditions
In this section we formulate various initial and boundary conditions that are to be
applied to the rod model.
2.4.1 Initial Conditions
Two initial conditions are required for the rod model, as the equations of motion are
second order in time. The time stepping integration scheme that is used to solve the
equations requires that both initial conditions be applied at the same point in time,
so a sufficient set of initial conditions must completely specify the configuration and
velocity of the rod at some initial time t.
While it is valid to choose as initial conditions any functions p(s; tO) and A(s; tO)
(as long as A conforms to the constraints 2.4 and 2.5), the strong coupling between
shear and bending forces make reasonable initial conditions somewhat more con-
strained.
For example, if we were to model a cantilever beam and choose as an initial
condition a known mode shape from linear beam theory (a combination of sin, sinh,
cos, and cosh terms) we could not simply specify that p(s; t) is equal to the desired
mode shape and set A(s; t) equal to the identity matrix. If we did, our initial condition
would really be modeling pure shear, with no bending; an impossible condition for a
rod in equilibrium. Neither could we then modify A(s; t) such that n(s; t) is equal
to the unit tangent of p(s; t), because this would model pure bending with no shear.
If either of these cases were used as an initial condition, it would result in extremely
high initial acceleration as the shear and bending deformation of the rod attempted
to come into equilibrium.
To synthesize reasonable initial conditions it is necessary to choose p(s; t) and
A(s; t) so as to match shear forces to the rate of change of bending moment. Since in
the general case this cannot be done analytically, we use the numerical model to find
static equilibrium configurations of the rod with specific boundary conditions and
external loading and then use these equilibrium configurations as initial conditions.
Certain special cases exist that allow us to write clown exact static equilibrium
configurations that can be used as reasonable initial conditions:
1. Unstrained: po(s) = {s, 0, 0}, Ao(s) = 13
2. Constant Elongation: po(s)= {(ks, 0,O, k / 1, Ao(s) = 13
3. Constant Torsion: po(s) = {s, 0, 0},
Ao(s) = ((1, 0, { , cos(0), -sin(0)} , sin(0), cos(0)}}
4. Constant Curvature: po(s) = tsin(s),cos(s), 0},
Ao(s) = ({cos(O), -sin(O),O} , {sin(9), cos(O), 0} , (0, 0, 111
These special cases are used as initial conditions when they are acceptable, or
as initial guesses for a static equilibrium analysis that will yield the desired initial
conditions.
Initial conditions for velocity are often set to zero (]>(s; to) = 0 and w(s; to) = 0),
which is valid and quite reasonable. When nonzero initial velocity conditions must
be used, they are subject to reasonability constraints similar to those imposed on the
initial configuration.
2.4.2 Dirichlet Boundary Conditions
Because the rod model is second order in space, two spatial boundary conditions
must be imposed. As is well known for linear rod models (Euler-Bernoulli rods), one
boundary condition must be specified at each one of the rod for the problem to be
well-posed.
Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed by constraining one or both ends of the
rod to have a specified location and orientation, regardless of the force or moment
applied to the end. This does not imply that the location or orientation must be
constant; they may be arbitrary functions of time. Note that we do not consider
Dirichlet boundary conditions applied to the interior of the rod because (since the
rod is one-dimensional in parameter space) this would essentially separate the rod
into two independent and uncoupled rod models, each of which having a Dirichlet
boundary condition specified at the end.
In the continuum, applying a Dirichlet boundary condition at a point on the rod
is simply a matter of constraining
p(so,t) = po0(t) (2.44)
A(so, t) = Aso(t) (2.45)
where A0o(t) is a valid rotation matrix subject to the constraints 2.4 & 2.5 and so is
the value of the parameter s at either end of the rod.
2.4.3 Neumann Boundary Conditions
Neumann boundary conditions are imposed by specifying the force and moment vec-
tors that are applied to the ends of the rod. This is dlone by placing constraints on
the spatial derivatives of the moving basis, y and v. As with Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions, the specified values of 7y and v need not be constant, they may be functions
of time.
y(so,t) = -to(t) (2.46)
v(so, t) = v8o(t) (2.47)
To express -Yo and vo directly in terms of applied force and moment, we invert
2.21 and 2.22 to obtain
Aso.C1-'.A5.foo = To (2.48)
Aso.C2-.AT.ms0 = vO0 (2.49)
The particular method employed to enforce Neumann boundary conditions is very
dependent upon the numerical formulation of the spatial derivatives. Depending on
whether the spatial derivatives at the ends of the rod involve a few, many, or all of
the discretized coordinates of the rod, imposing values on the derivatives may be very
computationally expensive or quite simple.
Note that while, in the continuum formulation, it is reasonable to apply Neumann
boundary conditions to the parametric interior of the rod, we do not consider this
here because of numerical issues with specifying the values of spatial derivatives. This
topic is addressed further in Section 3.1.2.
2.4.4 Coupled Boundary Conditions
The most interesting boundary conditions are the conditions which allow an elastic
rod element to be coupled to another dynamical system. For example, a spring could
be attached to the end of the rod, resulting in applied forces and moments that are
a direct function of the location and orientation of the end of the rod. A single rigid
mass could be attached, resulting in forces and moments that are functions of the
linear and angular acceleration of the endt of the rod. Systems of these sorts are
simulated in this thesis.
Most generally, each end of the rod could be attached to a body in a multi-body
dynamic model, resulting in applied forces and moments that are functions of location,
velocity, and acceleration, both linear and angular.
y(so, t) = 7 so(t, p, A, p, A, p, A) (2.50)
v(so,t) = vso(t,p, A, A, p, A) (2.51)
Exactly how such constraints on the spatial derivatives are imposed depends on
the numerical representation of the rod. When second time derivatives are involved,
the functions yo and v,o must be inverted so as to give pi and A as functions of
location, velocity, and spatial derivatives. These functions are then used to calculate
i(t, smnax) and A(t, s7nax) at each time step while the normal equations of motion
2.40 & 2.41 apply to the interior of the rod.
When second time derivatives are not involved in the coupled boundary conditions,
the constraints 2.50 and 2.51 must be satisfied after each time step by adjusting the
spatial coordinates of the rod to satisfy the implicit functions
y(so, t) = 7,o(P,A,1p, A) (2.52)
v(so,t) = vo(p,A,p , ) (2.53)
This, in general, may involve the iterative solution of a non-linear system at each
time step and can be very computationally expensive. It is not immediately clear
why this is any worse than inverting the second order system 2.50, 2.51. The reason
is that dynamical systems in which the second order terms arise from Newtonian
physics are always linear in the second order terms, and are easily solved for those
terms. However, there is no such generalization for first order terms that may arise
from viscous damping or control system forces, so there is no assumption that can be
made about how easily such a system can be solved.
The one bit of insight to be gained from this is: if there is a finite lumped mass
attached to the end of a rod that has other location or velocity dependent forces
applied to it, including the mass in the model may avoid explicitly satisfying 2.52
and 2.53, and reduce the cost of the solution substantially.
While no examples of multi-body linkage are presented in this thesis, it is a fun-
damental goal of this research to eventually be able to handle such problems.
2.5 Quaternion Representation
In this section we develop the quaternion representation of the rotation of rod cross-
sections, and show how the equations of motion are explicitly solved in terms of the
derivatives of the quaternion.
2.5.1 Representation Schemes
The fundamental utility of the quaternion, in the context of spatial dynamics, is to
represent the nine elements of a rotation matrix in terms of only four parameters.
Since a rotation matrix possesses three degrees of freedom (the nine elements are
subject to six constraints 2.4 and 2.5) the four elements of a quaternion are not
independent; they are subject to one constraint. While it is generally possible to
represent a rotation matrix in terms of only three parameters, such as Euler's angles,
the quaternion representation provides significant numerical advantages.
The primary advantage of the quaternion representation over Euler's angles is that
it is non-singular for all possible spatial orientations. As an object is rotated at a
constant angular velocity about ANY fixed axis, the four elements of the quaternion
undergo smooth sinusoidal oscillations at half the frequency of rotation through values
varying from -1 to 1. This is in contrast to the values of the three Euler's angles, which
will undergo very rapid variations as the object passes near the polar singularity at
a, constant angular velocity.
The polar singularity associated with Euler's angles can be quite difficult to ac-
commodate in a system where the rotations of elements is not restricted in any way.
Logical branching schemes have been implemented with Euler's angles citeArgyris
that essentially "swap" the polar axis from X to Y to Z during a simulation to guaran-
tee that the polar singularity is never approached, requiring algorithms that convert
between different representations on the fly.
Another representation scheme, implemented by J. Simo [27] is to use the angu-
lar velocity vector of the rod w directly as the rotational degree of freedom. While
the angular velocity vector cannot be integrated [3] it can be directly used to incre-
mentally update the rotation matrix A, in a process that is conceptually equivalent
to integration. This method has additional storage requirements because the entire
rotation matrix is retained for each element, instead of just four quaternion elements.
One serious disadvantage to the quaternion representation (which is not relevant
to the elastic rod models, but is very relevant to multi-body systems) is that it is not
possible to represent ignorable coordinates in a computationally efficient manner. For
example, consider a body rotating with a large constant angular velocity about an
axis- of symmetry (a gyroscope). If (appropriately chosen) Euler's angles are used to
represent the orientation of the body, then two of the angles will be constant and the
third will be increasing linearly in time. Tracking the values of such a system with a
numerical integration scheme is not a problem.
However, if the same body were represented with a quaternion, all four parameters
would be varying sinusoidally, and the numerical integration scheme would be required
to accurately track their values. Thus, tracking the values of an ignorable coordinate
would end up dictating the time step size of the integration scheme. Note that using
the angular velocity vector as the rotational degree of freedom (as per the previous
paragraph) does not suffer from this restriction because the scheme for incrementally
updating the rotation matrix is exact.
2.5.2 Rotation Matrices
The rotation matrix A is now parameterized in terms of a quaternion q [14] where
the elements of q are functions of arc length s and time t.
q(s, t) - qo(s, t) qj(s, t) qj(s, t) qk(s, t) } (2.54)
The elements of the quaternion q are subject to the quaternion normalization
constraint
QT.q = 1 (2.55)
which leaves the appropriate three degrees of freedom.
We define two matrices E and G [3] such that
-qi qo -qk qj
E(s,t) - -qj qk qo -qi (2.56)
-qk -q3  qi q0
-qi qo qk -qj
G(s,t) -qj -qk qo qi (2.57)
-- qk qj -qi qo
With these two matrices, and the quaternion normalization constraint 2.55 we can
write the rotation matrix A directly in term of q
q2 + q2 - 1/2 qiqj - qkqo qiqk - qjqo
A(s, t) = E.GT = 2 * qiqj - qkqo q2 + q? - 1/2 qjqk - q qo (2.58)
qiqk - qiqo qj qk - qio q0  + q - 1/2
This is Rodriguez' Formula, which produces an orthogonal rotation matrix for all
q satisfying qT.q = 1.
The elements of the quaternion q are related to the actual rotation of the object
it represents in a straightforward manner. If we consider the base orientation of an
ob.ject to be that in which the local coordinate axes of the object are aligned with the
global coordinate axes, then any new orientation can be achieved by a single rotation
of the body about a single fixed axis. We define an incremental rotation vector rvec
such that
r= r rTy rz (2.59)
where the direction of r specifies the fixed axis of rotation, and the magnitude Ilrll
specifies the angle of rotation, in radians. A quaternion q is related to r by
q(r) = cos(Irl/2) r. sin(Ir/2) n(jIr/2) r sin(I r/2) T (2.60)
Thus, the axis of rotation is parallel to the vector q, , qj, qk}, and the angle of
rotation can be determined (up to its sign) from qo.
Another relationship may be written to express the rotation matrix directly in
terms of the incremental rotation r [14]
0 
-rz  ry
A(r) = exp(i) = exp r. 0 -rx (2.61)
ry rx 0
which shows us ( with A(q(r)) = A(r) ) that the exponential of a skew-symmetric
matrix has an explicit form in terms of only elementary functions.
This leads to a pair of relationships between the axis and angle of rotation of
a rotation matrix and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. A rotation matrix has one
real eigenvalue and two complex ones. The real eigenvalue is exactly 1 and the
corresponding real eigenvector is parallel to the axis of rotation of the matrix. This is
intuitive because if a vector is rotated about an axis parallel to itself, the vector should
be unchanged. There can be no other real eigenvalues because they would imply that
a vector not parallel to the axis of rotation could be multiplied by the rotation matrix
and not be rotated. Finally, the polar angle of the complex eigenvalues is equal to the
rotation angle of the rotation matrix. See Appendix I for a demonstration of these
relationships.
2.5.3 Quaternion Derivatives
The temporal and spatial derivatives of the rotation matrices were previously written
as the product of a rotation matrix and a skew symmetric matrix 2.8. Using 2.58 and
the chain rule we can write
A' = E'.GT + E.G'T = 2E'.GT (2.62)
Equation 2.10 can now be rewritten as
T = 2E'.GT.G.ET (2.63)
Direct expansion (with qT.q - 1) shows that
GT.G =- I4 - q.qT (2.64)
so
T = 2E'.(I4 - q.qT).ET (2.65)
But, another direct expansion shows that
qT .ET 0 (2.66)
T = 2E'.E T (2.67)
Finally, one more expansion shows that
E'.ET = E'-
T = 2E.q'
(2.68)
(2.69)
Since T - i, this reduces to the vorticity vector
v = 2E.q' (2.70)
Thus, the derivative of a rotation matrix may be simply represented in terms of
the product of quaternion parameters and the derivatives of quaternion parameters.
Clearly, the time derivatives of the rotation matrix can be represented in an analogous
manner, by w = 2E.4.
Interestingly, the vorticity or angular velocity vectors may be represented in either
spatial or material coordinates by nearly identical expressions. From 2.13 and 2.58
K = AT.v = G.ET.v (2.71)
But, because of a cancellation such as 2.64 and 2.66
K = 2G.q' (2.72)
We now present without proof further useful identities in terms of quaternion
parameters that are necessary to the development of the equations of motion. For
derivations of each of these see [3] or [14].
Of course, the vorticity can be converted back into the derivatives of a quaternion
q' = 1ETv (2.73)
2
q' = 2GTK (2.74)
Equation 2.70, the chain rule, and further cancellation leads to the derivative of
vorticity
v' = 2E.q" (2.75)
Note that the inversion of this formula takes on a quadratic term not present in
2.73
q = ETv' - vT.v.q (2.76)2 4
Similar formulas involving material coordinates or time derivatives may be ob-
tained by swapping v for r. or w, respectively.
Finally, note that
E.ET = G.GT = I (2.77)
where 13 is the 3 x 3 identity matrix.
2.5.4 Explicit Quaternion Formulation
We now have all of the pieces we need to formulate the equations of motion in terms
of centroid vector p and the quaternion q. However, the equations of motion 2.40 and
2.41 are only six equations and we have seven unknowns. The last equation comes
from the second derivative of the quaternion normalization constraint
qT.q = 1 (2.78)
qT.q = 0 (2.79)
qT.4 = _ T. l (2.80)
We can now write each of the components of the equations of motion explicitly
in terms of p and q. However, by expanding some of the terms we can still make
;Substantial algebraic simplifications. Looking at 2.40, we expand y and substitute
AT.n = x
f = A.CI.AT.y = A.C1 .AT.(p ' - n) = A.CI.(AT.p ' - x) (2.81)
x = 1,0,O }
which allows the equations for linear acceleration 2.42 to become
£ = f' + (2.82)
pAP = [A.CI.(AT.p 
- 
x)] +(is
Finally, since p and A are scalars
i = [[A.CI.(AT.p' - x)]' + lpA (2.83)
The equations for angular acceleration can be simplified more substantially. First,
we make the same substitution for -yas was used in 2.81 and also
m = A.C 2 .AT.v = A.C 2.K = 2A.C 2 .G.q' (2.84)
Substituting this into the equations for angular acceleration 2.43 yields
'I = m' + m +'.f (2.85)
.IA.I.A .w + A.I.AT. = (t [2A.C 2.G.q'] + i + P'.A.C,.(AT .p - x)
Looking at the left hand side, we can apply temporal corollaries to 2.75, 2.70, and
2.67, and move one term to the right to get
2A.I.G.q = 2 [A.C.G.q'] + m+ P~'.A.C.(AT.p - x) - 4E.GT.I.G.q (2.86)
where
4E.GT.I.G.q (2.87)
is the centrifugal force vector, in spatial coordinates, associated with the rotation of
a cross-section about a non-principal axis.
It now remains to solve the system for q. The rotation matrix A is orthogonal,
so its inverse is trivial, and the inertia tensor I is constant in time (and usually
diagonal) so its inverse must be taken only once. Pre-multiplying by these matrices
and applying 2.64 gives
G.q = I-. [A [[A.C 2.G.q']'+[++'.A.C .(AT.p-x)]/21 -2G.GT.I.G.G (2.88)
The matrix G is not square and thus cannot be inverted. But the inclusion of the
quaternion normalization constraint will rectify this. Denoting the right hand side of
2.88 by R, equations 2.88 and 2.80 can be written in matrix form as
qG R
qT I 4. (2.89)
where the new matrix on the left
-qji q qk -qj
G -qj -qk qO qi (2.90)
qT --qk qj -qi qo
qo qi qj qk
is not only invertible, it's orthogonal! Thus, the system can be solved for q without
resorting to any numerical matrix inversions whatsoever (except for the one-time
inversion of the inertia tensor).
q= GT q}. (2.91)
I - 1 [AT. [[A.C 2 .G.q']' + [m + p'.A.C I.(AT.p - x)]/2] - 2G.GT.I.G.q]
Finally, the equations may be rewritten more compactly as
f' + fp = (2.92)
pA
G T q I-'. [A .(m' + M + p'.f )/2 - 2G.G .I.G.q (2.93)q G   q .(2.93)
Thus, we have an explicit one-dimensional system of seven equations of motion in
seven unknowns, ji and q, that can be solved by any number of common numerical
methods.
VWe should note that partial derivatives of sub-expressions in the equations of
motion have been left unexpanded. Although it is possible to simply expand these
derivatives by applying the chain rule, the particular numerical solution method that
is implemented in this thesis gives higher performance if the derivatives are not ex-
plicitly expanded, but are instead taken numerically.
2.5.5 Constraint Normalization
There is one remaining issue with regard to the quaternion representation of the ro-
tation matrices. Because the quaternion normalization constraint that was appended
to the equations of motion, qT.q = -•IT.q, was obtained by twice differentiating a
zeroth order algebraic constraint qT.q = 1, the resulting system of differential equa-
tions is really a system of differential-algebraic equations. While the system appears
to have seven degrees of freedom, it in fact has only six.
The problem with this arises because the numerical methods used to solve the
equations are not exact. As time integration proceeds, each of the seven variables
will be advanced in time, and the direction that the system moves as it advances will
be consistent with the constraints. However, as numerical errors accumulate, there is
no guarantee that the solution at some future time tf will still satisfy the algebraic
constraint qT.q = 1. If the solution drifts away from satisfying this constraint, the
rotation matrices A(q) will no longer be valid orthogonal rotation matrices and the
solution will, in general, go to pot.
The fix for this dilemma is to periodically "normalize" the solution by enforc-
ing that it continues to satisfy the zeroth and first order quaternion normalization
constraints
q.q = 1
q T. = 0
For the zeroth order constraint, this is simply (lone by dividing the quaternion by
its magnitude
q o (2.94)qq .qo
For the first order constraint, this is done by subtracting from 4 the component
that violates the constraint (the component in the direction of q).
4 = qo - qo.q9.qo (2.95)
Note that it is note necessary to enforce these normalization constraints at every
time step. In fact it is not necessary to enforce them at all, if the chosen integration
scheme is sufficiently accurate or the time domain of interest is sufficiently short.
However, any solution method should at least test if the constraints 2.78 and 2.79 are
being violated, and by how much.
2.6 Equilibrium Configurations
The equilibrium configuration of the rod can be found by minimizing the integral of
the potential energy function V 2.18, which is equivalent to setting the rates of change
of linear and angular momentum to zero (2.92 and 2.93), subject to appropriate
boundary conditions.
f' + = 0 (2.96)
m' + +'.f = 0 (2.97)
Expanded in terms of the quaternion, and including the quaternion normalization
constraint, we have
d
sA.CI.(AT.p' - x) + i = 0 (2.98)
d-2A.C2.G.q ' + f + ±'.(A.C1.(AT.p - x)) = 0 (2.99)
qW.q = 1 (2.100)
These are seven equations in seven unknown functions p and q. If each unknown
function is discretized and represented by some set of n parameters, then we have a
system of 7n equations that can be solved by an iterative method, such as Newton-
Rhapson.
To actually implement a Newton-Rhapson method to solve this system requires
that we formulate the Jacobian of the system, which requires that all the differen-
tial operations in 2.92 and 2.93 be expanded so that we may again differentiate with
respect to changes in each parameter of each unknown function. This would be an
unreasonably enormous task if done by hand, but it is a perfect exercise for Mathe-
matica's symbolic capabilities. Thus, we will not present a derivation of the system
Jacobian, we will let Mathematica calculate it directly from the symbolic form of the
equilibrium equations 2.98, 2.99, and 2.100. Section 4.5 presents this Mathematica
derivation and implementation.
Chapter 3
Numerical Methods
3.1 Spatial Discretization
In this section we develop the algorithms used to represent the spatial configuration
of the rod by a finite sum of Chebyshev polynomials. The Chebyshev representation
is particularly well suited to the elastic rod problem at hand for several reasons.
1. A spectral representation allows the value of each data point along the entire
length of the rod to contribute to the value of the numerical derivatives. This
gives exponential accuracy in the calculation of the derivatives (the numerical
derivative converges to the exact value faster than any power of n [2]).
2. The Chebyshev polynomials, unlike a Fourier series, allows the representation
of non-periodic boundary conditions, which is required to model the rod in the
general case.
3. When used with a cosine grid discretization, the Chebyshev transform is calcu-
lated by using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm.
4. When used with a cosine grid discretization, constraints may be placed on the
values of the derivatives at the endpoints of the transform with O[n 2] accuracy,
in a very computationally efficient manner.
rThe primary disadvantage of the Chebyshev representation is also related to the
cosine grid discretization; while a linear discretization would have allowed At =
O[1/n] for stability of the time integrator, the cosine grid discretization causes the
stability relationship to be At = O[1/n2],
3.1.1 Chebyshev Transform
The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind [2] Tk(x) are defined as
k/2 (k - I - 1)!Tk(x) - k/2 (-1)' l!(k 21)! 2 -2 (3.1)
1=0
Mathematica provides a built-in function for generating the Chebyshev polyno-
mials ChebyshevT [k, x] so it is not necessary to define one. For example, the first,
second, and third Chebyshev polynomials are
In[l]:= {ChebyshevT [0, x], ChebyshevT [1, x], ChebyshevT[2, x] }
Out [i= 2
{1, x, -1 + 2 x }
A property of the Chebyshev polynomials that is critical to their computationally
efficient implementation is
Tk(x) = cos(k arccos(x)) (3.2)
This identity allows the Chebyshev transform to be evaluated as a simple cosine
transform if the function to be transformed uses quadrature points of the form
xc = cos ( 7 , j = 0, ..., n (3.3)
Thus, a symmetrical Chebyshev transform pair where uj is the discretized function
in real space and vj is the discretized function in Chebyshev space is given by
vk1= ~E uc cos k = 0,...,n (3.4)
u f E / Zvkckcos(- , = 0,..., (3.5)
where
j = u(xj), j = O,...,n (3.6)
Co = Cn = 1
cj = 2,0<j<n
This definition of the Chebyshev transform is unusual in that the vk are multiplied
biy f and the uj divided by vn. This symmetrical definition allows the transform
and inverse transform functions to be identical.
A Chebyshev transform function could be implemented in Mathematica exactly
as stated in 3.4 above, but this would be an O[n2 ] operation. The fast Fourier
transform algorithm is an O[n log(n)] operation and a hard-coded version of the FFT
is built-in to Mathematica (the Fourier function), so we will use it to implement the
C.hebyshev transform. Because the Fourier transform requires periodic functions, the
u;i are "folded open" to create a data set of length 2n from the original n + 1 points.
Then, after transforming the data with the FFT, the vk are "folded closed" to yield
the Chevyshev transform.
Uj = o,...U,U ni,U n, -1,...,Ul}, j = 0,...,2n- 1 (3.7)
V;'k = -770j)
Vk = {V,...,Vn-1,Vn}, k= 0,...,n
This entire operation is implemented in the Mathematica function Chebyshev
which takes a list of real data as its argument and returns an equal length list of
transformed data.
In[2]::= Chebyshev [uList] :=Re [Take [
Fourier[ Join[u, Reverse[Take[u, {2, -2}]]] , Length[u]]]
Note that Chebyshev explicitly returns only the real part of the data (with the Re
function) even though the imaginary component should always be zero (because the
incoming data set represents an exactly even function). This is done only to eliminate
the near zero imaginary components from the return value.
It is possible to transform two real, even data sets with a single FFT by keeping
one data set real and making the other imaginary, and passing their sum through the
FFT. The real and imaginary components in the transform correspond to the real
and imaginary components of the data. Since the non-periodic data sets that are
transformed by the Chebyshev function are folded open so that they are always even,
this technique can be used to double the speed of the transform (Section 4.2.2).
The sum of Chebyshev polynomials corresponding to a particular Chebyshev
transform is obtained from
u(x) = nTk(x)vkCk cos (3.8)
/Hk= 0/
This is implemented in Mathematica with the ChebyshevToPoly function, which
takes a Chebyshev transform list and a symbol x to use for the independent variable
and returns a polynomial in x. Note here that Mathematica list indices start at 1,
not 0.
In[3 :- ChebyshevToPoly [vList, x_Symbol] :=
Module[{n = Length[v] - 1},
Chop [Expand [
N[1/Sqrt [2 n]] *
Sum[ChebyshevT[k, x] v[[k+l]] If[O < k < n, 2, 11,
{k, 0, n}] 1]]
To demonstrate the use of Chebyshev and ChebyshevToPoly, we create a data set
representing a smooth pulse function (a hyperbolic secant pulse), transform it into
Chebyshev space, and convert it into its Chebyshev polynomial form. First we create
a set of cosine quadrature points xj and the discretized pulse function uj with length
n = 6.
In[4]:= xj = Cos[ Range[0.0, N[Pi], N[Pi]/6] ]
Out [4] = -17
{1., 0.866025, 0.5, 6.12323 10 , -0.5, -0.866025, -1.}
InE[5: = uj = Sech[N[Pi] xj]
out[s]= {0.0862667, 0.131089, 0.398537, 1., 0.398537, 0.131089, 0.0862667}
The data is now transformed into Chebyshev space and then converted back into
a, polynomial.
In[6]:= cpulse = ChebyshevToPoly[ Chebyshev[uj], x I
Out [6] =
1. - 3.40834 x + 4.51508 x - 2.02047 x
Note that only even exponents are present because the pulse was an even function.
Mathematica can plot the polynomial along with the original pulse function.
InT7]:= Plot[{Sech[Pi x], cpulse}, {x, -1, 1}];
Figure 3-1: A hyperbolic secant pulse and its Chebyshev approximation.
Clearly, increasing n will improve the quality of the Chebyshev approximation.
3.1.2 Chebyshev Derivatives
Since the Chebyshev basis functions are polynomials, they are easily differentiated.
To directly differentiate the Chebyshev transform, a recursion formula [2] is used.
vn = 0
vVn--I
= nVn
k = k+2 + 2(k + 1)vk+l, k = n - 2,...,0
(3.9)
.-I -U.b U.b
Explicit formulas for higher order derivatives can also be obtained by differentia-
tion of 3.9 and some back substitution. Computationally, it is just as fast to apply
3.9 multiple times as it is to calculate higher order derivatives directly. The second
derivative of the Chebyshev transform is given by
= 0 (3.10)
If = 0
v- = 2n(n - 1)v,
ivf3 = 4(n - 1)(n - 2)vn-,
S= 2(2 + k)/(3 + k)v"+ 2 - (1 + k)/(3 + k)v"~ 4 + 4(1 + k)(2 + k)vk+2,
k = n- 4,...,0
This recursion is implemented in Mathematica with the ChebyshevDeriv function
that takes a Chebyshev transform list and returns an equal length list of the derivative
of the transform. Remember that Mathematica list indices start at one, not zero.
In[8]:= ChebyshevDeriv [v_List] :=
Module[{vd, k, n = Length[v] - 1},
vd = Table[O, {n+1}];
vd[[n]] = n v[[n+l]];
For[k = n-1, k > 0, k--,
vd[[k]] = vd[[k+2]] + 2 k v[[k+l]]];
vd]
To demonstrate the use of ChebyshevDeriv, we differentiate the Chebyshev trans-
form of the pulse function uj that was previously defined (In[5]) and generate the
resulting polynomial.
In[9]:= vj = Chebyshev [uj];
In[10]:= dcpulse = ChebyshevToPoly[ ChebyshevDeriv[vj], x ]
Out[C10= 3 5
-6.81669 x + 18.0603 x - 12.1228 x
Note that only odd exponents appear in the derivative of the pulse because the
pulse was an even function, so its derivative is odd. Mathematica can plot the poly-
nomial along with the symbolic derivative of the original pulse function.
In[l]3:= dsech = DE Sech[Pi x], x ]
out [i]= -(Pi Sech[Pi x] Tanh[Pi x])
In[12]:= Plot[{dsech, dcpulse}, {x, -1, 1}];
Figure 3-2: The derivative of a sech() pulse and its Chebyshev approximation.
The functions that are presented in this section are coded in a very straightfor-
ward manner so that the reader can easily understand the algorithms. But, because
Mathematica is an interpreted language, fast Mathematica code requires that great
efforts to be taken to reduce the number of function calls and local variable defini-
tions. The versions of these functions that are presented in Section 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and
used in the rod simulations are coded quite differently and are, in some cases, many
times faster.
3.2 Time Discretization
In this section we describe and define the two numerical integration schemes that are
used to integrate the motion of the elastic rod model. Because of their non-linear
nature, inversion of the equations of motion would be very difficult, requiring an
iterative solution procedure be called at each time step. Thus, only explicit time
integration schemes are considered.
Variable order Runga-Kutta single-step schemes and Adams-Bashforth multi-step
schemes were implemented because it was unknown which schemes would actually
provide the highest performance. The Adams-Bashforth schemes have a smaller mar-
gin of stability that requires a smaller time step size, but they avoid the need for
multiple evaluations of the equations of motion at each time step. The Runga-Kutta
schemes require multiple function evaluations per time step, but the greatly increased
stability margin allows longer time steps. In the context of the elastic rod model, it has
been empirically shown that the R,unga-Kutta schemes provide higher performance,
and that the highest order schemes are the best.
3.2.1 Runga-Kutta
The formulae for various order Runga-Kutta integration schemes are well known [9].
The formula for a particular order Runga-Kutta scheme is not uniquely defined by
the order alone. There are several ways to write the higher order schemes, all with
the same order of accuracy, but each having a slightly different magnitude of the first
error term. We present here the schemes that are implemented in this thesis.
First order Runga-Kutta is nothing more than Euler's method. Since the equations
of motion are second order differential equations they are solved in two steps; velocity
is integrated to obtain location, and then acceleration is integrated to obtain velocity.
The first order scheme is given by
uj = uj-1 + Atu•_ (3.11)
j = Uj-_ + Atu"_
u = f (uj,u)
j = 1, 2, ..., n
where f(uj, u ) represents the equations of motion, 2.92 and 2.93, giving acceleration
as a function of position and velocity. Note that uo and u' are initial conditions and
u• = f(uo, u'o) is calculated before the first time step.
The second order accurate Runga-Kutta scheme, for a second order differential
equation, is given by
ki = uj_, (3.12)
II = uj- 1
k2 = k, + At/211
12 = f(Uj-I + At/2k, k2 )
uj = ujl + Atk2
u' = u_, + Atl 2
U = f(uj, u,)
j = 1,2,...,n
The terminology used here is slightly unfamiliar in that k, and I, are used for
the intermediate first and second derivative terms, respectively, instead of just the k,
terms that are usually seen for first order schemes.
Similarly, the third order accurate Runga-Kutta scheme is
ki = uj- 1  (3.13)
S= U"j-1
k2 = ki + At/211
12 = f(Uj- 1 + At/2k, k2)
k3 = ki +At(21 2 -1 1)
13 = f(uj- + 6t(2k 2 - ki), k3)
j = uj- + At/6(k + 4k 2 + k3)
u = uI + At/6(11 + 412 + 13)
U = f(uj, u,)
j = 1,2, ... ,n
And the fourth order accurate Runga-Kutta scheme is
ki = nj (3.14)
S= Ul
1 -1
k2 = k + At/211
12 = f(Uj- 1 + At/2k, k2 )
k3 = l +At/212
13 = f(j-1 + At/2k 2, k3)
k4 = k + Atl3
14 = f(uj- 1 + Atk3 , k4)
uj = uj-I + At/6(ki + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)
uj = u_ , + At/6(i + 212 + 213 + 14)
u' = f(u ,u')
j = 1,2, . .. ,
Stability boundaries for each of these schemes, as they apply to linear, first order
problems can be found in the literature [9, 2]. Because we can argue on physical
grounds that the elastic rod system will not develop shocks or otherwise cascade
energy into higher frequency modes, estimates for for time step sizes based on the
eigenvalues of a linearized system should prove quite reasonable. However, numerical
experiments do not bear this out.
3.2.2 Adams-Bashforth
The formulae for Adams-Bashforth multi-step integration schemes as they apply to
first order differential equations are well known [7]. The schemes implemented in this
thesis are explicitly second order schemes in that they use current and previous values
for velocity and the current value for acceleration to calculate the position at each time
step. It can be shown that this is mathematically equivalent to first calculating the
velocity based on the current value of acceleration, and then calculating the position
based on the new value of velocity, instead of the current value of velocity.
A first order accurate Adams-Bashforth scheme reduces to Euler's method and is
identical to 3.11. The second/third order accurate algorithm presented here is actually
second order accurate for velocity and third order accurate for position. This implies
that if the acceleration of a system was a linear function of time u"(t) = kt then this
integration scheme would track to solution exactly, because u'(t) would be quadratic
and u(t) would be cubic.
The integration algorithm for the second order Adams-Bashforth scheme uses two
startup steps; the first step is Euler's method since there is only one initial condition
available, and the second step is a "self-starting" step [3] that corrects the error
induced by the first step.
II
u = u 1 + At(2/3u + 1/3u + t2 5t21/2/6 (3.15)
u = u/ + At(3/2u- u) 1/2U 2)I!u f(u2, 2)
uj = u-I + At(2/3u'_, + 1/3u-2) 25/6u"_, (3.17)
uj = uj_ z + A t (2u_1- 1/ -2u
ui = f(uj,u,), j = 3 . , n
Similarly, the third/fourth order Adams-Bashforth scheme is third order accurate
for velocity and fourth order accurate for position. Three startup steps are required,
where the second step corrects the first step to second/third order accurate and the
third step corrects the first and second steps to third/fourth order accurate.
u, = uo + Atu + At 21/2u (3.18)
u = uo + Atu"
u 1 = f(ul,
u2 = U1 + At(4/3u', - 1/3u') + At 2(2/3u' - 1/20u) (3.19)
U2 = ' l+ - u0)' U 1 + ~At(2u" - Ul)I1 0
u = f(U2, 2)
U3 = U2 + At(9/16u' + 11/12u' - 23/48uo) + A 2(9/8u" - 2/3u0) (3.20)
ul u2 + At(9/4u" - 2u' + 3/4u0)
U3 = f(u3, 3)
S= uj1 + At(11/48u'_, + 11/12u 2 - 7/48u_ 3) + At 29/8u0_, (3.21)
U = u'_, + A\t(23/12uj_ 1 - 4/3uj_2 + 5/12uj_ 3)
u = f(uj, u'),j = 4,..., n
The coefficients for Adams-Bashforth schemes for first order differential equations
can be obtained from the Newton backward difference polynomials [7]. However,
the author has not developed a similar scheme for obtaining the coefficients for the
integration schemes presented here. All Adams-Bashforth coefficients can be obtained
by simply fitting an interpolating polynomial to the current and past values of uj,
u', and u", solving for the polynomial coefficients, and evaluating the polynomial for
Uj+l.
Chapter 4
Mathematica Implementation
4.1 Motivation for Mathematica
In this Chapter we present a complete implementation of the geometrically exact elas-
tic rod model in Mathematica. By making use of Mathematica's symbolic and object
oriented programming capabilities it is possible to implement the formulae developed
in the previous sections in a manner that parallels the mathematical notation of the
formulae much more closely than would be possible with a lower-level language, such
as Fortran or C. Because Mathematica provides a complete user interface and graph-
ics rendering capabilities, we are relieved of the burden of writing many lines of code
that are not relevant to the problem at hand.
To the experienced programmer, Mathematica may seem like a poor choice for im-
plementing a fundamentally numerical model such as this one. Because Mathematica
is an interpreted, symbolic, and completely untyped language, simple algorithms may
run many times slower than they would if they were written in C. The experienced
Cý++ programmer may also argue that, through sufficiently thoughtful use of object
oriented techniques, an equivalently high level of programming abstraction could be
obtained as is presented here.
However, by using programming techniques that are specifically designed to im-
prove the performance of interpreted languages and taking advantage of Mathemat-
ica's many built-in numerical functions, we can largely overcome the inherent speed
penalty. Furthermore, the extremely rapid code development afforded by Mathe-
matica (because of the thousands of lines of code we don't have to write and the
compilations we don't have to do) allows us to experimentally optimize the code in
ways that would be too time consuming in a traditional language. If, when all is
said and done, it is still necessary to have higher computational performance than
can be attained with Mathematica, the algorithms developed here can be translated
(sometimes automatically) to C.
Even if it is known that a numerical model such as this one is eventually going
to be implemented in C, it still may be to ones advantage to first implement it in
Mathematica. Doing so will allow the programmer to debug basic algorithms, to
investigate the stability of numerical algorithms and profile their performance, and
to gain an overall picture of the structure and information flow of the program, all
before ever writing a line of compiled code. This will allow the final implementation
in C to progress much more quickly and with a clearer sense of direction than would
otherwise be possible.
The following four sections present all of the Mathematica code for the spatial
elastic rod model. A parallel implementation of the model for planar elastic rods is
also presented. Section 4.2 contains the fundamental transform functions that are
used by both planar and spatial models, and Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 contain the
planar and spatial specific code, respectively. The formulation of the planar model
can be easily obtained as a special case of the spatial model - this formulation can be
found in Appendix D.
Before we begin to define the Mathematica functions, the global symbol I is in-
troduced so it can be used to represent the second moment of a cross section. This
explicit introduction of I will prevent it from being recognized as the imaginary num-
ber i.
In[l]:= Global'I;
4.2 Transforms
This section contains the Mathematica code for creating discrete Chebyshev trans-
forms and their discrete derivatives and integrals.
4.2.1 Discretized Function Objects
Before defining the Chebyshev transforms, we introduce a new vector object of the
form V [fo, fl, .. , fn] to represent discretized functions such as the cross-section cen-
troid coordinates (x(s), y(s), z(s)} or the elements of a quaternion (qo(s), ..., qk(s)}.
This is (lone to allow the straightforward multiplication and addition of vectors and
matrices, the elements of which are discretized functions. For example, if we enter
{{a[1,1], a[1,2]}, {a[2,1], a[2,2]}} . {x[1], x[2]}
Mathematica will interpret this as a 2 x 2 matrix times a 2-vector and return their
dot product; a 2-vector. If any of the a[i, j] or x [i] were symbolic functions such
as a [2, 1] = 2 s + 4 this notation would also work fine. However, if the a [i, j] or
x [i] are discretized functions represented by Mathematica lists
a[i, j] = {f [0], f[1], ... , f[n]}
x[i] = {fI[O], f E], ... , f[n]}
then Mathematica will interpret the 2 x 2 matrix as a 2 x 2 x n tensor and the 2-vector
as a 2 x n tensor, causing the matrix multiplication to fail. What we want is for the
matrix multiplication to proceed as if the a [i, j] and x [i] were scalars, and then
for the a [i, j] and x [i] discretized functions to be multiplied and added element by
element. We accomplish this by introducing
a[i, j] = V[ f[0], f[il, ... , f[n] ]
x[i] = V[ f [O, f [1], ... , f[n] ]
Mathematica does not recognize these as lists so they do not add to the tensor
rank of the matrices or vectors that contain them. Now, we simply need to make the
V [] objects add, multiply, and exponentiate on an element by element basis, which
is accomplished with the following rules
In[2]:= V/:Times [a__, bV] :=Thread [Unevaluated[a * b] , V]
V/:Plus [ a__, b_V] :=Thread EUnevaluated [a + b], V]
V/:Power [aV, b_ ] :=Thread [Unevaluated [a ^ b], V]
With these rules in place we can treat V [] objects in other expressions as if they
were scalars.
In[3]:= 2 + 3 * V[1.2, 1.3, 1.4] + V[-0.5, 0.5, 1.5]^2
out[3]= V[5.85, 6.15, 8.45]
If we want other elementary function to operate on V [] objects correctly, such as
Cos [V [... ] ], we can add definitions to the list above such as
In[4]:= V/: Sin [aV] :=Thread [Unevaluated [Sin [a]] , V]
V/:Cos [aV] :=Thread [Unevaluated [Cos [a]], V]
See Appendix B for a single rule which will enable ALL functions which treat
Mathematica lists on an element by element basis to act similarly on V[] objects.
4.2.2 Chebyshev Transforms
Here are the Chebyshev transform functions. The transform is defined symmetrically,
so that Chebyshev and InverseChebyshev, if it were defined would be identical.
In[5]:= Chebyshev [V [u_] ] :=Apply [V, Re [Take [
Fourier[ Join[{u}, Reverse[Take[{u}, {2, -2}]]]],
Length[{u}]] ]]
Chebyshev [{V [u1__], V [u2__] }] :=Apply [V,
Through [{Re, Im} [Take [
Fourier[ Function[Join [#, Reverse[Take[#, {2, -2}]]]] [
Chebyshev[u] returns the Chebyshev transform v of the discretized function u,
where u = V[uo, u ,... , un], v = V[vo0,,... ,, , v], and u is discretized on a cosine
grid where uj = u(xj) = u(cos(r]j/n)), j = 0, 1,..., n.
Chebyshev [{uI, u2}] calculates two Chebyshev transforms {vl, v2} with one FFT
by using the imaginary component to hold the second transform.
Chebyshev[{ui,... , u,}] calculates several transforms {vi,... , vn}.
Thread[Complex[{ul}, {u2}]]]], Length[{ul}]]]], {1}]
Chebyshev [um: {__V}] :=Map [Chebyshev, umrn]
The Chebyshev transform is a linear operation, therefore it can be represented by
a transformation matrix. This matrix is not normally used to calculate the trans-
form because matrix multiplication is an O[n2 ] operation, while the FFT is only an
O [n log(n)] operation. However, the matrix representation will be needed for other
formulations, and is useful for investigating the properties of the Chebyshev transform
(eigenvalues, etc.)
In[6]:= ChebyshevMatrix [nInteger] :=
Table[Cos[k j NEPi]/ n], {k, 0, n}, {j, 0, n}]
DiagonalMatrix [ReplacePart [
Table [Sqrt [2.0/n] , {n+l}] ,
Sqrt[1/2.0/n], {{1i, {-1}} ]]
For example
In[71:= Chebyshev[VE2.6, 3.8, -1.4]]
out[71= V[4.4, 2., -3.2]
In[B]:= ChebyshevMatrix[2] . {2.6, 3.8, -1.4}
out[8l= {4.4, 2., -3.2}
The ChebyshevToPoly function was already presented in Section 3.1. This version
has the additional feature that the degree of the resulting polynomial can be optionally
specified. ArrayToPoly packages a transformation into Chebyshev space and the
conversion to polynomial form all in one function.
ChebyshevMatrix [n] returns the Chebyshev transformation matrix for a discretized
function of length n + 1.
ChebyshevMatrix [Length [u] - 1] . u is equivalent to Chebyshev Eu], only
much slower. This function is useful for investigating the properties of the Cheby-
shev transform.
ChebyshevToPoly [v, s] returns a polynomial in s representing the Chebyshev trans-
form v = V[vo, vl, ... , v].
ChebyshevToPoly [v, s, nm] returns a polynomial of maximum degree mn.
ChebyshevToPoly [{v,... }, s] returns a list of transforms.
ArrayToPoly [u, s] returns a polynomial in s representing the discretized function
u = V[uo, u,... , un].
--
In[9]:= Attributes [ChebyshevToPoly] = Attributes [ArrayToPoly] =
{Listable};
ChebyshevToPoly[V[v_ ], s-, m: (_IntegerlAll) :All]:=
Module[{n = Length[{v}] - 1, order},
order = n;
If [m=!=A11 && m>=O && m<=order, order=m];
Chop [Expand [
Sum[ChebyshevT[k, smap[s]] *
{v}[[k+1]]*If[O < k < n, 2, 1],
{k, 0, order}]/Sqrt[N[2 n]] I]]
ArrayToPoly[uV, s_, m:(_IntegerlAll):All]:=
ChebyshevToPoly[Chebyshev[u] , s, ml
The smap function maps s from its parameter space to -1 < s < 1. The parameter
space of s is set with MakeCDeriv, defined in the following section.
In[10]:= Attributes [ChebyshevToTrig] = Attributes [ArrayToTrig] =
{Listable};
ChebyshevToTrig[V[v_] , s_, m:(_IntegerAll):All] :=
Module[{n = Length[{v}] - 1, order},
order = n;
If [m=!=A11 && m>=O && m<=order, order=m];
Chop [Expand[
Sum[Cos[k ArcCos[smap[s]] *
{v}[[k+1]]*If[O < k < n, 2, 1],
{k, 0, order}]/Sqrt[NE2 n]] I]]
ArrayToTrig[uV, s_, m:(_IntegerlAll):All] :=
ChebyshevToTrig[Chebyshev[u] , s, ml
ResizeChebyshev Ev, n] returns a new Chebyshev transform of length n that is a
truncation or extension of the transform v. If n is less than the size of v then the
information in higher order terms is lost.
In[l] :=Attributes [ResizeChebyshevl = {Listable};
ResizeChebyshev v :V [_] , n_Integer] :=Module [{m = Length [v] -i},
Which[n < m,
ChebyshevToTrig [v, s] returns a trig function in s representing the Chebyshev
transform v = V[vo, vi,... , Vn]. The resulting function will contain terms of the
form cos(n arccos(s)) instead of sn
ArrayToTrig [v, s] returns a trig function in s representing the discretized function
v = V[vO, V,I... ,U vn].
Append[Take[v, n], v[[n+1]]*2]*
N [Sqrt [n/m] ],
n > m,
Join [Drop [v, -1], V [Last [v]/2], V(@Table [O, {n-m}]]*
N [Sqrt [n/m] ] ,
True, v]]
4.2.3 Chebyshev Derivatives
The Chebyshev transforms are differentiated with a recursion formula presented in
Section 3.1. The version of ChebyshevDeriv that was presented there uses local
variables, which are quite inefficient in Mathematica because the interpreter must
repeatedly look-up and reset the values of symbols. The version of ChebyshevDeriv
presented here uses higher-lever constructs to replace the local variable calls, and runs
several times faster as a result.
In[12]:= Attributes [ChebyshevDeriv] = {Listable};
ChebyshevDeriv [V [_,v__ ,vn_]] :=Apply [V,
Reverse [Flatten [FoldList [Plus, 0, Partition[
Reverse[{v, vn/2} Range[2, 2 Length[{v, vn}], 2]], 2]]]]]
ChebyshevDeriv [v_V, sp_?NumberQ] :=2/sp ChebyshevDeriv [v]
Note that the first element of the incoming transform v is assumed to be zero
because it is the coefficient of To(s) = 1 (a constant) so its derivative is zero. The
last element of the resulting transform is also always zero because the differentiation
of a polynomial must result in the reduction of the degree of the polynomial. The
restriction that n must be a multiple of 2 is a limitation of the algorithm, not a
fundamental restriction. However, since the high performance of the FFT relies on n
being a power of 2 anyway, this is not much of a restriction.
ChebyshevDeriv[v] returns the derivative v' of the discrete Chebyshev transform
v = V[vo, vl,... , vn]in Chebyshev space, where n must be a multiple of two.
ChebyshevDeriv [{V [], ... , V [] }] differentiates several transforms.
ChebyshevDeriv [v, space] returns the derivative of a transform where the param-
eter s has a parameter space other than space = smax - stnin = 2.
It will be necessary to integrate the Chebyshev transforms to find quantities such
as total strain or kinetic energy. ChebyshevInteg performs this task.
ChebyshevInteg [v] returns the integral f v ds of the discrete Chebyshev transform
v = V[vo0, v,... , vn]in Chebyshev space, where n is a multiple of 2.
ChebyshevInteg[{V [], ... , V [] }] integrates several transforms.
In[13]:= Attributes [ChebyshevInteg] = {Listable);
ChebyshevInteg [V [v , _]] :=Apply [V,
Join[{O}, Partition [v}, 3, 1].{1, 0, -1}, Take[{v}, -2]] /
Join[{1}, Range[2, 2 Length[{v}] - 2, 2], {Length[{v}]}] ]
ChebyshevInteg [vV, sp-?NumberQ] :=sp/2 ChebyshevInteg [v]
Note that the last element of the incoming transform (the highest mode) is as-
sumed to be zero, since the resulting transform cannot represent its integral if it
is non-zero. The first element of the resulting transform is set to zero because the
constant of integration is unknown.
Some calculations will require the matrix forms of the Chebyshev differentiation
and integration functions. Mathematica's symbolic capabilities can be used to simply
extract the matrix elements from the corresponding transform functions.
In[14] := ChebyshevDerivMatrix [nInteger?EvenQ] :=Module [{v},
Outer [Coefficient,
Expand [List@@ChebyshevDeriv [V@@Array [v, n+1]] ,
Array[v, n+1]]]
ChebyshevIntegMatrix [nInteger?EvenQ] :=Module [v},
Outer [Coefficient,
Expand [ListChebyshevInteg [V@@Array [v, n+1]] ,
Array v, n+1]]]
ChebyshevDerivMatrix [n] returns the Chebyshev differentiation matrix for a
transform of length n + 1.
ChebyshevDerivMatrix [Length [v] - 1] .v is equivalent to ChebyshevDeriv [v],
only much slower.
ChebyshevIntegMatrix [n] returns the Chebyshev integration matrix for a trans-
form of length n + 1.
The Chebyshev integration and differentiation operations are not quite inverse
operations because of the information that is lost in the highest and lowest order
terms, respectively. Thus, the operations cannot be exactly inverted and their corre-
sponding matrices are singular. A look at the matrix product of the integration and
differentiation matrices will demonstrate this fact.
I:n[5] := ChebyshevDerivMatrix [6] . ChebyshevIntegMatrix [6] //MatrixForm
Out [15] = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0100000
0010000
0001000
0000100
0000010
0000000
The resulting matrix is almost the identity matrix, but the last diagonal element
is zero because of the lost high-order term in ChebyshevInteg. Reversing the order
of the multiplication will result in the first diagonal element being zero, instead.
Finally, we define two functions which are simply packaged versions of the Cheby-
shiev transform, differentiation, and inverse transform all in one function. These
functions have the additional feature that the transform length n is hard coded into
the functions for faster evaluation. These functions are the fastest implementation of
Chebyshev differentiation that the author has been able to write, so far.
To set or change the length of the transforms that are used throughout the model,
the MakeCDeriv function must be executed.
MakeCDeriv En] creates new versions of CDeriv and C2Deriv that are hard-coded
for transforms of length n.
MakeCDeriv [n, smin, smax] allows the independent parameter s to vary from smin
to smax, instead of from -0to 1.
CDeriv [u] and C2Deriv Eu] return the first and second derivatives, respectively, of
the discretized real function = Vuo, , matrix, ut te last diagonal element, ]
ise following symbols are defined by MakeCDer iv:
grid: the cosine ricati of values s, in the first= ,...diagonal element being zero, instead.
To smax: the length of the transforms that are used throughout the model,
smap: a function that maps s from its parameter space to vary-1 <s < 1
s map: a function that maps s from its parameter space to -1 < s <1
In[16]:= MakeCDeriv[nInteger?EvenQ] :=With[
{rl = Range[2, 2 n, 2], r2 = Range[2 n, 2, -2]},
ClearAll [CDeriv, C2Deriv, smap];
Attributes[CDeriv] = Attributes[C2Deriv] = {Listable};
CDeriv[V[u__] :=Apply[V, Re [Take [Fourier [Join [#,Reverse [
Take[#, {2, -2}]1 &[Reverse[Flatten[FoldList [Plus, 0,
Partition [Reverse [MapAt [Times [#, 0.5]&, Rest [Re [Take [
Fourier[ Join[{u}, Reverse[Take[{u}, {2, -2}]]] 1,
n+1]]], -11 * rl], 2]]]]]], n+11]]];
C2Deriv[V[u_]] :=Apply[V, Re [Take [Fourier[Join[#,Reverse [
Take[#, {2, -2}]]]&[Reverse[Flatten[FoldList[Plus, 0,
Partition [Drop [Flatten [FoldList [Plus, 0,
Partition [Reverse [MapAt [Times [#, 0.5]&, Rest [Re [Take [
Fourier[ Join[{u}, Reverse[Take[{u}, {2, -2}]]] ],
n+1]]], -1] * ri], 2]]], -11 * r2, 2]]]]]], n+1]]];
grid = Cos[ Range[O.0, N[Pi], N[Pi]/n] ];
jmax = n;
smap = Identity;
RODderiv = True;]
4.3 Dynamics
4.3.1 Support Functions
Before the equations of motion can be coded, we must define our data storage struc-
ture and create a few support functions to do various vector operations. The entire
state of the rod at any given time t is represented by seven discretized functions of s
{x(, y,z, q, o, qi, qj ,qk}, each of which is a V [] object (Section 4.2.1). Thus, the primary
data storage structure is a Mathematica list of seven V [] objects to represent a single
state of the rod. To store the time history of the rod we must store many such sets
of V [] objects, so the entire state history of the rod will be stored in an n x 7 array
of V[] objects.
The required support functions are functions to generate rotation matrices and
vector cross products, and simple functions for extracting a part of the data storage
structure.
3D Support Functions
Each spatial support function that takes state as an argument expects a list of seven
V [] objects (x, y, z, qo, qi, qj, qk} specifying the state of the rod.
In[17]:= rotate [{o_, i_, j_, k_}] := 2*
{{-1/2 + i'2 + o0"2, i*j - k*o, i*k + j*o},
{i*j + k*o, -1/2 + j'2 + o-2, j*k - i*o},
{i*k - j*o, j*k + i*o, -1/2 + k^2 + o02}}
rotate[{_, _, _, q__}] := rotate[{q}]
rotation[{__,o_ ,i_,j_,k_}] :=
{2 Thread[ArcCos[o], V] , {i, j, k}/Sqrt [-o2] }
emat[{o_, i_, j_, k_}] :={{-i, 0o, -k, j}, {-j, k, o, -i}, {-k, -j, i, o}}
gmat[{oo_, i_, j_, k_}] :={{-i, o, k, -j}, {-j, -k, o, i}, {-k, j, -i, o}}
cross[{a_,b_,c_J, {d_,e_,f_}] :=
{b f - c e, c d - a f, a e - b d}
origin[{p__, _, _, _, _}] := {p}
quaternion[{_, 
_ , q__}] := {q}
2D Support Functions
Each planar support function that takes state as an argument expects a list of three
V [] objects ({x y, specifying the state of the rod.
rotate [{qo,, qi, qj,qk}] returns the 3D rotation matrix associated with the quater-
nion elements q.
rotate [state] returns the rotation matrix of the rod represented by state.
rotation[state] returns {0, {x, y, z}} representing the orientation of a cross-section
of the rod. The list {0, {x, y, z}} implies a rotation of 0 radians about the specified
axis, relative to the spatial reference frame.
emat [{qo, qj,q qk I}] and gmat [ {qo, qj, q  qk}] return 3 x 4 matrices of quaternion
elements (see Section 2.5.2).
cross [{X Y1, Z1 , (X 2,2, Y 2}] returns the vector cross product of the vectors.
origin [state] returns the cross-section cnetroid {x, y, z}.
quaternion [state] returns {qo, qi, qj, k}.
In[18]:= rotate [t_V] := {{#i, -#2}, {#2, #1}}&[Cos/Qt, Sin/@t]
rotate [{_, ,t_}] :=rotate Et]
rotate[t_] := {{#1, -#2}, {#2, #1}}&[Cos[t], Sin[t]]
cross[{a_, b_}, {c_, d_}] := a d - b c
origin [{p__, _}] := {p}
angle[{__, t_}] := t
4.3.2 Equations of Motion
A single function F representing the complete equations of motion can now be defined.
There are actually two main ways to code the equations of motion, depending whether
the spatial derivatives are expanded or not. Both methods result in about the same
total number of FFT's per evaluation, but leaving the spatial derivatives unexpanded
requires far fewer matrix multiplications, and is substantially faster. Thus, the fol-
lowing definitions parallel the unexpanded equations of motion specified in 2.92 and
2.93.
MakeEquations is used to create the function F with the physical constants E,
G, A, I, and p embedded to save evaluation time. Other versions of MakeEquations
with damping or initial curvature are defined in Appendix D, although their usage is
given here.
rotate [0] returns the 2D rotation matrix associated with the angle 0.
rotate [state] returns the rotation matrix of the rod represented by state.
cross [{x 1, y }, {x2 , Y2}] returns the scalar cross product of the vectors.
origin [state] returns the cross-section centroid {x, y}.
angle [state] returns the cross-section rotation angle 8.
3D Equations of Motion
In[C19]:= MakeEquations [3D, cl: {_,_, _}, c2:{_,_,_},
rhoa_, rhoj:{_,_,_}]:=(
Clear [F];
F[u:{x_,Y_,z_,q__}, ud:{_,_,_,qd__}]:=Block[
{ f, m, Lt, Ht,
pl = CDeriv[{x, y, z}],
qi = CDeriv[{q}],
A = rotate [{q} ,
G = gmat[{q}] ,
Gd = gmat[{qd}] },
(*1*) f = A . (ci MapAt[Plus[#, -1.0]k, pl . A, 1]);
(*2*) m = 2 A . (c2 G . qi);
(*3*) Lt = CDeriv[f];
(*4*) Ht = CDeriv[m] + cross[pl, f];
(*5*) Unevaluated[u, ud, Join[ Lt/rhoa,
(*6*) Transpose [Append[G, {q}]] .
(*7*) Append[(1/2 Ht . A -
(*8*) 2 G . Transpose[Gd] . (rhoj G) . {qd})/rhoj,
(*9*) 
-{qd} . {qd}] ]] ];
RODequations = 3; )
The function F can be explained line-by-line by comparing it to the mathematical
formulation of the equations of motion 2.92 and 2.93.
f' +f
pA
I-. [AT.(mi' N T+ fi'.f)/2 - 2G.GT.I.G.q
MakeEquations [3D, {EA, GA 1 , GA 2}, (GJ, E 1, EI2}, pA, p(J, Ii, I2}] builds the
function F where ddu/dtdt = F[u, du/dt], representing the undamped, unforced,
equations of motion of the spatial rod. The argument pA may be a vector of three
elements p{A., Ay, A,} to specify mass scaling.
MakeEquations [3D,... kiinear, kangular] builds equations of motion with damping
factors k applied to the linear and angular velocity of the rod.
MakeEquations [3D,... , k1 , k2 , nostrainstate] builds equations of motion in which
the configuration of the unstrained rod is represented by nostrainstate. nostrainstate
is specified by a function of s in exactly the same manner as initial conditions are
specified (Section 4.3.5).
1. f is the internal force vector in global coordinates A.C 1 .(A(T).p' - x). Because
Mathematica does not differentiate between a row and column vector, AT.p'
is coded as pl.A (avoiding the transpose operation). The MapAt construct
subtracts 1 from the first element only of pl. A, which avoids subtracting 0 from
the other two elements. Left matrix multiplication by the diagonal matrix C,
is replaced by standard multiplication by the vector of diagonal elements cl,
avoiding many multiplications by 0.
2. m is the internal moment vector in global coordinates A.C 2.G.q'. Again, left
multiplication by a diagonal matrix is written as standard multiplication by a
vector.
3. Lt is the time rate of change of linear momentum 4, from 2.29.
4. Ht is the time rate of change of angular momentum 71, from 2.32.
5. The position and velocity vectors u and ud that were passed into F are passed
out with the return value. Lt/rho A completes the equations of linear motion.
6. Transpose [Append [G, q}] ] is the orthogonal matrix from equation 2.90.
7. Ht. A is the time rate of change of angular momentum transformed to material
coordinates.
8. 2 G. Transpose [Gd] . (rho J G) . qd is one half of the centrifugal force vector
2.87, again taking advantage of the fact that J is a diagonal matrix.
9. -qd. qd is the right hand side of the quaternion normalization constraint 2.80.
2D Equations of Motion
MakeEquations [2D, {EA, GA}, EJ, pA, pJ] builds the function F, where
ddu/dtdt = F[u, du/dt], representing the equations of motion of the planar rod. The
argument pA may be a vector p{A,, A,} to specify mass scaling.
MakeEquat ions [2D,... , klinear, kangular] builds equations of motion with damping
factors k applied to the linear and angular velocity of the rod.
MakeEquations [2D, ... , kl, k2 , nostrainstate] builds equations of motion in which
the configuration of the unstrained rod is represented by nostrainstate.
MakeEquations [2D,... ,kl,k, 2, appforce, appmoment, nostrainstate] builds equa-
tions of motion in which a specified force and moment per unit length is applied to
the rod. appforce[state] should return {f,, fv,} and appmoment[state] must return
moment m, where f,, fy, and rn are V [] objects.
In[20:= MakeEquations[2D, cl:{ _, }, c2_, rhoa_, rhoi_]:=(
Clear [F] ;
F[{p__,t_}, ud_ :=Block[
{f, Lt, Ht,
pl = CDeriv[{p}],
A = rotate[t]},
f = A . (ci MapAt[Plus[#, -1.0]&, pl . A, 1]);
Lt = CDeriv[f];
Ht = c2 C2Deriv[t] + cross[pi, f];
Unevaluated[{p, t}, ud, Append[ Lt/rhoa, Ht/rhoi ]] ];
RODequations = 2; )
The planar version of the function F can be easily written from the planar equa-
tions of motion without all the Mathematica tricks.
dp = [AC T.A ] +fT +pA (4.1)
d [EIO' +iff+ p' x [A.C 1 .AT p (4.2)
See Appendix D for a derivation of the planar equations of motion.
4.3.3 Quaternion Normalization
If we wish to normalize the elements of the quaternion and its derivative at each time
step, we must apply a quaternion normalization function.
In[21]:= MakeNormalized [False] := (
ClearAll[nrm, nrmd];
Attributes[nrm] = Attributes[nrmd] = {HoldAll};
nrm [u_] :=u;
nrmd [_ ,ud_] :=ud;
RODnormalized = True; )
MakeNormalized [True] creates two functions, nrm[u] and nrmd[u, ud], that nor-
malize the quaternion elements contained in u = {x, y, z, qo, qi, qj, qk} and the quater-
nion derivative elements in ud, respectively. These functions are called by the time
integrator at each time step.
MakeNormalized [False] creates two dummy functions nrm [u] and nrm Eu, ud] that
do nothing.
In[22] := MakeNormalized [True] :=
With [{I = IdentityMatrix[4] },
ClearAll [nrm, nrmd];
nrm[{x_,y_,z_,q__}]:=Join[{x, y, z}, {q}/Sqrt[{q}.{q}]];
nrmd[{_,_,_,q__}, {xd_,yd_,zd_,qd__}]:=
Join[{xd, yd, zd}, (I - Outer[Times, {q}, {q}]) . {qd}];
RODnormalized = True;]
The quaternion normalization functions implemented here are based on equations
2.79 and 2.80.
4.3.4 Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions are applied to the model by one or more of three functions that
constrain the position, velocity, or acceleration of the endpoints of the rod. These
functions can be functions of time, functions of the state of the rod, or functions of
any other external influence. Only two forms of boundary conditions are defined here;
more are defined in Appendix E.
The Dirichlet2 boundary condition allows the linear and angular acceleration of
either end of the rod to be specified. While this may seem obtuse, compared to just
specifying the location of the end of the rod, it relieves us of the burden of making
sure the boundary conditions move the rod in a continuous manner; conditions on
acceleration may be discontinuous, while boundary conditions specifying location
(DirichletO) must have at least first order continuity, and boundary conditions
specifying velocity (Dirichleti) must have at least zeroth order continuity. The
DirichletO and Dirichletl boundary condition functions are defined in Appendix
E.
3D Boundary Conditions
Here is the s = smax Dirichlet acceleration boundary condition function.
In[23]:= MakeBoundary [3D, Dirichlet2, End, pdd_, alpha_] :=(
ClearAll [bnd, bndd, bnddd];
bnd = bnb;
bndd = bnbd;
bnddd [u, ud_, udd_] :=bnbdd[u, ud, Block[{ReplacePart,
q = u[[{4,5,6,7}, 1]],
qd = ud[[{4,5,6,7}, 1]],
qdd},
qdd = 0.5 (alpha[T] . emat[q]) - (qd . qd) q;
Thread [ReplacePart [udd, Join[pdd[T] , qdd] , 1]]]];
RODboundaryl = 3; )/;
RODboundary0 == 3 && VectorQ [Join [pdd [0] , alpha[0] ] , NumberQ]
The angular acceleration alpha is converted into ddq/dtdt as per 2.76. Note
that the second time derivative of the quaternion may be nonzero even if angular
acceleration is zero.
Neumann boundary conditions model zero force and moment at the end of the rod.
The more general cases of nonzero forces and moments at the ends, specified in mate-
rial or spatial coordinates, are modeled with the NeumannLocal and NeumannGlobal
bnd [u] returns u after the application of boundary conditions.
bndd [u, ud] returns ud after the application of boundary conditions.
bnddd [u, ud, udd] returns udd after the application of boundary conditions.
MakeBoundary[3D, Stationary, end] creates boundary condition functions that
constrain the linear and angular acceleration of the end of the rod to be zero, effec-
tively constraining it to stay where it is placed by the initial conditions. end must
be Begin or End, which causes the s = smin or s = smax end of the rod to be
constrained, respectively.
MakeBoundary [3D, Dirichlet2, end, accel, alpha] creates boundary condition
functions that specify the linear and angular acceleration of one end of the rod.
The supplied acceleration functions accel[T] and alpha [T] should return return nu-
meric 3-vectors.
MakeBoundary [3D, Dirichleti, end, velocity, omega] creates boundary condition
functions that specify the linear and angular velocity of the specified end of the rod.
MakeBoundary [3D, DirichletO, end, location, quaternion] creates boundary con-
dition functions that specify the location and orientation of the specified end of the
rod. location[T] and quaternion[T] should return 3- and 4-vectors, respectively.
boundary condition functions, respectively. These functions are also defined in Ap-
pendix E.
A still more general boundary condition function would provide Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions in some coordinate directions, and Neumann boundary conditions in
others. No such function is provided by this thesis, although the general program
architecture provided will certainly support such a scheme.
Here is the definition of the zero-force Neumann boundary condition function.
In[24] :=MakeBoundary [3D, Neumann, End]:=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnddd];
With[{ ds = 1-Cos[N[Pi]/jmax] },
bnd[u] :=bnb[Block[{ReplacePart, q, r),
q = u[[{4,5,6,7}, 2]];
r = Join[ u[[{1,2,3}, 2]] +
rotate[q] . {ds, 0, 0}, q ];
Thread[ReplacePart[u, r, 1]] ]];
bndd[u_, ud_] :=bnbd[u, Block[{ReplacePart, qd, rd},
qd = ud[[{4,5,6,7}, 2]];
rd = Join[ ud[[{1,2,3}, 2]] + 2 emat[u[[{4,5,6,7}, 2]]]
Transpose[gmat[qd]] . {ds, 0, 0}, qd ];
Thread[ReplacePart[ud, rd, 1]] ]];
Attributes[bnddd] = {HoldAll};
bnddd[u_, ud_, udd_] :bnbdd[u, ud, udd] ];
RODboundaryl = 3; ) /; RODderiv && RODboundaryO == 3
MakeBoundary [3D, Neumann, end] creates boundary condition functions that spec-
ify zero force and moment applied to the beginning or end of the rod.
MakeBoundary[3D, NeumannLocal, end, force, moment] creates boundary condi-
tion functions that specify the force and moment applied to the beginning or end
of the rod in the material reference frame. force[T] and moment[T] should each
return 3-vectors.
MakeBoundary[3D, NeumannGlobal, end, force, moment] creates boundary condi-
tion functions that specify the force and moment applied to the end of the rod in
the spatial reference frame.
2D Boundary Conditions
In[25]:= MakeBoundary[2D, Dirichlet2, Begin, pdd_, tdd_] := (
ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd];
bnb[u_] := u;
bnbd[_, ud_] := ud;
bnbdd [u_, ud_, udd_] :=Block [{ReplacePart},
Thread [ReplacePart [udd, Append[pdd[T] , tdd[T] ], -1]]];
RODboundaryO = 2; )/;
VectorQ [Append[pdd [0] , tdd [0]] , NumberQ]
In[26] := MakeBoundary [2D, NeumannLocal,
force_, moment_] :=
( ClearAll [bnb, bnbd, bnbdd];
With[{
ds = 1-Cos[N[Pi]/jmax] ,
Cli = 1/cl,
C2i = 1/c2,
R = {{0, -1}, {1, 0}}},
bnb [u_:=] Block [{ReplacePart,
q = t + ds C2i moment[T];
A = rotate[(t + q)/2];
p = u[[{l, 2}, -2]] + ds A
Begin, cl:{_,_}, c2_,
A, p, q, t = u[[3, -2]]},
. (Cli force[T] + {-l, 0});
MakeBoundary [2D, Dirichlet2, end, accel, alpha] creates boundary condition
functions that specify the linear and angular acceleration of the end of the rod
as a function of time. accel and alpha should be functions of one variable such that
accel[T] returns a 2-vector and alpha[T] returns a scalar.
DirichletO or Dirichletl may be specified to control the linear and angular loca-
tion or velocity, respectively.
MakeBoundary [2D, Neumann, end] creates boundary condition functions that spec-
ify zero force and moment applied to the end of the rod.
MakeBoundary [2D, NeumannLocal, end, force, moment] creates boundary condi-
tion functions that specify the force, in material coordinates, and moment applied
to the end of the rod as a function of time. force [T] should return a 2-vector and
moment[T] a scalar.
MakeBoundary[2D, NeumannGlobal, end, force, moment] creates boundary condi-
tion functions that specify the force, in spatial coordinates, and moment applied to
the end of the rod.
MakeBoundary[2D, EndMass, end, mass, inertia, centroid] creates boundary con-
dition functions that model a rigid mass attached to the end of the rod. The location
of the centroid of the mass, relative to the end of the rod, is specified by centroid.
Thread[ReplacePart[u, Append[p, q] , -1]] ] ;
bnbd[u_, ud] :=Block[{ReplacePart, A, q, pd, qd,
t = u[[3]]},
qd = ud[[3, -2]] + ds C2i moment'[T];
A = rotate[(t[[-2]] + t[[-1]])/2];
pd = ud[[{1, 2}, -2]] +
ds qd R . A . (Cli force[T] + {-I, 0}) +
ds A . (Cli force' [T]);
Thread[ReplacePart [ud, Append[pd, qd] , -1]] ];
bnbdd[_, _, udd_] := udd; ];
RODboundaryO = 2; )/;
RODderiv && VectorQ [Append [force [0] , moment [0]] , NumberQ]
4.3.5 Initial Conditions
Initial conditions are specified through a user-defined function that accepts a list of
numbers representing the cosine discretized parameter s, where sj = cos(7rj/n), and
returns a list of V [] objects {x, y, z, qo, qi, qj, qk} representing the state of the rod. It
is possible to create an initial condition function from combinations of elementary
and trig functions, or to create one that returns the state of the rod from a prior
numerical analysis. Some reasonable initial conditions are defined here.
3D Initial Conditions
userlC3 [s] is called with a list of numbers s = (so, sl,... ,s,}. userlC3 s] must
return a nested list {x, y, z, qo, qi, qj, qk} representing the state of the rod, where each
sub-list is of the form u = V[uo, ul,... , un].
undeformedIC3 [s] represents an undeformed straight rod spanning 0 < x < 2
In[27]:= undeformedIC3[s_] :=Apply[V, {s+l, 0.0 s, 0.0 s,
1.0 + 0.0 s, 0.0 s, 0.0 s, 0.0 s}, {1}]
stretchIC3 [s] represents a straight rod that is stretched in the X direction such
that axial strain is equal to 0.05.
InC[28:= stretchIC3[s_]:=Apply[V, {1.05 (s+1), 0.0 s, 0.0 s,
1.0 + 0.0 s, 0.0 s, 0.0 s, 0.0 s}, {1}]
twistlC3 [s] represents a rod that is twisted 7r radians from one end to the other.
In[29]:=ttWiStIC3[s_] :=Apply[V, {s+l, 0.0 s, 0.0 s,
Cos[N[Pi] (s+1)/4], Sin[N[Pi] (s+1)/4], 0.0 s, 0.0 s}, {1}]
curveIC3 [s] represents a rod that is curved through 1/2 turn in the X-Y plane.
The s = -1 end of the rod is located at the global origin and the s = 1 end is
at {0,4/7, 0}, pointed back in the -X direction. This state corresponds to a pure
moment applied to each end of the rod.
In[30]:= curveIC3[s_] :=Apply[V, {2/N[Pi] Sin[N[Pi] (s+1)/2],
2/N[Pi] (1-Cos[N[Pi] (s+1)/2]), 0.0 s,
Cos[N[Pi] (s+l)/4], 0.0 s, 0.0 s, Sin[N[Pi] (s+l)/4]}, {1}]
pulseIC3 [s] represents a rod with a smooth bump of specified height in the cen-
ter. Note that this initial condition does not represent an equilibrium configuration,
regardless of boundary conditions.
In[31]:= pulseIC3 [height] [s_.] :=Apply[V, {s,
height (Sech[4 s] - Sech[4.01), 0.0 s,
Cos[-height/4 Sin[s N[Pi]]], 0.0 s, 0.0 s,
Sin[-height/4 SinEs N[Pi]]]}, {1}]
zeroIC3 [s] returns an initial condition that is entirely zero. This is normally
used as a velocity initial condition.
In[32]:= zeroIC3[s_] :=Apply[V, Table[0.0 s, {7}], {1}]
Initial conditions that are obtained from a prior run of the rod model may be stored
and retrieved with the following sequence, where rodstate is of the form {x, y,... }, x =
V[xo,.. .2,].
In[33]:= Put [rodstate, "ic.m"]
In[34]:= fileIC = Function[Evaluate [Get ["ic.m"]]];
2D Initial Conditions
userlC2 Es] is called with a list of numbers s = so, s8,... ,s,}. userlC2 [s] must
return a nested list {x, y, }0 representing the state of the rod, where each sub-list is
of the form u = V[uo, u,... - ,u].
In[35]:= undeformedIC2[s_]:=Apply[V, {1.0 s, 0.0 s, 0.0 s}, {1}]
In[36]:= stretchIC2[s_]:=Apply[V, {1.05 (s+1), 0.0 s, 0.0 s}, {1}]
In[37]:= curveIC2[s_] :=Apply[V, {2/N[Pi] Sin[N[Pi] (s+1)/2],
2/N[Pi] (1-Cos[N[Pi] (s+1)/2]),
N[Pi] (s+l)/2}, {1}]
In[38]:= pulseIC2 [height_] [s_] :=Apply [V,
{s, height (Sech[4 s] - Sech[4.01),
-height/2 Sin[N[Pi] s]}, {1}]
In[39]:= zeroIC2 [s_] :=Apply [V, Table [0.0 s, {3}], {1}]
shearIC [s] represents a rod with a shear force applied to the end, and in which
GA = EI. Note that this initial condition only represents an equilibrium configura-
tion as the deflection approaches zero. The formulation of this initial condition comes
from linear beam theory. If a is set to .00004 then the rod will be in equilibrium to
within the tolerance of double precision arithmetic.
InE40]:= With[{a = 0.00004},
shearIC2[s_] :=Apply[V, {(s+l),
-a/16 (s+l)^3 + 3 a/16 (s+l)^2 + 3 a/8 (s+l),
-3 a/16 (s+1)^2 + 3 a/8 (s+1)} /. a->.05, {1}] ]
4.4 Numerics
4.4.1 Integrators
The MakeIntegrator function creates a generic numerical integrator function that
is applied to the current state of the rod at each time step. The integrator function
update expects the current state of the rod at a time T to be contained in the global
variables aj, ajd, and ajdd (the location, velocity, and acceleration, respectively).
The integrator calculates a new state of the rod at time T + delT, updates the state
in aj, ajd, and ajdd with the new state, and updates the value of T. Storage of the
past history of the rod is managed by MakeInitialized.
The integrators that are defined here are R~unga-Kutta and Adams-Bashforth
methods with a constant time step size. It should be possible to add any other
numerical integration scheme using this framework. The integrators are not 2D-3D
sIpecific.
Here is the definition of the Euler's method integrator.
In[41]:= MakeIntegrator [Euler, dt_?NumberQ]:=(
delT = dt;
int = RK[1];
update :=CompoundExpression[
T = ++step dt,
aj = bnd[ aj + dt ajd ],
ajd = bndd[ aj, ajd + dt ajdd ],
ajdd = bnddd[ F[aj, ajd] ], Null];
RODintegrator = True;)
Here is definition of the fourth-order Runga-Kutta integrator.
In[42]:= MakeIntegrator[RK[4] , dt_?NumberQ] :=(
delT = dt;
int = RK[4];
update:=Block[{j2, k2, 12, j3, k3, 13, j4, k4, 14},
T = ++step dt;
(* ji = aj; ki = ajd; 11 = ajdd; *)
j2 = bnd[ aj + dt/2 ajd ];
k2 = bndd[ j2, ajd + dt/2 ajdd ];
12 = bnddd[ F[j2, k2] ];
j3 = bnd[ aj + dt/2 k2 ];
k3 = bndd[ j3, ajd + dt/2 12 ];
13 = bnddd[ F[j3, k3] ];
j4 = bnd[ aj + dt k3 ];
k4 = bndd[ j4, ajd + dt 13 ];
14 = bnddd[ F[j4, k4] ];
aj = bnd[ aj + dt/6 (ajd + 2 k2 + 2 k3 + k4) ];
ajd = bndd[ aj, ajd + dt/6 (ajdd + 2 12 + 2 13 + 14) ];
ajdd = bnddd[ F[aj, ajd] ]; ];
RODintegrator = True; )
MakeIntegrator [method, step] creates an integrator (named update) using the
specified method and time-step. Supported methods are Euler, RK[2], RK[3],
RK[4], AB[2], and AB[3].
Global Functions: update without arguments advances the state of the model one
time step.
Global Symbols:
delT => time step size
int => integrator type
The Adams-Bashforth integrators use an extension of the data storage structure
used by the Runga-Kutta schemes. Because they are multi-step schemes, the Adams-
Bashforth integrators maintain a list of the last n states of the rod, where n is the
order of the integrator. The Adams integrators keep a rotating record of which state
is the most recent in the variable ind.
Here is the definition of the second-order Adams-Bashforth integrator.
InC43] :=MakeIntegrator [AB [2], dt_?NumberQ] :=
With[{al = delT {2./3., 1./3.},
a2 = delT^2 5./6.,
a3 = delT {3./2., -1./2.}},
delT = dt;
int = AB[21;
update:=(update:=(update:=(
T = ++step dt;
With[{nO = ind[[-1]], ni = indE[1]], na = ind},
aj[[nO]] = bnd[
aj[[ni]] + al . ajd[[na]] + a2 ajdd[[nl]] ];
ajd[[nO]] = bndd[ aj[[nO]] ,
ajd[[nl]] + a3 . ajdd[[na]]];
ajdd[[nO]] = bnddd[ F[aj[[nO]], ajd[[nO]]] ];];
ind = RotateRight[ind];);
T = ++step dt;
With[{nO = ind[[-1]], ni = ind[[1]]},
aj [[nO]] = bnd[ aj[[nl]] +
delT {4/3, -1/3} . ajd [[ind]] +
delT^2 {2/3, -1/2} . ajdd[[ind]] ];
ajd [[nO]] = bndd[ aj[[nO]] ,
ajd[[nl]] + delT {2, -1} . ajdd[[ind]] ];
ajdd[[nO]] = bnddd[ F[aj[[nO]], ajd[[nO]]] ];];
ind = RotateRight[ind] ;);
T = ++step dt;
With[{nO = ind[[-1]], ni = ind[[1]]},
aj[[nO]] = bnd[ aj [[ni]] +
delT ajd [[ni]] +
delT^2 1/2 ajdd[[nl]];
ajd[[nO]] = bndd[ aj[[nO]],
ajd[[nl]] + delT ajdd[[nl]] ];
ajdd[[nO]] = bnddd[ F[aj[[nO]], ajd[[nO]]] ]];
ind = RotateRight [ind] ;);
RODintegrator = True; ]
The second- and third-order Runga-Kutta (RK[2] and RK[3]) and third-order
Adams-Bashforth (AB [3]) integrators are defined in Appendix F.
4.4.2 Model Initialization
We now define one last function to initialize the data storage structure and create
several required constants. The MakeInitialized function actually evaluates the
equations of motion one time to generate iio from u0 and uo. This also serves to check
that all of the boundary and normalization functions are working properly, since no
error checking is by the actual integration functions.
In[441:= MakeInitialized[dim_ D, ic_, icd_, st
Clear [state];
step = T = 0;
aj = bnd[ ic[grid] 1;
ajd = bndd[ aj, icd[grid] ];
ajdd = bnddd[ F[aj, ajd] ];
If[!MatchQ[Join[aj, ajd, ajdd], {V[
Return [$Failed]];
Switch [Head [int] ,
RK, state = Identity,
AB, state = Part[#, First[ind]]&;
ind = Range[int[[1]]];
aj = Prepend [Table [0, {int [ [1]
ajd = Prepend[Table[O, {int[[l]]
ajdd = Prepend[Table [0O, {int [[]
ore:_Integer:0] :=(
__?NumberQ]..}],
- 1}], aj];
- 1}l, ajd];
- 1}], ajdd]];
If [store < 1,
Clear[OneStep, ajr, ajdr];
OneStep:=update,
MakeInitialized [3D I 2D, ICfunction, ICDfunction, storageintervalj initializes
the model with the specified initial condition functions for position and velocity.
The location and velocity of the model will be appended to the global variables ajr
and ajdr each storageinterval time-steps. If storageinterval is omitted then no data
will be stored.
OneStep is an argumentless function created by MakeInitialized that advances
the state of the rod one time step.
The following global variables are created by MakeInitialized:
aj = the current location state of the rod
ajd : the current velocity state of the rod
ajdd = the current acceleration state of the rod
step = the integer time step number of the current state
T := the current value of time
ajr 4 the location state history of the rod
aj dr =. the velocity state history of the rod
Tr = a list of the values of time at each storage interval
Tr = {T};
ajr = {state[aj] };
ajdr = {state[ajd] };
OneStep := (update;
If [Mod [step, store]==0,
AppendTo [Tr, T];
AppendTo[ajr, state[aj] 1;
AppendTo[ajdr, state[ajd] ]; ]) ] )/;
RODderiv && RODintegrator &&
RODequations === RODboundaryO === RODboundaryl === dim
4.4.3 Inspection Functions
In this section we define several functions for interagating the state of the rod. Two
basic types of functions are defined; functions that return Chebyshev transforms
representing some property that veries along the length of the rod, and functions
that return a scalar representing some integral property of the rod.
Each inspection function expects a list of V [] objects ({x, y, z, qo, qi, qi, qk) or
{x, y, }) representing the state of the rod and stiffness or inertia properties (cl and
c2 or pA and pJ).
forceM [state, cl, c2] returns the internal force vector at a cross-section of the rod
in material coordinates.
forceS [state, cl, c2] returns the internal force vector in spatial coordinates.
momentM [state, cl, c2] returns the internal moment vector in material coordinates.
momentS [state, cl, c2] returns the internal moment vector in spatial coordinates.
moment [state, cl, c2] returns the internal moment scalar in a planar rod.
strain [state, cl, c2] returns the total elastic strain energy in the rod. Note that
this definition of strain is only valid for mass matrices that are multiples of the
identity matrix.
kinetic [state, stateD, pA, pJ] returns the total kinetic energy in the rod. The sec-
ond argument stateD specifies the velocity state of the rod. Note that this definition
of kinetic is only valid for mass matrices that are multiples of the identity matrix.
kinetic [stateD, pA, p.J] returns the total kinetic energy in a planar rod. stateD
specifies the velocity state of the rod.
3D Inspection Functions
In[451: = forceM[v:{ ,_,_,_,_,_,_}, ci:{_,_,_}, -] :=
ci (CDeriv[origin[v]] . rotate[quaternion[v]] - {i,0,0})
forceS[v:{,_,_,_,,_,_,}, ci:{_,_,_}, ] :=
rotate[quaternion[v]] . forceM[v, cil
momentM[v:{_,_,_,_,_,_,_}, 
_, c2:{_,_,_}] :=
2 c2 gmat[quaternion[v]] . CDeriv[quaternion[v]]
momentS[v:{_,_,_,_,_,_,_}, _, c2:{_,_,_}] :=
rotate[quaternion[v]] . momentM[v, c2]
strain[v:{_,,_,_,_,_,_,}, ci:{_,_,_}, c2:{_,_,_}] :=
Module[{ps, ws},
ps = CDeriv[origin[v]] . rotate[quaternion[v]] - {i, 0, 0};
ws = 2 gmat[quaternion[v]] . CDeriv[quaternion[v]] ;
1/2 (First [#] -Last [ #]&) [
Chebyshev[ChebyshevInteg[Chebyshev[
ps . (cl ps) + ws . (c2 ws) ]]]]]
kinetic[v_, vd_, rhoa_, rhoj:{_,_,_}] := Module[{pd, wd),
pd = origin[vd] ;
wd = 2 gmat [quaternion[v]] . quaternion[vd];
1/2 (First [#]-Last [#]&) [
Chebyshev[ChebyshevInteg[Chebyshev[
pd . ({1, , 1, } rhoa pd) + wd . (rhoj wd)]]]]]
2'D Inspection Functions
In[46]:= forceM[{x_,y_,t_}, cl:{_,_}, _ :=
ci (CDeriv[{x, y}] . rotate[t] - {i, 0})
forceS[v:{_,_,t_}, ci:{_,_}, _] :=
rotatelt] . forceM[v, ci, 0]
moment[{_,_,t_}, _, c2_] := c2 CDeriv[t]
strain[v:{_,_,_}, ci:{_,_}, c2_]:=Module[{ps, ts),
ps = CDeriv[origin[v]] . rotate[angle[v]] - {i, 0};
ts = CDeriv [angle [v]] ;
1/2 (First [#]-Last [#]&)
Chebyshev[ChebyshevInteg[Chebyshev[
ps . (ci ps) + c2 ts^2 ]]]]]
kinetic[vd:{_,_,_}, rhoa_, rhoj_]:=
1/2 (First [#]-Last [# &) [
Chebyshev[ChebyshevInteg[Chebyshev [
vd . (Append[{1, 11 rhoa, rhoj] vd) ]]]]
4.5 Equilibrium
4.5.1 Symbolic Derivation
The code for symbolically generating the Jacobian of the equations of motion cannot
be written as compactly as much of the Mathematica code presented thus far because
Mathematica's built-in symbolic differentiation routines are not directly capable of
handling vector algebra expressions. Mathematica will correctly traverse the structure
of a vector algebra expression and apply chain rule differentiation to all the sub-
expressions it encounters, without violating the non-commutative property of matrix
multiplication. However, at the bottom level of each expression Mathematica will
encounter expressions of the form D [x, x] or D [x, y] where x and y are vectors,
and not know how to proceed.
Specifically, we must tell Mathematica that the derivative of a vector with respect
to another vector is a matrix. Most cases are of the form D [x, y], where x does not
depend on y, so the result is the zero matrix. Another case is of the form D [x, x],
which must result in the identity matrix.
The other two cases are of the forms D [x', x] and D [x', x] where x' and x''
are the first and second Chebyshev derivatives of x. Since Chebyshev transformation
and differentiation are linear operations they can be represented by a differentia-
tion matrix dmat. Thus, D Ex', x] must return dmat, and D x'' , x] must return
dmat. dmat. If these bottom-level operations are correctly defined, Mathematica's
built-in differentiation will do the rest, and the Jacobian can be generated automati-
cally.
Here are definitions for the Chebyshev differentiation, identity, and zero matrices.
In[47]:= dmat = ChebyshevMatrix[jmax] . ChebyshevDerivMatrix[jmax]
ChebyshevMatrix [jmax]
d2mt = dmat. dmat
imat = IdentityMatrix[jmax + 1]
zmat = Table[O, {jmax + 1}, {jmax + 1)]
The following rules are used to replace symbolic first and second spatial derivatives
of discretized functions with single symbols. For example, Dt [x, si is replaced with
dx, which represents x'. This is necessary because we will need to attach other rules
for x', x' ', etc. which must be attached to symbols; not compound expressions such
as Dt [x, s].
In[48]:= drule =
{Literal[Dt [a_, s ]] :>ToExpression ["d" <>ToString [a] ,
Literal EDt [a_, {s,2}]] :>ToExpression ["dd"<>ToString [a] } ;
The following rules make all the necessary replacements of the form D [vector,
vector] ->matrix. Note that yet another set of new symbols {xv, yv, ... } is intro-
duced because expression such as Dt [x, x] will immediately evaluate to 1, without
giving us the chance to replace them with the identity matrix.
In[49]:= XV/:Dt [x, xv]=im;
xv/:Dt [ddx,xv]=d2;
yv/:Dt [y, yv]=im;
yv/:Dt [ddy,yv]=d2;
zv/:Dt [z, zv]=im;
zv/:Dt [ddz,zv]=d2;
ov/:Dt[o, ov]=im;
ov/:Dt [ddo,ov]=d2;
iv/:Dt [i, iv]=im;
iv/:Dt [ddi,iv]=d2;
jv/:Dt [j, jv]=im;
jv/:Dt [ddj, jv]=d2;
kv/:Dt[k, kv]=im;
kv/:Dt [ddk,kv]=d2;
xv/:Dt[dx, xv]=dm;
xv/:Dt [_Symbol, xv]=0;
yv/:Dt[dy, yv]=dm;
yv/:Dt [_Symbol, yv]=0;
zv/:Dt[dz, zv]=dm;
zv/:Dt [_Symbol, zv] =0;
ov/:Dt[do, ov]=dm;
ov/:Dt [_Symbol, ov]=0;
iv/:Dt[di, iv]=dm;
iv/:Dt [_Symbol, iv]=0;
jv/:Dt[dj, jv]=dm;
jv/:Dt [_Symbol, jv]=0;
kv/:Dt[dk, kv]=dm;
kv/:Dt [_Symbol, kv] =0 ;
4.5.2 Equilibrium Functions
'We now have all the underlying structure required to allow Mathematica to build
the equilibrium equations and the system Jacobian. The MakeEquilibrium function
builds these symbolic expressions and Iterate moves an initial guess towards their
solution.
MakeEquilibrium defines two variables functions and jacobian that contain the
MakeEquilibrium[3D, {EA, GA1 , GA2 }, {GJ, EI, EI2}] or
MakeEquilibrium[2D, {EA, GA}, EJ] builds a system of equations representing
the equilibrium configuration of the model with stationary Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions and no applied loads. MakeEquilibrium creates a single function Iterate
that takes one Newton-Rhapson step.
expanded symbolic form of the equilibrium expressions, and two functions fnc [state]
and j ac [state] that evaluate those expressions at a particular state of the rod.
3D Equilibrium Functions
In[so501]:= MakeEquilibrium[3D, c :{_,_,_}, c2:{_,_,_}] :=Module [{f, m,
p = {x, y, z},
q = {o, i, j, k},
G = gmat[{o, i, j, k}],
A = rotate[{o, i, j, k}]},
Clear[functions, jacobian, fnc, jac];
mkmatrices[] ;
mkcommon[6] ;
f = A . (cl (Dt[p, s] . A - {, 0, 0}));
m = 2 A . (c2 G . Dt[q, s]);
functions = Join[ Dt[f, s],
Dt[m, s] + cross[Dt[p,
{q.q - i} ]/.drule;
s], f] ,
jacobian =
Outer[Dt, functions, {xv, yv, zv, ov, iv, jv, kv}];
fnc[{xoV, yo_V, zoV, ooV, ioV, joV, koV}]:=Block[
{x = CLO[xo], y = CLO[yo], z = CLO[zo],
o = CLO[oo], i = CLO[io], j = CLO[jo], k = CLO[ko],
dx = CL1[xo], dy = CL1[yo], dz = CL1[zo],
do = CLi[oo], di = CLl[io], dj = CLI[jo], dk = CL1[ko],
ddx = CL2[xo], ddy = CL2[yo], ddz = CL2[zo],
ddo = CL2[oo], ddi = CL2[io], ddj = CL2[jo], ddk = CL2[ko]},
dl@Apply[Join, functions] ];
jac[{xoV, yo_V, zo_V, oo_V, io_V, jo_V, koV}]:=Block[
{x = CLO[xo], y = CLO[yo], z = CLO[zo],
o = CLO[oo], i = CLO[io], j = CLO[jo], k = CLO[ko],
dx = CL1[xo], dy = CL1[yo], dz = CL1[zo],
do = CL1[oo], di = CL1[io], dj = CL1[jo], dk = CLI[k
ddx = CL2[xo], ddy = CL2[yo], ddz = CL2[zo],
ddo = CL2[oo], ddi = CL2[io], ddj = CL2[jo], ddk = C
d2 = d2mt, dm = dmat, im = imat, zm = zmat},
dl/@dl@Apply[Join, Map[MapThread[Join, #]&,
ReplacePart[jacobian, zmat, {{7, i}, {7, 2}, {7, 3}
]/;RODderiv
o],
L2 [ko],
}]]]] ;
2D Equilibrium Functions
In[51] :=MakeEquilibrium[2D, cl:{._,_},
p = {x, y},
A = rotate[o]},
c2_ :=Module[{f, m,
Clear[functions, jacobian, fnc, jac];
mkmatrices [] ;
mkcommon[2] ;
f = A . (cl (Dt[p, s] . A - {1, 0}));
m = c2 Dt[o, s];
functions = Append[ Dt[f, s],
Dt[m, s] + cross[Dt[p, s], f] ]/.drule;
jacobian =
Outer[Dt, functions, {xv, yv, ov}];
fnc[{xo_V, yo_V, ooV}]:=Block[
{x = CLO[xo], y = CLO[yo], o = CLO[oo],
dx = CL1[xo], dy = CLi[yo], do = CLi[oo],
ddx = CL2[xo], ddy = CL2[yo], ddo = CL2[oo]},
dl@Apply[Join, functions] 1;
jac[{xo_V, yo_V, oo_V}]:=Block[
{x = CLO[xo], y = CLO[yo], o = CLO[oo],
dx = CL1[xo], dy = CL1[yo], do = CLI[oo],
ddx = CL2[xo], ddy = CL2[yo], ddo = CL2[oo],
d2 = d2mt, dm = dmat, im = imat, zm = zmat},
dl/@dl@Apply[Join, Map[MapThread[Join, #]&, jacobian]] ];
]/;RODderiv
Support Functions
In[522] : Iterate [state_] :=state - Apply[V, Partition[
in@LinearSolve[jac[state], fnc[state]], jmax+l], {i}] ;
Iterate[state_, damp_]:=state - damp Apply[V, Partition[
in@LinearSolve[jac[state], fnc[state]], jmax+l], {i}] ;
A handful of additional definitions are required to support the equilibrium func-
tions. The in and dl functions insert and delete vector elements. They are used
to apply the Dirichlet boundary conditions by removing the elements at each end
of the Chebyshev transforms from the equilibrium functions and the Jacobian. This
Iterate[state] takes one Newton-Rhapson iteration towards the solution of the
equilibrium system and returns newstate. To iterate towards the final solution,
repeatedly evaluate state = Iterate [state], where state is a list of transforms of
the form (x, y, z, qo, qi, qj , qk x = V , u1, -... , Un].
Iterate [state, damping] applies a damping factor (default = 1) at each iteration.
essentially locks the endpoints of the rod in place so that the boundary condition is
whatever was the configuration of the rod at the start of the equilibrium calculation.
In [53 := mkcommon [nd_] :=(
With[{dlist = List/@Flatten[
Transpose[{#, #+jmax }]]&[(Range[0, nd]*(jmax+l)+1)],
ilist = List/@Flatten[
Transpose[{#, #+jmax-1}]]&@(Range [0, nd]*(jmax-l)+l) },
dl = Delete[#, dlist]&;
in = Insert[#, 0, ilist]&; ];)
CLO [u_] := List@@u
CLI [u_] := List@@CDeriv [u]
CL2[u_] := List@@C2Deriv[u]
Chapter 5
Simulations
5.1 Basic Rod Model
5.1.1 Dynamic Simulation
To perform a dynamic rod simulation, each of the Make* functions is executed in
proper order, and then the OneStep function is executed repeatedly to advance the
state of the model by delT in time. The following example creates a planar rod model
with a constant curvature initial condition and Dirichlet boundary conditions, and
runs it through 500 time steps.
A stationary boundary condition constrains the s = -1 end of the rod while
the s = 1 end is accelerated and then decelerated in the -Y direction. The initial
configuration is provided by the curveIC2 initial condition and the initial veocity by
zeroIC2 (Section 4.3.5).
Make the Chebyshev derivative functions for transforms of length 8.
InE:]:= MakeCDeriv [8]
Make the equations of motion for a planar model.
Inl2]:= rho = 1.0; A = 1.0; I = 0.2; Em = 12; Gm = 4;
MakeEquations[2D, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, rho A, rho I]
Make the boundary condition functions for the model.
In[3s]:= MakeBoundary[2D, Stationary, Begin]
accel[t_]:={O, Which[t > 2, 0, t > 1, 1.0, True, -1.0]}
MakeBoundary[2D, Dirichlet2, End, accel, 0&]
Make the numerical integrator for the model.
In[4]:= Makelntegrator [Euler, 0.002]
Initialize the model, requesting that the state of the model be stored every 40 time steps
(every .08 seconds).
InE5]: = Makelnitialized[2D, curveIC2, zeroIC2, 40]
Run the model by executing the OneStep command within a Do loop.
In[6]:= Timing[ Do[OneStep, {1000}]; T ]
Out[6]= {48.59 Second, 2.}
NWe now have a running history of the state of the rod from T = 0 to T = 2.0
stored in the array ajr. The initial and current states of the rod can now be plotted
with the RodPlot function, defined in Appendix A.
In[7]:= Show [GraphicsArray [{{
RodPlot[ajr[[ 1]], PlotRange->{{-.1, 1}, {-.4, 1.4}},
DisplayFunction->Identity] ,
RodPlot[ajr[[-1]], PlotRange->{{-.1, 1}, {-.4, 1.4}},
DisplayFunction->Identity] }}] ];
Figure 5-1: Planar rod configuration at T = 0 and T = 2 seconds.
Note that the final configuration is not an equilibrium configuration; it is just a
particular frame in the dynamic simulation. An animation of the motion of the rod
from the initial to final states can be created by executing the following command.
In[8]:= Do[
RodPlot[ajr[[i]], PlotRange->{{-.1, 1}, {-.4, 1.4}}],
{i, 1, Length[ajr]}]
5.1.2 Equilibrium Simulation
To run an equilibrium simulation we execute MakeEquilibrium and then repeatedly
execute the Iterate function. However, the extremely nonlinear nature of the equi-
librium equations makes it necessary to have a relatively good initial guess for the
Newton-Rhapson solution algorithm. A convenient way to obtain such a guess is to
use dynamic settling, ie., to run the dynamic solution block for a short period of time
with heavy damping so most of the energy leaves the model. While dynamic settling
is not alone a very efficient way to find the equilibrium configuration, dynamic settling
combined with Newton's method exploits the best of both methods, and provides a
robust and efficient way to converge to the final configuration.
Remake the equations of motion with a damping factor of 4.0.
Ins9]:= MakeEquations[2D, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, rho A, rho I, 4.0, 4.0]
Run the model 200 more iterations.
I:n[lol:= Timing[ Do[OneStep, {200}]; T ]
out[lo]= {11.93 Second, 2.4}
Bu1ild the static equilibrium equations.
In[i]:= MakeEquilibrium[2D, {Em, Gm} A, Em I]
The Mathematica FixedPoint function is used to automatically iterate until the
result of Iterate no longer changes, to within a specified tolerance. Because of the
high sensitivity to initial guesses, it is not recommened to use such a command unless
cne is very sure that Newton's method is going to converge, or an upper bound is put
on the iteration count. Otherwise, FixedPoint will (approximately) never return.
Iterate until the square of the result no longer changes, to within 10- 6.
In[12 := Timing [ eqstate = FixedPoint [Iterate, ajr [[-1] ],
SameTest->(Max@Q((Join@@(#1 - #2))^2) < 10.--6 &)] ]
out[12]= {3.63 Second, {V[0., 0.077609, 0.307404,
0.633493, 0.817461, 0.633493, 0.307404, 0.077609, 0.],
V[0.268444, 0.313223, 0.399584, 0.37747, 0.134222,
-0.109026, -0.13114, -0.0447791, 0.],
V[3.14159, 3.05793, 2.78504, 2.2784, 1.5708, 0.86319,
0.356553, 0.0836646, 0.]}}
In[13]:= RodPlot[eqstate, PlotRange->{{-.1, 1}, {-.4, 0.6}}];
Figure 5-2: Equuilibriun configuration of a planar rod.
The equilibrium configuration of the rod may now be plotted with the RodPlot
function.
It is often useful to use the equilibrium configuration as the initial condition for
a dynamic simulation. This can be (lone by creating an initial condition function
that returns the equilibrium state and simply ignores the argument that is normally
passed to the initial condition function. The following definition creates a numerical
initial condition function that can be used in the same manner as the I.C. functions
defined in Section 4.3.5.
In[141:= equilibriumIC2 = eqstate&;
5.2 Theoretical Verification
In this section we present limited theoretical verification of the elastic rod model.
Theoretical verification is accomplished by creating simple models that approximate
linear systems, and comparing their behavior with that predicted by classical meth-
ods.
5.2.1 Equilibrium Configurations
The first set of verification tests involve placing the elastic rod in a configuration that
is known to be an exact equilibrium configuration and then verifying that the model
exhibits zero acceleration.
Pure Stretch
A rod in a pure stretch configuration undergoes axial tensile strain only. If the ends
of a rod in pure stretch are constrained by a Dirichlet boundary condition, the entire
rod should be in static equilibrium.
Make the equations of motion, boundary conditions, and integrator.
In[:L]:= rho = 1.0; A = 1.0; I = 0.2; Em = 12; Gm = 4;
MakeEquations[2D, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, rho A, rho I]
MakeBoundary[2D, Stationary, Begin]
MakeBoundary[2D, Stationary, End]
MakeIntegrator [Euler, 0.002]
Initialize the model with the pure stretch initial condition, (Section 4.3.5).
In[23:= Makelnitialized[2D, stretchlC2, zerolC2]
The initial acceleration of the rod, based on the initial configuration and velocity,
is calculated by the MakeInitialized function and stored in the variable ajdd, so it
is not necessary to advance the model even a single time step with OneStep. We can
see from aj dd that the initial acceleration in the axial (X) direction is approximately
zero, the nonzero component being attributable to computational error.
In[3]:= ajdd
out [3]= -13 -13 -14
{V[0O., -4.9852 10 , 1.0551 10 , -2.19131 10 , 0.,
-14 -13 -13
2.19131 10 , -1.0551 10 , 4.9852 10 , 0.],
V[o., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.],
V[o., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.]}
Pure Twist
A spatial rod in a pure twist configuration undergoes axial twisting only. If the ends
of such a rod are constrained by Dirichlet boundary conditions, the entire rod will be
in static equilibrium.
Make the spatial support functions, equations of motion, quaternion normalization con-
straints, boundary conditions, and integrator.
In[4]:= rho = 1.0; A = 1.0; J = 0.2; I = 0.1; Em = 12; Gm = 4;
MakeEquations[3D, {Em, Gm, Gm} A, {Gm J, Em I, Em I},
rho A, rho {J, I, I}]
MakeNormalized[False]
MakeBoundary[3D, Stationary, Begin]
MakeBoundary[3D, Stationary, End]
MakeIntegrator[Euler, 0.002]
Initialize the model with the pure twist initial condition.
In[5]:= MakeInitialized[3D, twistIC3, zeroIC3]
The initial acceleration of the rod, based on the initial configuration and velocity, is
calculated by MakeInitialized and stored in ajdd. Remembering that the elements
of aj dd are {x, y, z, qo, qi, qj, qk}, we can see that the initial acceleration in the axial (x)
direction is approximately zero, and the initial angular acceleration about the x-axis
(which is influenced by q0 and qj) is approximately zero. The nonzero components
are attributable to computational error.
In[6]:= ajdd
OutE6]= -13 -14 -14
{V[O., -1.87576 10 , 6.49741 10 , -3.50879 10
-15 -14 -14
7.53644 10 , 1.37716 10 , -5.74377 10 ,
-13
2.08892 10 , 0.], V[O., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,
0.], V[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.],
-7 -9 -8
V[O., 2.66879 10 , -3.6416 10 , -1.50412 10
-15 -9 -10
4.85555 10 , 7.92334 10 , 8.52802 10 ,
-8 -8
-1.59743 10 , 0.], V[O., -1.59743 10 ,
-10 -9 -15
8.52802 10 , 7.92334 10 , -4.85555 10
-8 -9 -7
-1.50411 10 , -3.6416 10 , 2.66879 10 , 0.],
V[O., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., o., 0., 0.],
V[o., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.]}
Pure Bending
A rod in a pure bending configuration has an equal and opposite moment applied to
each end, so the moment withing the rod is constant throughout.
Make the support functions, equations of motion, boundary conditions, and integrator.
In[7]:= rho = 1.0; A = 1.0; I = 0.2; Em = 12; Gm = 4;
MakeEquations[2D, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, rho A, rho I]
MakeBoundary[2D, Stationary, Begin]
MakeBoundary[2D, Stationary, End]
MakeIntegrator[Euler, 0.002]
Initialize the model with the pure bending initial condition, Section 4.3.5.
In[s]:= MakeInitialized[2D, curveIC2, zeroIC2]
In the previous two equilibrium tests, pure stretch and pure twist, the acceleration
of the rod was exactly zero except for computational error. In this test the initial
acceleration of the rod is much farther from zero than can be attributed to only
round-off error.
In[9]:= ajdd
out[9]= {V[O., 0.0000820402, -0.000111392, 0.00021001,
-0.000260351, 0.00021001, -0.000111392, 0.0000820402,
0.], V[O., 0.0000518777, -0.000167572, 0.000127117,
-15
-9.8726 10 , -0.000127117, 0.000167572,
-0.0000518777, 0.], V[O., -0.00011546, 0.000100974,
-15
-0.0000620117, -2.89679 10 , 0.0000620117,
-0.000100974, 0.00011546, 0.]}
This additional error stems from the fact that the truncated series of Chebyshev
polynomials that represents the configuration of the rod cannot exactly represent a
sinusoid, which is required to parametrically represent a circle (without using homo-
geneous coordinates). Since the Chebyshev polynomials cannot exactly represent a
circle, the rod cannot be exactly in equilibrium.
5.2.2 Traveling Waves
Another qualitative theoretical verification of the rod model is obtained by showing
that very small traveling waves are propagated through the rod in a manner consistent
with that predicted by linear theory. The phase velocity of traveling waves cannot be
predicted by linear theory unless the linear theory accounts for shear deformation of
the rod. Such an analysis is not attempted here.
The following planar simulation uses Chebyshev transforms of length 8, no damp-
ing or rod pre-strain, stationary boundary conditions at both ends, and a second order
Runga-Kutta integrator. Although the physical constants of the rod are identical to
those used in the previous dynamic simulation, Section 5.1.1, the R,K2 integrator
allows the time step size to be increased by a factor of five.
InE[lO:= MakeCDeriv [8]
rho = 1.0; A = 1.0; I = 0.2; Em = 12; Gm = 4;
MakeEquations[2D, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, rho A, rho I]
MakeBoundary[2D, Stationary, Begin]
MakeBoundary[2D, Stationary, End]
MakeIntegrator [RK [2], 0.01]
The model is initialized with the pulse initial condition, (Section 4.3.5), and a
height of 0.1 units. The storage interval is set to 10, which will store the state of the
rod every 0.1 seconds.
In[il:= MakeInitialized[2D, pulseIC2[0.2], zeroIC2, 10]
The model is now run through 110 time steps to a final time of 1.1 seconds.
In[12]:= Timing[ Do [OneStep, {11}] ; T ]
Out[12]= {11.41 Second, 1.1}
The twelve states of the rod that have been stored in ajr can be plotted together
with the GraphicsArray function. Note that the pulse splits into two pulses traveling
in opposite directions that then reflect off of the boundaries of the rod and meet again
in the center. This is the two-way-wave behavior that we expect from an Euler beam.
In[13] := Show [GraphicsArray [Partition [
RodPlot[#, PlotRange->{{-1.1, 1.11, {-.23, .23}},
DisplayFunction->Identity] &/ajr, 3]]];
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Figure 5-3: Twelve time frames of a planar traveling wave simulation.
5.2.3 Energy Conservation
To show that the elastic rod model is a properly conservative system, we can look at
the sum of kinetic and potential energy in the rod with the passage of time. Functions
that return the total kinetic and strain energy in the rod were defined in Section 4.4.3.
The total energy in the rod in its current state is equal to the kinetic energy plus
the strain energy. The current state of the rod was stored in aj and ajd by the
previous traveling wave simulation.
In[14]:=strain[aj, {Em, Gm} A, Em I] + kinetic[ajd, rho A, rho I]
out [141= 0. 268747
Using the state history of the rod that was stored in ajr and ajdr, the discrete
energy history of the rod can be plotted.
The energy in the rod is nearly constant, but not quite. Increasing the number of
Chebyshev polynomials representing the rod from 8 to 16 will decrease the variation
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In[15]:= ListPlot [Transpose[{Tr, (strain[#, {Em, Gm} A, Em I]&/&ajr) +
(kinetic[#, rho A, rho I] &/ajdr)}] ,
PlotJoined->True, PlotRange->{O, .3}];
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Figure 5-4: Total stored energy in the rod with transforms of length 8.
of the stored energy dramatically. The following sequence of commands rebuilds the
traveling wave simulation (Section 5.2.2) with Chebyshev transforms of length 16.
Note that the time step size had to be increased by a factor of four to accommodate
doubling the length of the transforms.
In[16]:= MakeCDeriv [16]
rho = 1.0; A = 1.0; I = 0.2; Em = 12; Gm = 4;
MakeEquations[2D, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, rho A, rho I]
MakeBoundary[2D, Stationary, Begin]
MakeBoundary[2D, Stationary, End]
MakeIntegrator [RK [2], 0.0025]
MakeInitialized[2D, pulseIC2 [0.2], zeroIC2, 40]
The model is now run through 440 time steps to a final time of 1.1 seconds.
InI[7]:= Timing[ Do [OneStep, {440}]; T ]
out[l7]= {70.88 Second, 1.1}
Clearly, the accuracy of the simulation is markedly improved by the increase in
transform length. Other simulations have shown that transforms of length 16 are
sufficient to model the behavior of rods that are not excessively long and flexible, and
do not have shocks in their initial or boundary conditions. To show that the length
16 transforms are sufficient to model the traveling wave, we can plot the values of the
Chebyshev coefficients.
The magnitude of the eighth degree Chebyshev polynomial is still non-zero, which
explains why the traveling wave model with length eight transforms is inaccurate.
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:nlis]:= ListPlot [Transpose l{Tr, (strain )
(kinetic[#, rho A, rho I]&/cajdr)}],
PlotJoined->True, PlotRange->{O, .3}];
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Figure 5-5: Total stored energy in the rod with transforms of length 16.
InCs9]:= ListPlot [List@@Chebyshev [aj [[2]]],
PlotJoined->True, PlotRange->{{,017} All}];
Figure 5-6: Chebyshev coefficient magnitudes vs. polynomial degree.
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But, the magnitudes of the 12th and higher degree polynomials is near to zero, so these
has little contribution to the solution, which implies that the model has converged.
Note that we have not yet addressed the other significant parameter; the time step
size. The time step size used in this simulation is very near the stability boundary
of the system (as a simple experiment can easily show). Reducing the step size will
also improve the accuracy of the simulation.
5.3 Experimental Verification
In this section we present experimental verification of the elastic rod model. Experi-
mental verification was done by modeling a nonlinear planar system and comparing
the results with experimental data obtained from a physical model built and operated
by John Sturman.
5.3.1 Physical Model
The physical model consists of a slender plastic fiber that is fixed to a stationary
support at one end and a movable platform at the other. The platform is free to
translate in one direction only, and is positioned by a DC servo and a feedback
control system. Thus, the motion profile of the platform can be explicitly specified
within the limitations of the servo and controller.
Before being attached to the test apparatus, the plastic fiber was stored on a large
cylindrical spool that caused it to take a permanent set. The unstrained state of the
fiber is approximately a constant curvature of radius 0.25 meters.
cross section area 1.0053110-5m
moment of inertia 5.2276110- 12mr
material density 2200.0kg/nm3
modulus of elasticity 1.0216910 9N/ m 2
modulus of rigidity 3.9295810"N/in 2
Table 5.1: Physical properties of elastic fiber.
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fiber length 0.400m
initial curvature 0.250rn
platform range -0.200rn -, 0.120m
platform height 0.088m, 0.100, 0.118m
Table 5.2: Physical properties of elastic fiber test bed.
Experimental Data
Table 5.3.1 contains experimental data taken from the plastic fiber test bed. Vertical
force and moment applied by the end of the fiber to the movable platform was recorded
at 14 positions of the platform, from 0.12 m to -0.2 m. Forces are in newtons, moments
in newton meters, and lengths in meters.
Data Type moment moment moment force force force force
Platform Y 0.088 0.100 0.118 0.071 0.097 0.110 0.125
Platform X
-0.120 -0.10943 -0.10237 -0.09531 0.75537 0.63765 0.53955 0.7063
-0.100 -0.10943 -0.1059 -0.09884 0.82404 0.71613 0.60822 0.7259
-0.075 -0.10943 -0.1059 -0.09884 0.86328 0.76518 0.63765 0.7456
-0.050 -0.11296 -0.1059 -0.09531 0.92214 0.80442 0.73575 0.7848
-0.025 -0.11296 -0.1059 -0.09178 1.02024 0.86328 0.74556 0.8044
0.000 -0.11296 -0.10237 -0.08825 1.1772 1.09872 0.86328 0.8437
0.025 -0.10943 -0.09884 -0.07766 1.35378 1.18701 0.93195 0.8829
0.050 -0.1059 -0.08825 -0.0706 1.49112 1.2753 1.0791 0.9418
0.075 -0.09884 -0.08472 -0.06001 1.64808 1.38321 1.14777 0.9614
0.100 -0.09531 -0.07413 -0.04589 1.84428 1.53036 1.23606 1.0399
0.125 -0.09178 -0.06354 -0.02824 2.06991 1.68732 1.32435 1.0791
0.150 -0.07766 -0.04589 0. 2.23668 1.77561 1.42245 1.1576
0.175 -0.06707 -0.02824 0.01765 2.4525 1.91295 1.4715
0.200 -0.04942 0. 0.05295 2.7468 1.99143 1.4715
Table 5.3: Force and moment at end point of elastic fiber.
5.3.2 Numerical Model
The numerical model of the thin plastic fiber is very similar to the basic rod model
presented in Section 5.1.1. The fiber is initialized in a constant curvature shape that
is close to the configuration where it is attached to the platform, and then the top
end of the fiber is moved down to attach it to the platform. The platform is then
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translated in 25mm steps in the X-direction while recording the forces and moment
applied by the platform to the upper end of the fiber. In this thesis, only a subset of
the presented experimental data is verified with the numerical model.
The introduction of realistic mechanical parameters introduces serious numerical
difficulties in the modeling process. The basic rod model presented in Section 5.1.1
used arbitrary mechanical parameters that made the axial, shear, and bending stiff-
nesses and inertias approximately equal. This idealized model represents a VERY
short and fat rod. The plastic fiber that is modeled here is very long and thin; the
cross-section area is more than six orders of magnitude greater than the cross-section
moment of inertia, but the length of the rod is still order one. This physical scaling
causes the eigenvalues of a small linearized fiber segment to range over several orders
of magnitude, which causes stability of the numerical integration scheme to become
a major problem.
The need for extremely small time steps can be partially alleviated with techniques
such as mass scaling; the inertia per unit length of fiber can be artificially scaled to
reduced the linearize eigenvalues of problematic modes. However, the modes are so
strongly coupled for highly deformed configurations that this is largely ineffective.
The author has chosen a two-step approach for this model: the cross-section inertia
is increased to stabilize the model until a configuration close to the final state is
achieved, and then the inertia is set back to the proper value and the model is run
with extremely small time steps until an acceptable solution is attained.
Assembly
The following commands create and run the slender plastic fiber simulation. First,
the physical constants of the fiber are defined,
In[l]:= A = 1.00531 10--5;
I = 5.22761 10^-12;
rho = 2200.0;
Em = 1.02169 10-9;
Gm = 3.92958 10-8;
and the dimensions of the test bed and fiber.
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In[2]:= pheight = {{.088, .100, .118}, {.071, .097, .110, .125}};
initrad = 0.25;
smin = 0.0;
smax = 0.4;
We use Chebyshev transforms of length 12 in this model because it seems to be a
good compromise between length 8 transforms for speed and length 16 for accuracy.
This should be increased to 16 or more if greater accuracy is required. The usual
rules The parameter domain for this model is to be 0.0 < s < 0.4, instead of the
default domain -1 < s < 1. This effects the Chebyshev differentiation functions by
introducing a linear scaling factor.
:[n [3]:= MakeCDeriv[12, smin, smax]
A pre-strain function must be created that represents the unstrained state of the
fiber. The curveIC2 initial condition function (Section 4.3.5) is close, but we must
change the curvature and the domain of s. Here we define a new curveIC2 that has
a user specified radius curvature and expects smin = 0, instead of smin = -1. A
radius of curvature of (smax - smin)/(27r) will cause the fiber to wrap in a full circle.
In[4]:= Clear [curveIC2]
curveIC2 [rad_] [s_] :=Apply [V, {
rad Sin[s/rad], rad (1 - Cos[s/rad]), s/rad}, {1}]
Here is a plot of the state of the fiber represented by the initial curvature function,
just to make sure it's what we expect.
A forcing function to represent the floor that supports the bottom of the fiber
must also be created. The function appf provides a linear spring floor with a spring
constant of 10000 that is applied to any part of the fiber that goes below Y = 0.
In[6]:= Clear[floor, appf, appm]
Attributes [floor] = {Listable};
floor[x_?NumberQ] :=If [x < 0, -10000 x, 0]
floor [uV] :=Thread [Unevaluated [floor [u] ] , V]
appf [{x_, y_, _}] := {0 x, floor[y]};
appm[{_, _, t_}] := 0 t;
The equations of motion must include the pre-strain and forcing functions. This
is supported by an alternate version of MakeEquations, defined in Appendix D. Note
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In[5]:= RodPlot [ curveIC2 [0.25] [grid], Thickness->.005,
PlotRange->{{-.01, .3}, {-.03, .3}}];
Figure 5-7: Unstrained state of experimental planar rod.
that the linear and angular damping coefficients kl and k2 have been scaled appropri-
ately to match the stiffness. Also note that the second moment of the cross-section
has been artificially enlarged by a factor of 105 to stabilize the model, which allows
the model to reach its final configuration much more quickly.
In[7]: = MakeEquations[2D, {Em, Gm} A, 10^5 Em I, rho A, 10^5 rho I,
1000., 100., appf, appm, curveIC2[0.25]]
The first step in the modeling process is to bend the fiber from its initial configu-
ration down to a new configuration where it is attached to the moving platform. To
do this we must smoothly accelerate and decelerate the end point of the fiber to take
it from one position to another. This could be clone with the Dirichlet2 boundary
condition, but them we would have to calculate the amount of time to spend accel-
erating and decelerating. Instead, we define a quadratic "patch" function that goes
between specified initial and final values over the domain 0 < T < tend.
In[8]:= Clear [quadF]
quadF [beg_, end_, tend_] :=Function [Which [
# > tend, end,
# > tend/2, 2 beg - end + 4 (end - beg) #/tend +
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2 (beg - end) #^2/tend^2,
True, beg + 2 (end - beg) #'2/tend^2]]
In[91:= Plot[quadF E[.2, .6, 1I T] , {T, 0, 1.5}1;
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Figure 5-8: Plot of a typical quad patch.
The s =smax boundary condition must take the end of the fiber from its initial
position (as specified by the initial condition function passed to MakeInitialized)
to the platform located at {x, y, 0} = {0, 0.088,r7}. Since we will use the half-turn
initial condition that was used in the basic rod model, the x and 0 coordinates of the
end of the fiber are already equal to their final values, 0 and ir, so only one patch
function for the y coordinate is needed. The s =smin end of the fiber is constrained
'by a stationary boundary condition.
The following command creates the initial condition function which is used to
determine the end coordinates of the fiber for the boundary conditions.
In[lo]:= fiberIC = curveIC2 (smax-smin)/N[Pi]] ;
Here is the end location boundary function with a quadratic patch that takes y
from fiberIC[grid][[2, 1]] = 0.255 to pheight[[1,1]] = 0.088 as time goes
from 0 to 0.01,
In[ll]:= endloc = Evaluate[{ 0,
quadF[ fiberIC[grid] [[2, I]],
pheight[[1,1ll , 0.01 ][#] }]&;
and here are the boundary condition functions.
In[12]:= MakeBoundary [2D, Stationary, Begin]
MakeBoundary[2D, DirichletO, End, endloc, N[Pi]&]
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We will use a third order Runga-Kutta integrator.
In13 := Makelntegrator [RK [3], 0.00002]
The model is initialized with the previously defined initial configuration that
matches the boundary conditions at the ends, zero initial velocity, and a storage
interval of 25.
In[14]:= MakeInitialized[2D, fiberIC, zeroIC2, 25]
The model is advanced 1000 time steps to a near-equilibrium state.
In[1s]:= Timing[ Do[OneStep, {1000}]; {T, step} ]
out[is]= {340.1 Second, {0.02, 10}}
We now have a running history of the state of the fiber from T = 0 to T = 0.02
stored in the array ajr. A comment must be made on the subtle effects of artificially
increasing the cross-section moment of the fiber; this tweak did not actually allow
the time step size to be increased, it allowed the fiber to be moved to its final state
MUCH more quickly than it othewise could have been. The end of the fiber was moved
through a time span of only 10 milliseconds, which would have greatly distorted the
real fiber.
Equilibrium
We must now proceed to decrease the cross-section moment of the fiber to obtain
an equilibrium solution representing the proper physical properties. Since the goal
is to obtain an equilibrium solution, and the dynamic simulation has taken the fiber
fairly close to equilibrium, the equilibrium solution functions are now used to advance
the state of the fiber. First, the maximum degree of the Chebyshev basis functions
is increased so that they are capable of correctly modeling the more pronounced
distortions that will occur as the cross-section inertia of the fiber is reduced.
In[17]:= MakeCDeriv[24, smin, smax]
To use the current state of the fiber as an initial guess for the equilibrium solution,
the transforms contained in the state variable aj must be "stretched" to match the
new transform size.
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In[16]:= RodPlot [aj, Thickness->.005, MaxDegree->All,
PlotRange->{{-.01, .18}, {-.03, .17}}];
Figure 5-9: Configuration of the planar fiber at T = 0.02 seconds.
In[t8]:= aj = Chebyshev [ResizeChebyshev [Chebyshev [aj] , 24]];
A subtle tweak must be made before the equilibrium solution functions can be
used with the applied loads appf and appm. The equilibrium block requires that
the load functions be differentiable so that their influence can properly appear in
the system Jacobian. The load functions used in this model contain the user-defined
:floor function., which was not made differentiable. The following definitions for
floorP will make it so.
]:n [19 := Clear [floorP]
Attributes[floorP] = {Listable};
floorP[x_?NumberQ] :=If[x < 0, -10000, 01
floorP [uV] :=Thread [Unevaluated [floorP [u]] , V]
floor/:floor'=floorP;
The equilibrium solution will require some careful controlling if it is to converge.
If the cross-section of inertia is dropped instantaneously by 5 orders of magnitude,
it will result in numerical instability in the fiber because the initial guess is not near
to an equilibrium configuration corresponding to the reduced cross-section inertia.
Therefore, the inertia term will be reduced logarithmically over 10 steps. Between
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each step, the equilibrium equations will be solved with the Newton-Rhapson method
with a convergence tolerance of 106, and an iteration limit of six.
The following commands repeatedly make the equilibrium equations and solve
them, each time storing the solution in the state variable aj.
In[20]o:= closeEnough = Max@@((Join@@(#1 - #2))^2) < 10.^-6 &;
In[21]:= Timing [ Do [
MakeEquilibrium[2D, {Em, Gm}
curveIC2 [0.25]];
aj = FixedPoint [Iterate, aj,
{e, 5, 5, -0.5}] ]
out[21]= {253.5 Second, Null}
A, 10 e Em I, appf, appm,
6, SameTest->closeEnough],
In[22]:= RodPlot [aj, Thickness->. 005, MaxDegree->All];
Figure 5-10: Equilibrium configuration of the planar fiber.
The internal forces and moment at a cross-section of the fiber can be obtained with
the forceM and moment functions and plotted as functions of arc length s. Note that
the forceM and moment functions must be passed the pre-strain function to return
correct values. The axial force is plotted with a solid line and shear force with a
dashed line.
The moment at the upper end of the fiber is simply the first element of the V []
object returned by the moment function. The moment compares reasonably well with
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In[23] := Plot [Evaluate [ArrayToPoly [
forceM[aj, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, curvelC2[0.25]], s, 20]],
{s, smin, smax}, PlotStyle->{{},{Dashing[{.01, .01}]}}];
Figure 5-11: Axial and shear forces in the fiber with length 24 transforms.
In[24] := Plot [Evaluate [ArrayToPoly [
moment[aj, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, curveIC2[0.25]], s, 20]],
{s, smin, smax}];
.1 0.2 0.3
Figure 5-12: Moment in the fiber with length 24 transforms.
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the experimental moment for this configuration of -0.11296 N*m
In[253:= moment [aj, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, curvelC2[0.25]] [[1]]
Out [253 = -0.0779598
The equilibrium state is now stored in pure function form so it can be used as an
initial condition for the next simulation.
In[26]:= fiberlC2 = Evaluate [aj] &;
Horizontal Platform Motion
To move the platform to other positions along the X-axis, the dynamic solution block
is used to move to the next position, and then the equilibrium block is used to more
quickly converge to an equilibrium configuration.
First, the equations of motion are remade with some mass scaling for stability.
The boundary conditions use the quadratic patch function to move the end of the rod
25mm in the -X direction, and the RK4 integrator is used. The model is initialized
with the new fiberIC2 initial condition, created from the previously obtained equi-
librium state. The mass scaling factors used here were determined by trial and error.
Note that the angular damping has been decreased along with the stiffness and mass.
The following commands rebuild the fiber model.
In[27]:=MakeEquations[2D, {Em, Gm} A, Em I,
{4, 1} rho A, 100 rho I,
50., .01, appf, appm, curveIC2[0.25]]
endloc = Evaluate[{
quadF[ 0, -0.025, 0.005 ] [#],
fiberIC2[][[2, 1]] }]&;
MakeBoundary[2D, Stationary, Begin]
MakeBoundary[2D, DirichletO, End, endloc, N[Pi]&]
MakeIntegrator[RK[4], 0.00001]
MakeInitialized[2D, fiberIC2, zeroIC2, 10]
The model is advanced 1000 time steps,
In 28l:- Timing[ Do[OneStep, {1000}]; {T, step} ]
Out[28]= {725.2 Second, {0.01, 1000}}
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The fiber is now in a configuration that is reasonably close to equilibrium, so a
direct static equilibrium solution is used to take it the rest of the way there.
In[293:= MakeEquilibrium [2D, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, appf, appm, curveIC2[0.25]]
In[3o0:= Timing[ aj = FixedPoint [Iterate, aj, 10,
SameTest->closeEnough]; ]
out [3o]= {59.47 Second, Null}
In[s3]:= RodPlot [aj, Thickness->.005, MaxDegree->141;
Figure 5-13: Equilibrium configuration of the fiber with the platform at 25mm.
In[32]:= Plot [Evaluate [ArrayToPoly [
forceM[aj, {Em, Gm} A, Em I,
{s, smin, smax}, PlotStyle->{
curveIC2[0.25]], s, 20]],
:{},{Dashing[{.01, .01}]}}];
Figure 5-14: Cross-section forces in the fiber with the platform at 25mm.
The plots of shear force and moment as functions of s are qualitatively what we
expect and there are no apparent signs of spurious oscillations, which implies that the
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In[331:= Plot [Evaluate [ArrayToPoly [
moment[aj, {Em, Gmi A, Em I, curveIC2[0.25]], s, 20]],
{s, smin, smax}];
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Figure 5-15: Cross-section moment in the fiber with the platform at 25mm.
chosen transform size of 24 is sufficient. The magnitude of the moment at the end of
the fiber is almost unchanged from the previous simulation, as is expected from the
experimental data.
In[34]:= moment [aj, {Em, Gm} A, Em I, curveC2 [0.25] ] [ [1] ]
Out 341= -0.0780188
5.3.3 Comparison of Results
The numerical model was run at each of the 14 positions where data was recorded on
the experimental test bed and also at several intermediate positions. The moment
profile, shown as a function of platform position, agrees qualitatively with the exper-
imental moment profile, but the overall magnitude differs by about 25be attributed
to innacurate knowledge of the exact cross-section dimensions and material proper-
ties of the real fiber, which is very small and not easily measured. Correlation could
probably be improved by directly measuring the bending stiffness of a short section
of the fiber, instead of calculating it from its geometry.
The line of centroids plot shows the configuration of the fiber at each of 14 posi-
tions of the platform, all with the platform height set to 88mm. Note that the last
two positions on the left are separated by only 20mm of horizontal platform travel,
while the rest of the positions are separated by 25mm.
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The next plot shows the moment profile in the fiber at each of the 14 platform
positions. The curve on the far left corresponds to the platform at the extreme left,
where the radius of curvature is at a minimum. Note that the horizontal asymtote
at -0.025 N*m is due to the pre-strain curvature of the fiber; otherwise the asymtote
would be at 0.0.
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Figure 5-16: The line of centroids of the fiber at each of 14 positions.
Figure 5-17: The cross-section moment profile at each platform position.
The last two plots show the shear force and moment at the upper end of the fiber
(in N and N*m) as functions of platform position. The data from the numerical model
is shown with a solid line and the experimental data is shown with a dashed line. Note
that no experimental measurements of vertical force were taken at a platform height of
88mm; the data shown here for comparison was interpolated from the measurements
taken at 71mm and 97mm.
The data collected with the numerical model extends slightly beyond the range of
travel of the test bed platform. The plot of shear force vs. platform travel shows that
the shear reaches a local maxima and starts to decline just beyond the domain of the
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experimental data. This inversion corresponds approximately to the point where the
platform can be moved no further without putting the fiber in tension.
2.25
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Figure 5-18: Shear force at the end of the fiber vs. platform position
-0
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Figure 5-19: Moment at the end of the fiber vs. platform position.
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Table 5.4: Experimental and theoretical loads at end point of fiber.
5.4 Spatial Simulation
In this final section we present a simulation of a spatial rod model that can be
used to generate interesting and, possibly, entertaining animations, as well as useful
information. The model is idealized in that the physical properties of the rod are
chosen for good computational performance, not for their representation of any real
physical system.
Spatial Dynamics
.AMuch like the basic rod model presented in Section 5.1.1, this spatial model takes
a rod from one configuration to another by enforcing that one end of the rod move
along a prescribed path while the other end remains fixed. Starting from a constant
curvature initial condition, the top of the rod is simultaneously forced downward a
distance equal to its initial curvature, and rotated Pi/2 radians about the spatial Z
and material X axes. All three motions end at T = 1.0.
Chebyshev transforms of length 16 are used.
Inr[] := MakeCDeriv[16]
The equations of motion use idealized physical parameters for good computational perfor-
m.ance.
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Platform Experimental Theoretical Experimental Theoretical
Position Moment Moment Shear Force Shear Force
-0.120 -0.1094 -0.0758 0.6784 0.6803
-0.100 -0.1094 -0.0774 0.7535 0.7313
-0.075 -0.1094 -0.0778 0.7991 0.7913
-0.050 -0.1130 -0.0778 0.8452 0.8553
-0.025 -0.1130 -0.0780 0.9176 0.9336
0.000 -0.1130 -0.0780 1.1259 1.0252
0.025 -0.1094 -0.0770 1.2447 1.1116
0.050 -0.1059 -0.0755 1.3500 1.2183
0.075 -0.0988 -0.0733 1.4749 1.3501
0.100 -0.0953 -0.0691 1.6390 1.4565
0.125 -0.0918 -0.0626 1.8198 1.5527
0.150 -0.0777 -0.0543 1.9352 1.7064
0.175 -0.0671 -0.0383 2.0997 1.7894
0.200 -0.0494 -0.0150 2.2529 1.8700
In[2]:= rho = 1.0; A = 1.0; J = 0.2; I = 0.1; Em = 12; Gm = 4;
MakeEquations[3D, {Em, Gm, Gm} A, {Gm J, Em I, Em I},
rho A, rho {J, I, I}]
It is not necessary to use quaternion normalization because the model is sufficiently stable
to integrate very accurately, as will be shown.
In[3]:= MakeNormalized [False]
A stationary boundary condition is used at the beginning of the rod.
In[4]:= MakeBoundary[3D, Stationary, Begin]
The boundary condition functions at the end of the rod control its linear and angular
velocity with a Dirichletl boundary condition function. Note that the quadF function
(Section 5.3.2) is differentiated by appending the prime ' symbol.
In[5]:= piQuad = quadF[0, N[Pi]/2, 1];
endveloc = Evaluate[{0, quadF[4/N[Pi], 2/N[Pi], 1] ' [#], 0}]&;
endomega = Evaluate [{piQuad' [#] Cos [piQuad [#]] ,
piQuad' [#],
-piQuad' [#] Sin[piQuad[#]]}]&;
MakeBoundary[3D, Dirichleti, End, endveloc, endomega]
Here is a plot of the enforced angular velocity components of the end of the rod as a function
of time t. The X, Y, and Z components are solid, dashed, and long-dashed, respectively.
In[6]:= Plot [Evaluate [endomega[t]], {t, 0, 1}, PlotStyle->{
{}, Dashing[{0.03,0.02}], Dashing[{0.08, 0.02}]}];
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Figure 5-20: The components of angular velocity at the end of the rod vs. time.
A fourth order Runga-Kutta integrator is used.
In[7]:= MakeIntegrator [RK [4], 0.01]
The model is initialized with zero velocity and a constant curvature initial configuration.
In[8l:= MakeInitialized[3D, curveIC3, zeroIC3, 5]
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200 time steps takes the rod to time = 2.0 seconds; one second beyond the completion of
the movement of the end.
In[9]: = Timing [Do [OneStep, {200}]; {T, step}]
out[9]= {400.2 Second, {2., 200}}
In1O]:= RodPlot[aj, PlotRange->{{-.1, .8}, {-.35, 1.35}, {-.95, .05}}];
Figure 5-21: Configuration of the twisted spatial rod at T = 2 seconds.
The following command will generate a sequence of animation frames to show the dynamic
motion of the rod.
In[11]:= Do [RodPlot [ajr [ [i] ,
PlotRange->{{-.1, .8}, {-.35, 1.35}, {-.95, .05}}],
{i, 1, Length[ajr]}]
The configuration of the rod at time = 2.0 is not an equilibrium configuration,
and it will never become one because the rod model is undamped. We can check
that the model is properly conservative by plotting the sum of kinetic and potential
energy as a function of time. After time = 1.0 no mechanical energy is being put into
the rod by the boundary conditions so the total energy should remain constant.
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In[12]:= ListPlot [Transpose [{Tr, MapThread [
(strain[#1, {Em, Gm, Gm} A, {Gm J, Em I, Em I}] +
kinetic[#1, #2, rho A, rho {J, I, I}])&, {ajr, ajdr}]}],
PlotJoined->True];
6.
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Figure 5-22: Total energy storage in the twisted spatial rod.
We can also see whether or not quaternion normalization was necessary by check-
ing that the quaternion normalization constraint q.q = 1 is still satisfied along the
entire length of the rod. The following result shows that the quaternion is very slightly
corrupt right next to the moving boundary condition; where the forces are highest
and changing most rapidly.
In[131 := Plus@@(quaternion [ajr [[-1] ]] 2)
Out[13]=V[l., 0.999853, 1.00001, 0.999998, 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1.,
1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1.]
The following two plots show the three components of force and moment in a
cross section of the rod, as functions of s. The forces and moments are shown in the
material reference frame so, for example, one curve represents axial force along the
entire length of the rod, despite the changing orientation of the cross-sections.
Equilibrium
To find the equilibrium configuration of the rod, we must first add some damping and
let dynamic settling take the state of the rod closer to equilibrium.
In[16]:= MakeEquations[3D, {Em, Gm, Gm) A, {Gm J, Em I, Em I},
rho A, rho {J, I, I}, 4.0, 4.0]
50 time steps at this level of damping will squelch most of the oscillations.
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InE14]:= Plot [Evaluate [ArrayToPoly [
forceM[aj, {Em, Gm, Gm} A, {Gm J, Em I, Em I}], s]],
{s, -1, 1}, PlotStyle->{
{}, Dashing[{0.03,0.02}], Dashing[{0.08, 0.02}]}];
7%./
Figure 5-23: Three components of force in the twisted rod.
In[15] := Plot [Evaluate [ArrayToPoly [
momentM[aj, {Em, Gm, Gm)
{s, -1, 1}, PlotStyle->{
{}, Dashing[{0.03,0.02}]
A, {Gm J, Em I, Em I}], s]],
Dashing[{0.08, 0.02}]}];
~,K.
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Figure 5-24: Three components of moment in the twisted rod.
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In[l7]:= Timing [Do [OneStep, {50}]; {T, step}]
out[17]= {109.30 Second, {O.1, 10}}
Create the equilibrium equations,
In[18]:=MakeEquilibrium[3D, {Em, Gm, Gm} A, {Gm J, Em I, Em I}]
and iterate to convergence (or four steps, whichever comes first).
Ins19]:= Timing [ aj = FixedPoint [ Iterate, aj, 4 ]; ]
out[isl= {193.24 Second, Null}
In[2ol:= RodPlot [aj,
PlotRange->{{-.1, .8}, {-.35, 1.35}, {-.95, .05}}];
Figure 5-25: Equilibrium configuration of a twisted spatial rod.
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In[21]:= RodPlot [aj,
PlotR.ange->{{-.1, .8}, {-.35, 1.35},
ViewPoint->{O0,4,0}, ViewVertical->{O
//
{-.95, .05}},
Figure 5-26: Top view of a twisted spatial rod.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Conclusions
While the modeling system presented in this thesis is derived generally for all classes
of elastic rods, unfortunate (but expected) numerical issues may limit its applicability
to particular classes of rods which posses some degree of symmetry in their physical
properties. Just as the performance of linear dynamic models is dictated by the
magnitude of their highest eigenvalue, the performance of this nonlinear model is
restricted by the wide range of axial, shear, bending, and torsional stiffnesses that
are typical of real systems. By including in the model the freedom to represent all
classes of elastic rod motion, we accepted the burden of numerically capturing this
motion; even if the properties of the model are such that some classes of motion are
immaterial to its global behavior.
In particular, the experimental fiber presented in Section 5.3 possesses geometric
properties that make it very difficult to model (with this system) because the sta-
bilitv of the model is dictated by the axial and shear stiffness of the fiber, while the
motion in these directions is an insignificant part of its overall behavior. Most of
the computational effort is invested in carefully tracking information that does not
matter.
The obvious way to address such problem is to eliminate the modeling system's
capability to represent the unwanted motions. While this is easily done with linear
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systems (one can simply eliminate higher frequency modes until achieving the de-
sired balance of accuracy and efficiency), it is not so trivially accomplished with this
modeling system. The Euler beam model, which has the property of being unable
to represent axial and shear deformations, is not easily extended to the large overall
Idisplacement case. What is needed is a numerical conditioning method to restrict the
participation of unwanted classes of motion in the evolution of the state of a nonlinear
model, but no such method is known to the author.
On a more positive note, real systems that do have significant axial and shear
flexibility require a modeling system that can represent such flexibility to accurately
simulate their response. Extended flexible structures that do not have solid cross-
sections [31] are an important class of such systems, as are solid beams that have very
large cross-sections, in relation to their length. The motion and control of extended
flexible structures in space has been of topic of recent interest, and a geometrically ex-
act modeling technique may be a requirement to control such lightly damped systems
with sufficient accuracy.
Regardless of the applicability of this modeling system to any particular task,
to gain some understanding of all such systems is the underlying goal. While true
understanding of the behavior of a complex system can never be gained solely from
a numerical model, the depth and dietail with which a numerical model allows us to
look at real systems often serves as a guide towards the right place to look for the
true understanding that we desire.
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Appendix A
Plotting Functions
Attributes[pt] = {Listable};
pt [v_, k_] :=Flatten[Partition [v, 1, k]]
Options [RodPlot] =
{PlotPoints->40, PlotDivision->10, Thickness->0.04,
AspectRatio->Automatic, Axes->True, Ticks->None,
MaxDegree->8};
RodPlot [i:: {_, _, _, _, _, _}, opt __ ?0OptionQ] :=Block [
{w, m, n, k, f, u, s, t, p, r, smap=Identity},
{w, n, k, m}={Thickness, PlotPoints, PlotDivision, MaxDegree}/.
{opt}/.Options [RodPlot];
k = Round[n/k];
r = V@@Range[-1, 1, 2/n];
f = (ChebyshevToPoly[#, var, m] &/@Chebyshev[i])/.
{0->0.0 r, var->r};
u = Drop[f, 3] ;
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RodPlot [state, options] creates a graphic image of the configuration of the rod
specified by state. RodPlot accepts the following options, in addition to all of the
standard Mathematica graphics options:
Thickness->realnum specifies the cross-sectional thickness of the rod.
PlotPoints->integer specifies how many evenly spaced grid points will be plotted
along the length of the rod.
PlotDivision->integer specifies how many evenly spaced cross-section lines will be
plotted along the length of the rod.
MaxDegree->integer specifies the maximum degree of the Chebyshev polynomial
that is used to plot the rod.
f = Take[f, 3];
u = Rest[Transpose[w rotate[u]]] ;
{s, t} = {Plus@@u, Subtract@Ou};
s = Transpose[
Apply[List, {f + s, f + t, f - s, f - t},
{2}], {1,3,2}];
s = Partition[Append[s, First[s]], 2, 1];
p = Map[Polygon, Transpose[ Apply[
{Drop[#1, 1], Drop[#2, i], Drop[#2, -1], Drop[#1, -i]}&,
s, {1}], {1,3,2}], {2}];
Show[Graphics3D [p, Sequence@@DeleteCases [Join [{opt},
Options [RodPlot],
{ViewPoint->{.5, .8, 2}, ViewVertical->{0,1,0}}],
(ThicknesslPlotPoints IPlotDivisionlMaxDegree)-> ]]]]
RodPlot[i:{_,_,_}, opt___?OptionQ]:=Block[
{w, m, n, k, f, u, s, t, p, r, smap=Identity},
{w, n, k, m}={Thickness, PlotPoints, PlotDivision, MaxDegree}/.
{opt}/.Options[RodPlot];
k = Round[n/k];
r = VO@Range[-1, 1, 2/n] ;
f = (ChebyshevToPoly[#, var, m]&/@Chebyshev[i])/.
{0->0.0 r, var->r};
u = Part[f, 3];
f = Take[f, 2];
u = {-Sin/Qu, Cos/Qu};
U = W U;
{s, t} = Transpose[
Apply[List, {f + u, f - u}, {2}], {1,3,2}];
p = Map[Polygon, Transpose[
{Drop[s,1], Drop[t,1], Drop[t,-1], Drop[s,-1]}]];
PrependTo[p, RGBColor [,.5,0]] ;
p = {p, Map[Line, Transpose[{Drop[s,1] , Drop[s,-1]}]] ,
Map[Line, Transpose[{Drop[t,1], Drop[t,-1]}]]};
f = pt[f, k];
u = pt[u, k];
{s, t} = Transpose[
Apply[List, {f + u, f - u}, {2}], {1,3,2}];
AppendTo[p, Map[Line, Transpose[{s, t}]] ;
Show [Graphics[p, SequenceM@DeleteCases[Join [{opt},
Options[RodPlot]],
(ThicknessIPlotPoints I PlotDivisionIMaxDegree)->_]]]]
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Appendix B
Discrete Function Objects
The following definition may be used to cause all Mathematica functions that are
automatically threaded over lists to be automatically threaded over V [] objects. This
is useful to generally expand the applicability of the discretized function objects to
other types of analyses.
Clear [V]
V/: (s: _Symbol?(MemberQ [Attributes [#], Listable] &)) [
b___, a_V, c_... :=Thread[Unevaluated[s[b, a, c]], V]
Alternatively, several explicit definitions may be made to allow certain additional
functions to be threaded over V [] objects. The following rules cause Sin [V [1 ,2,3]]
to return V[Sin [1] , Sin[2] , Sin [3]] etc.
V/: Sin [a_V] :=Thread [Unevaluated [Sin [a ] , V]
V/:Cos [aV] :=Thread [Unevaluated [Cos [a]], V]
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Appendix C
Chebyshev Derivatives
Here is the version of MakeCDeriv that creates Chebyshev differentiators for a specific
domain of the endependent parameter s, instead of the default, -1 < s < 1.
MakeCDeriv[nInteger?EvenQ, smin_?NumberQ, smax_?NumberQ]:=
With[{
ri = 4/(smax-smin) Range[l, n],
r2 = 4/(smax-smin) Range[n, 1, -1]},
ClearAll[CDeriv, C2Deriv] ;
Attributes[CDeriv] = Attributes[C2Deriv] = {Listable};
CDeriv[V[u__] ] :=Apply[V, Re[Take[Fourier[Join[#,Reverse[
Take[#, {2, -2}]]]&[Reverse [Flatten[FoldList [Plus, 0,
Partition [Reverse [MapAt [Times [#, 0.5]&, Rest [Re [Take [
Fourier[ Join[{u}, Reverse[Take[{u}, {2, -2}]]] ],
n+1]]], -1] * ri], 2]]]]]], n+11]];
C2Deriv [V [u-__] :=Apply [V, Re [Take [Fourier [Join [#,Reverse [
Take [#, {2, -2}]1 &[Reverse [Flatten[FoldList [Plus, 0,
Partition [Drop [Flatten [FoldList [Plus, 0,
Partition [Reverse [MapAt [Times [#, 0.5]&, Rest [Re [Take [
Fourier[ Join[{u}, Reverse[Take[{u}, {2, -2}]]] ],
n+1]]], -1] * ri], 2]]], -1] * r2, 2]]]]]], n+11]];
jmax = n;
grid = Cos[ Range[0.0, N[Pi], N[Pi]/jmax] ] * (smax-smin)/2 +
(smax+smin)/2;
Clear[smap] ;
smap[s_]:=(2 s - smax - smin)/(smax - smin);
RODderiv = True;]
The following command initializes smap so that ChebyshevToPoly will work.
smap = Identity;
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The following code can be used to transform four functions in Chebyshev space
into their four derivatives in real space with one FFT. Two functions are passed
through as even functions, one real and one imaginary, and two functions are passed
through as odd functions. The first and last elements of the odd functions are lost,
but the first and last elements of the Chebyshev derivatives are never used any way;
the values that they would influence are always set by boundary conditions.
This method is not used in the code presented in this thesis because for very small
transforms (8, 16, or 32 elements) it is faster to simply do the transforms one at a
time.
Chebyshev4Deriv[{vl , v2, v3, v 1}] takes four discretized functions in Chebyshev
space and returns their spatial derivatives tu U2/, u / U 4} in real space.
ClearAll[FoldOutEven, FoldOutOdd, FoldInEven, FoldInOdd,
FourierEvenDeriv, Chebyshev4Deriv]
FoldOutEven[V[x__]] :=Join[{x}, Reverse[Take [{x}, {2, -2}]]]
FoldOutOdd[ V[x__]]:=Join[{O}, Take[{x}, {2, -2}],
{0}, -Reverse[Take[{x}, {2, -2}]]]
FoldInEven[x_List] :=Apply[V, (Take[x, Length[x]/2+1] +
Reverse [Take [RotateLeft [x], -Length [xl/2-1]] )/2]
FoldInOdd[ xList]:=Apply[V, (Take[x, Length[x]/2+1] -
Reverse [Take [RotateLeft [x], -Length [x]/2-1]]) /2]
Attributes[FourierEvenDeriv] = {Listable};
FourierEvenDeriv [V [x__] ] :=
Apply[V, {x} Append[Table[-k I, {k, 0, Length[{x}]-2}] , 0]]
Chebyshev4Deriv[{x_V, y_V, z_V, w_V}] :=Module[{res},
res = InverseFourier[
FoldOutEven[ChebyshevDeriv[ {x, y}] . {1, I}] +
FoldOutOdd[ FourierEvenDeriv[{z, w}] . {1, I}]] ;
res = {FoldInEven[res],
FoldInOdd[res] (V@@Join[{1}, -I/Sin[
Range EN EPi] / (Length [x] -1),
N[Pi](l - 1/(Length[x]-1)),
N [Pi] / (Length[x]-1)] ],
{1]); [rs[[
{Re[res[[1]]], Im[res[[1]]], Re[res[[2]]]. Im[res[[2]]]}]
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Appendix D
Equations of Motion
Derivation of Planar Equations of Motion
The equations of motion for a geometrically nonlinear, planar rod model can be
derived in a manner that closely parallels the derivation of the spatial equations, but
is much simpler. The moving basis of the rod can be described by the vector to the
line of centroids and the rotation angle of a cross-section (2.1).
p(s, t) x(s,t) y(s,t) (D.1)
O(s,t) (D.2)
The planar rotation matrix has only one degree of freedom 0 (2.2).
( cos(0) -sin(0)
A(s,t) (s,t) t(s,t) co- (D.3)
sin(0) cos(0)
The derivative of the planar rotation matrix results in an expression involving a
skew-symmetric matrix, just like the derivative of the spatial rotation matrix (2.8).
d
-
A 
- A' = T.A (D.4)ds
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T(s, t) - -8'
0
(D.5)
The measure of axial and shear strain in the planar rod parallels the expression
for the spatial rod
7(s, t) - p'(s, t) - n(s, t) (D.6)
but the measure of bending strain is simply curvature 0'.
The potential energy function is then (2.18)
1
2 7
T .A
0
El
0' } AT'.y }O' (D.7)
C1 = diag(EA, GA) (D.8)
The internal forces and moment in the rod are then (2.21, 2.22)
f = - A.C1 .AT.y
rn = = EIO'dO'
(D.9)
(D.10)
Since time derivatives of the planar basis can be taken trivially, the expressions
for the derivatives of linear and angular momentum are
= pAp (D.11)
(D.12)i = pIl
Thus, the equations of motion can be directly written directly from f = ma
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where
= f'+f
7i = m'+ + p' x f
which expands to
pAd = [A.Ci.AT.y] + (D.13)
pli = EIE'] + + p' x [A.Cj.A T.] (D.14)
3D Equations with Damping and Pre-Strain
The following versions of MakeEquat ions build equations of motion that have a con-
stant damping factor and/or a non-straight zero strain state. Note that the that the
damping factor k cannot be given as a vector quantity specifying different damping in
different directions because k multiplies the linear and angular velocity in spatial co-
ordinates, which causes the direction of the damping force vector to be independent of
the local orientation of the rod. This could be easily rectified, at some computational
expense, by converting the velocities to material coordinates before multiplying by k,
and then converting the resulting forces and moments back to spatial coordinates.
MakeEquations[3D, ci:L{_,_,_}, c2:{_,_,._}, rhoa_, rhoj:{_,_,_},
ki_?NumberQ, k2_?NumberQ, ps: : undeformedlC3]:= (
With[{axialshear =
CDeriv[origin[ps [grid]]] . rotate [quaternion[ps [grid]] ,
bndngtwist =
gmat [quaternion [ps [grid]]] . CDeriv [quaternion [ps [grid]]] },
Clear [F];
F [v: {x_,y_,z_,q__}, vd: {xd_,yd_,zd_,qd__}] :=Block [
{ f, m, Lt, Ht,
pl = CDeriv[{x, y, z}] ,
qi = CDeriv[{q}],
A = rotate[{q}],
E = emat [{q}] ,
G = gmat[{q}],
Gd = gmat[{qd}]},
(*1*) f = A . (cl (pi . A - axialshear));
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(*2*) m = 2 A . (c2 (G . qi - bndngtwist));
(*3*) Lt = CDeriv[f] - k1 {xd, yd, zd};
(*4*) Ht = CDeriv[m] + cross[pi, f] - 2 k2 E . {qd};
(*5*) Unevaluated[v, vd, Join[ Lt/rhoa,
(*6*) Transpose[Append[G, {q}]] .
(*7*) Append[(1/2 Ht . A -
(*8*) 2 G . Transpose[Gd] . (rhoj G) . {qd})/rhoj,
(*9*) -{qd} {qd}] ]] ] 1;
RODequations = 3; ) /;
RODderiv && MatchQ[ps[grid], {V [_?NumberQ]..}]
2D Equations with Damping, Pre-Strain, and Mass Scaling
Here are the planar equations of motion that accommodate damping and pre-strain.
MakeEquations[2D, cl:{_,_}, c2_, rhoa_, rhoj_,
ki_?NumberQ, k2_?NumberQ, ps:_:undeformedlC2]:=(
With[{
axialshear = CDeriv[origin[ps[grid] .
rotate [angle [ps [grid]]] ,
bndngtwist = CDeriv [angle [ps [grid]]] },
Clear[F] ;
F[u:{p__,t_}, ud:{pd__,td_}] :=Block[
{ f, m, Lt, Ht,
pi = CDeriv[{p}] ,
ti = CDeriv[t],
A = rotate[t]},
f = A . (ci (pi . A - axialshear));
m = c2 (ti - bndngtwist);
Lt = CDeriv[f] - ki {pd};
Ht = CDeriv[m] + cross[pl, f] - k2 td;
Unevaluated[u, ud, Append[ Lt/rhoa, Ht/rhoj 1]] ;
RODequations = 2; ) /;
RODderiv && MatchQ[ps[grid], {V[__?NumberQ]..}]
Here is the version of MakeEquations that accommodates mass scaling. Note that
this is not based on any model of physical reality; not even the fictitious model of a
diagonal mass tensor that is not a multiple of the identity matrix. If it were based
on such a model, we would have to include terms that couple linear velocity directly
to acceleration that result from the differentition of the linear momentum expression.
Because said terms are not included, these equations of motion are not even properly
conservative. Their only value is the increased numerical stability offered.
MakeEquations[2D, cl:{_,_}, c2_, rhoa:{_,_}, rhoj_,
ki_?NumberQ, k2_?NumberQ, ps:_:undeformedIC2]:=(
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With[{
axialshear = CDeriv[origin[ps [grid]]
rotate [angle [ps [grid]] ],
bndngtwist = CDeriv[angle[ps[grid]] },
Clear [F] ;
F[u:{p__,t_}, ud:{pd__,td_}]:=Block[
{ f, m, Lt, Ht,
pl = CDeriv[{p}],
ti = CDeriv[t],
A = rotate[t]},
f = A . (ci (pi . A - axialshear));
m = c2 (ti - bndngtwist);
Lt = CDeriv[f] - ki {pd};
Ht = CDeriv[m] + cross[pi, f] - k2 td;
Unevaluated[u, ud,
Append[ A.((Lt.A)/rhoa), Ht/rhoj ]]]1;
RODequations = 2; ) /;
RODderiv && MatchQ [ps[grid], {V __?NumberQ] .. }]
Here is the version of MakeEquations that accommodates applied loads.
MakeEquations[2D, cl:{_,_}, c2_, rhoa_, rhoj_,
kl_?NumberQ, k2_?NumberQ, appf_, appm_,
ps:_:undeformedlC2]:=(
With[{
axialshear = CDeriv[origin[ps[grid] .
rotate[angle[ps[grid]]] ,
bndngtwist = CDeriv[angle[ps[grid]] ,
rhoA = {1, i} rhoa},
Clear [F] ;
F[u:{p__, t_}, ud:{pd__, td_}]:=Block[
{ f, m, Lt, Ht,
pi = CDeriv[{p}],
ti = CDeriv[t],
A = rotate[t]},
f = A . (ci (pi . A - axialshear));
m = c2 (ti - bndngtwist);
Lt = CDeriv[f] - ki {pd} + appf[u];
Ht = CDeriv[m] + cross[pi, f] - k2 td + appm[u];
Unevaluated[u, ud,
Append[ A.((Lt.A)/rhoA), Ht/rhoj ]]]];
RODequations = 2; ) /;
RODderiv && MatchQ [ps[grid], {V[__?NumberQ] .. }] &&
MatchQ [Append [appf [ps [grid] ], appm [ps [grid]]],
{V [__?Number] .. }]
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Appendix E
Boundary Conditions
This appendix contains the definitions of all of the boundary condition functions that
are described documented in Section 4.3.4.
Stationary
MakeBoundary[dim_*D, Stationary, Begin]:=(
ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd] ;
If [dim === 2,
bnb[v_] := v;
bnbd[_, vd_] := vd,
bnb = nrm;
bnbd = nrmd] ;
bnbddL[, -, vdd_] :=
Block[{ReplacePart}, Thread[ReplacePart[vdd, 0.0, -11] ;
RODboundaryO = dim; )
MakeBoundary[_, Stationary, End]:=(
ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnddd] ;
bnd = bnb;
bndd = bnbd;
bnddd[v_, vd_, vdd_] :=bnbdd[v, vd,
Block[{ReplacePart}, Thread[ReplacePart [vdd, 0.0, 1]]]];
RODboundaryl = RODboundaryO; )/;
NumberQ [RODboundary0]
3D DirichletO
MakeBoundary[3D, DirichletO, Begin, p_, q_]:=
( ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd];
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bnb [v_] := nrm [Block [{ReplacePart},
Thread[ReplacePart[v, Join[p[T], q[T]], -1]]]];
bnbd = nrmd;
bnbddL[, _, vdd_] :=vdd;
RODboundaryO = 3; )/;
RODnormalized && VectorQ[Join[p[0], q[0]], NumberQ]
MakeBoundary[3D, DirichletO, End, p_, q_]:=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnddd];
bnd[v_] := bnb[Block[{ReplacePart},
Thread[ReplacePart[v, Join[p[T] , q[T]] , 1]]]] ;
bndd = bnbd;
bnddd. = bnbdd;
RODboundaryl = 3; )/;
RODboundaryO == 3 && VectorQ[Join[p[0] , q[0]], NumberQ]
3D Dirichlet1
MakeBoundary[3D, Dirichletl, Begin, pd_, omega_]:=
( ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd] ;
bnb = nrm;
bnbd[v_, vd_] := nrmd[v, Block[{ReplacePart,
q = v[[{4,5,6,7}, -1]], qd},
qd = 0.5 (omega[T] . emat[q]);
Thread[ReplacePart [vd, Join[pd[T], qd], -1]]11]] ;
bnddd[_, _, vdd] :=vdd;
RODboundary0 = 3; )/;
RODnormalized && VectorQ[Join[pd[0], omega[0]], NumberQ]
MakeBoundary[3D, Dirichletl, End, pd_, omega_]:=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnddd];
bnd = bnb;
bndd[v_, vd_] := bnbd[v, Block[{ReplacePart,
q = v[[{4,5,6,7}, 1]], qd),
qd = 0.5 (omega[T] . emat[q]);
Thread[ReplacePart [vd, Join[pd[T], qd], 1111] ;
bnddd = bnbdd;
RODboundaryl = 3; )/;
RODboundary0 == 3 && VectorQ[Join[pd[0] , omega[0]], NumberQ]
31D Dirichlet2
MakeBoundary[3D, Dirichlet2, Begin, pdd_, alpha_]:=(
ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd];
bnb = nrm;
bnbd = nrmd;
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bnbdd[v_, vd_, vdd_]:=Block[{ReplacePart,
q = v[[{4,5,6,7}, 1]],
qd = vd[[{4,5,6,7}, 11,
qdd},
qdd = 0.5 (alpha[T] . emat[q]) - (qd . qd) q;
Thread[ReplacePart [vdd, Join[pdd[T], qdd], -1111;
RODboundaryO = 3; )/;
RODnormalized && VectorQ [Join[pdd [0], alpha[011, NumberQ]
MakeBoundary[3D, Dirichlet2, End, pdd_, alpha_]:=(
ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnddd];
bnd = bnb;
bndd = bnbd;
bnddd[v_, vd_, vdd_]:=bnbdd[v, vd, Block[{ReplacePart,
q = v[[{4,5,6,7}, 11,
qd = vd[[{4,5,6,7}, 1]],
qdd},
qdd = 0.5 (alpha[T] . emat[q]) - (qd . qd) q;
Thread[ReplacePart [vdd, Join[pdd[T], qdd], 1]]]] ;
RODboundaryl = 3; )/;
RODboundaryO == 3 && VectorQ[Join[pdd[O] , alpha[0]] , NumberQ]
3D Neumann
MakeBoundary[3D, Neumann, Begin]:=
( ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd] ;
With[{ ds = 1-Cos[N[Pi]/jmax] },
bnb[v_]:=nrm[Block[{ReplacePart, q, r},
q = v[[{4,5,6,7}, 2]];
r = Join[ v[[{1,2,3}, 2]] +
rotate[q] . {ds, 0, 0}, q ];
Thread[ReplacePart[v, r, -1]] 1]] ;
bnbd[v_, vd_]:=nrmd[v, Block[{ReplacePart, qd, rd},
qd = vd[[{4,5,6,7}, 2]];
rd = Join[ vd[[{1,2,3}, 2]] + 2 emat[v[[{4,5,6,7}, 2]]]
Transpose[gmat[qd]] . {ds, 0, 0}, qd 1;
Thread[ReplacePart[vd, rd, -1]] ]] ;
bnbdd[_, _, vdd_] :=vdd ] ;
RODboundaryO = 3; )/;
RODderiv && RODnormalized
MakeBoundary[3D, Neumann, End]:=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnddd] ;
With[{ ds = 1-Cos[N[Pi]/jmax] },
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bnd[v_] :=bnb[Block[{ReplacePart, q, r},
q = v[[{4,5,6,7}, 2]];
r = Join[ v[[{1,2,3}, 2]] +
rotate[q] . {ds, 0, 0}, q ];
Thread[ReplacePart[v, r, 1]] 1]] ;
bndd[v_, vd_]:=bnbd[v, Block[{ReplacePart, qd, rd},
qd = vd[[{4,5,6,7}, 2]];
rd = Join[ vd[[{1,2,3}, 2]] + 2 emat[v[[{4,5,6,7}, 2]]]
Transpose[gmat[qd]] . {ds, 0, 0}, qd 1;
Thread[ReplacePart[vd, rd, 1]] 1]] ;
Attributes[bnddd] = {HoldAll};
bnddd[v_, vd_, vdd_]:=bnbdd[v, vd, vdd]
RODboundaryl = 3; )/;
RODderiv && RODboundaryO == 3
:2D DirichletO
MakeBoundary[2D, DirichletO, Begin, p_, t_]:=
( ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd];
bnb[v_] := Block[{ReplacePart},
Thread[ReplacePart [v, Append[p[T], t [T]], -1]]];
bnbd.._, vd_] := vd;
bnbdd[_, _, vdd_] :=vdd;
RODboundaryO = 2; )/;
VectorQ[Append[p[0], t[0]], Numberq]
MakeBoundary[2D, DirichletO, End, p_, t_]:=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnddd];
bnd[v.] := bnb[Block[{ReplacePart},
Thread[ReplacePart[v, Append[p[T], t[T]], 1]]]] ;
bndd = bnbd;
bnddd = bnbdd;
RODboundaryl = 2; )/;
RODboundaryO == 2 && VectorQ[Append[p[0] , t[0]] , NumberQ]
21D DirichletI
MakeBoundary[2D, Dirichleti, Begin, pd_,
( ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd];
bnb[v_] := v;
bnbd[v_, vd_] := Block[{ReplacePart},
Thread[ReplacePart[vd, Append[pd[T] ,
bnddd[_, _, vdd_] :=vdd;
RODboundaryO = 2; )/;
VectorQ[Append[pd[0], td[0]], NumberQ]
td_]:=
td[T]], -1]]];
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MakeBoundary[2D, Dirichletl, End, pd_, td_]:=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnddd];
bnd = bnb;
bndd[v_, vd_] := bnbd[v, Block[{ReplacePart},
Thread[ReplacePart [vd, Append[pd[T] , td[T]] , 1]]]] ;
bnddd = bnbdd;
RODboundaryl = 2; )/;
RODboundaryO == 2 && VectorQ [Append[pdl0] , td[0]] , Numberq]
2D Dirichlet2
MakeBoundary[2D, Dirichlet2, Begin, pdd_, tdd_]:=(
ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd];
bnb[v_] := v;
bnbd[_, vd_] := vd;
bnbdd[v_, vd_, vdd_]:=Block[{ReplacePart},
Thread[ReplacePart [vdd, Append[pdd[T], tdd[T] , -1]]] ;
RODboundary0 = 2; )/;
VectorQ[Append[pdd[0], tdd[O]], NumberQ]
MakeBoundary[2D, Dirichlet2, End, pdd_, tdd_]:=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnddd] ;
bnd = bnb;
bndd = bnbd;
bnddd[v_, vd_, vdd_] :=bnbdd[v, vd, Block[{ReplacePart},
Thread[ReplacePart [vdd, Append[pdd[T], tdd[T]], 1]]]];
RODboundaryl = 2; )/;
RODboundary0 == 2 && VectorQ [Append[pdd [O] , tdd[0]] , NumberQ]
2D Neumann
MakeBoundary[2D, Neumann, Begin]:=
( ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd];
With[{ ds = 1-Cos[N[Pi]/jmax],
R = {{0, -1}, {1, 0}} },
bnb[v_] :=Block[{ReplacePart, q, r},
q = v[[3, 2]];
r = Append[ v[[{1, 2}, 2]] + rotate[q] . {ds, 0}, q ];
Thread[ReplacePart[v, r, -1]] ] ;
bnbd[v_, vd_] :=Block[{ReplacePart, qd, rd},
qd = vd[[3, 2]];
rd = Append[ vd[[{1, 2}, 2]] + qd *
R . rotate[v[[3, 2]]] . {ds, 0}, qd ];
Thread[ReplacePart[vd, rd, -1]] ];
bnbddL[, -, vdd_] :=vdd ] ;
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RODboundaryO = 2; )/;
RODderiv
MakeBoundary[2D, Neumann, End]:=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnddd];
With[{ ds = 1-Cos [N[Pi]/jmax] ,
R = {{0, -1}, {i, 0}} },
bnd[v_] :=bnb[Block[{ReplacePart, q, r},
q = v[[3, 2]] ;
r = Append[ v[[{1, 2}, 2]] + rotate[q] . {ds, 0}, q 1;
Thread[ReplacePart[v, r, 1]] 1]] ;
bndd[v_, vd_] :=bnbd[v, Block[{ReplacePart, qd, rd},
qd = vd[[3, 2]];
rd = Append[ vd[[{1, 2}, 2]] + qd *
R . rotate[v[[3, 2]]] . {ds, O}, qd ];
Thread[ReplacePart[vd, rd, 1]] ]] ;
bnddd = bnbdd 1;
RODboundaryl = 2; )/;
RODderiv && RODboundaryO == 2
2D NeumannLocal
MakeBoundary[2D, NeumannLocal, Begin, cl:{_,_J, c2_,
force_, moment_] :=
( ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd];
With[{
ds = i-Cos [N[Pil/jmax] ,
Cli = i/cl,
C2i = i/c2,
R = {{0, -i}, {i, 0}}},
bnb[v_] :=Block[{ReplacePart, A, p, q, t = v[[3, -2]]},
q = t + ds C2i moment[T] ;
A = rotate[(t + q)/2 ;
p = v[[{i, 2}, -2]] + ds A . (Cli force[T] + {-i, 0});
Thread[ReplacePart[v, Append[p, q], -1]] ] ;
bnbd[vr_., vd_] :=Block[{ReplacePart, A, q, pd, qd,
t = vii3]]},
qd = vd[[3, -2]] + ds C2i moment'[T];
A = rotate[(t[[-2]] + t[[-1]])/2 ;
pd = vd[[{l, 2}, -2]] +
ds qd R . A . (Cli force[T] + {-i, 0}) +
ds A . (Cli force'[T]);
Thread[ReplacePart[vd, Append[pd, qd], -i]] ] ;
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bnbdd[_, _, vdd_] := vdd; ];
RODboundaryO = 2; )/;
RODderiv && Vectorq [Append [force [0] , moment [0]] , NumberQ]
MakeBoundary[2D, NeumannLocal, End, cl:{_,_}, c2_,
force_, moment] :=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnbdd];
With[{
ds = 1-Cos [N [Pi]/jmax] ,
Cli = 1/ci,
C2i = i/c2,
R = {{0, -1}, {i, 0}}},
bnd[v_]:=bnb[Block[{ReplacePart, A, p, q, t = v[[3, 2]]},
q = t + ds C2i moment[T];
A = rotate[(t + q)/2] ;
p = v[[{l, 2}, 2]] + ds A . (Cli forceLT] + {1, 0});
Thread[ReplacePart[v, Append[p, q], 1]] ]] ;
bndd[v., vd_] :=bnbd[v, Block[{ReplacePart, A, pd, qd,
t = v[[3]]},
qd = vd[[3, 2]] + ds C2i moment'[T] ;
A = rotate[(t[[2]] + t[[11]])/2];
pd = vd[[{l, 2}, 2]] +
ds qd R . A . (Cli force[T] + {i, 0}) +
ds A . (Cli force'[T]);
Thread[ReplacePart[vd, Append[pd, qd], i]] ]] ;
bnddd = bnbdd; ];
RODboundaryl = 2; )/;
RODderiv && RODboundary0 == 2 &&
VectorQ [Append [force [0], moment [0]] , NumberQ]
2D NeumannGlobal
MakeBoundary[2D, NeumannGlobal, Begin, cl:{_,_}, c2_,
force_, moment_] :=
( ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd];
With[{
ds = 1-Cos[N[Pi]/jmax] ,
Cli = 1/cl,
C2i = 1/c2,
R = {{0, -1}, {1, 0}}},
bnb[v_]:=Block[{ReplacePart, A, p, q, t = v[[3, -2]]},
q = t + ds C2i moment[T];
A = rotate[(t + q)/2];
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p = v[[{1, 2}, -2]] + ds (Cli force[T] + A . {-1, 0});
Thread[ReplacePart[v, Append[p, q], -11] 1 ;
bnbd[v_, vd_]:=Block[{ReplacePart, A, q, pd, qd,
t = v[[3]]},
qd = vd[[3, -2]] + ds C2i moment'[T];
A = rotate[(t[[-2]] + t[[-1]])/2] ;
pd = vd[[{1, 2}, -2]] +
ds (qd R . A . {-i, 0} + Cli force'[T]);
Thread[ReplacePart [vd, Append[pd, qd] , -11] 1 ;
bnbdd[l, _, vdd_] := vdd; 1;
RODboundaryO = 2; )/;
RODderiv && ectorQ [Append[force [0] , moment [0]] , NumberQ]
MakeBoundary[2D, NeumannGlobal, End, cl:{_,_J, c2_,
force_, moment_]:=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnbdd];
With[{
ds = I-Cos [N [Pi]/jmax] ,
Cli = I/c1,
C2i = i/c2,
R = {{0, -11i}, {i, 0}}},
bnd[v_] :=bnb[Block[{ReplacePart, A, p, q, t = v[[3, 2]]},
q = t + ds C2i moment[T];
A = rotate[(t + q)/2 ;
p = v[[{1, 2}, 2]] + ds (Cli force[T] + A . {i, 0});
Thread[ReplacePart[v, Append[p, q], ]] ]] ;
bndd[v._, vd_] :=bnbd[v, Block[{ReplacePart, A, pd, qd,
t = v[[3]]},
qd = vd[[3, 2]] + ds C2i moment'[T];
A = rotate[(t[[2]] + t[[1]])/2];
pd = vd[[{1, 2}, 2]] +
ds (qd R . A . {i, 0} + Cli force'[T]);
Thread[ReplacePart [vd, Append[pd, qd], 1]] ]] ;
bnddd = bnbdd; ];
RODboundaryl = 2; )/;
RODderiv && RODboundaryO == 2 &&
VectorQ [Append [force [O] , moment [0]], NumberQ]
21D End Mass
MakeBoundary[2D, EndMass, Begin, cl:{_,_}, c2_,
mass_?Numberq, inertia_?NumberQ,
centroid: {_?NumberQ, _?NumberQ}]:=
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( ClearAll[bnb, bnbd, bnbdd] ;
With[{
ds = 1-Cos [N [Pil/jmax] ,
R = {{0,-1}, {1, 0}},
I = {{1, 0}, {0, 1}}},
bnb[v_] :=v;
bnbdL_, vd_]:=vd;
bnbdd[v_, vd_, vdd_] := Block[{ReplacePart,
A, f, m, p, q},
A = rotate[(v[[3, -2]] + v[[3, -1]])/2];
f = ci ((v[[{I, 2), -2]] - v[[{1, 2), -1]])/ds +
A . {i, 0});
m = c2 (v[[3, -2]] - v[[3, -l]])/ds;
A = rotate[v[[3, -1]]];
p = Append[ f + mass vd[[3, -1112 (A . cent), m];
q = Append[MapThread[Append, {mass I, mass A . R . cent}],
Append[mass A . R . cent, inertial] ;
A = LinearSolve[q, p];
Thread[ReplacePart[vdd, A, -1]]]];
RODboundaryO = 2; )/;
RODderiv
MakeBoundary[2D, EndMass, End, cl:{_,_}, c2_,
mass_?NumberQ, inertia_?NumberQ,
centroid :{_?NumberQ, _?Number}] :=
( ClearAll[bnd, bndd, bnbdd];
With[{
ds = 1-Cos[N[Pi]/jmax] ,
R = {{0, -1i}, {i, 0}},
I= {{1, 0}, {0, 1}}},
bnd = bnb;
bndd = bnbd;
bnddd[v , vd_, vdd_] := bnbdd[v, vd, Block[{ReplacePart,
A, f, m, p, q},
A = rotate[(v[[3, 2]] + v[[3, 1]])/2];
f = cl ((v[[{1, 2), 2]] - v[[{1, 2}, l]])/ds +
A. {i, 0});
m = c2 (v[[3, 2]] - v[[3, l]])/ds;
A = rotate[v[[3, 1]]] ;
p = Append[ f + mass vd[[3, 1112 (A . cent), m];
q = Append[MapThread[Append, {mass I, mass A . R . cent}],
Append[mass A . R . cent, inertia]];
A = LinearSolve[q, p];
Thread[ReplacePart[vdd, A, 1]]]]] ;
RODboundaryl = 2; )/;
RODderiv && RODboundaryO == 2
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Appendix F
Integrators
Here are the function definitions for the second- and third-order accurate Runga-
Kutta schemes.
MakeIntegrator[RK[n:213] , dt_?NumberQ]:=(
delT = dt;
int = RK[n];
Switch [n,
2,
update:=Block[{j2, k2, 12},
T = ++step dt;
j2 = bnd[ aj + dt/2 ajd 1;
k2 = bndd[ j2, ajd + dt/2 ajdd ];
12 = bnddd[ F[j2, k2] ];
aj = bnd[ aj + dt k2 ];
ajd = bndd[ aj, ajd + dt 12 ];
ajdd = bnddd[ F[aj, ajd] ]; ],
3,
update:=Block[{j2, k2, 12, j3, k3, 13},
T = ++step dt;
j2 = bnd[ aj + dt/2 ajd ];
k2 = bndd[ j2, ajd + dt/2 ajdd ];
12 = bnddd[ F[j2, k2] ];
j3 = bnd[ aj + dt (2 k2 - ajd) ];
k3 = bndd[ j3, ajd + dt (2 12 - ajdd) ];
13 = bnddd[ F[j3, k3] ];
aj = bnd[ aj + dt/6 (ajd + 4 k2 + k3) ];
ajd = bndd[ aj, ajd + dt/6 (ajdd + 4 12 + 13) ];
ajdd = bnddd[ F[aj, ajd] ]; ]] ;
RODintegrator = True; )
Here is the function definition for the third-order Adams-Bashforth scheme.
MakeIntegrator lAB [3], dt_?NumberQ] :=
With[{al = delT {11./48., 11./12., -7./48.},
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a2 = delT^2 9./8.,
a3 = delT {23./12., -4./3., 5./12.}},
delT = dt;
int = AB[3] ;
update:=(update:=(update:=(update:=(
T = ++step dt;
With[{nO=ind[[-i]], ni=ind[[1]], n2=ind[[2]], na=ind},
aj[[nO]] = bnd[
aj[[nl]] + al . ajd[[na]] + a2 ajdd[[nl]] ];
ajd[[nO]] = bndd[ aj[[nO]],
ajd[[nl]] + a3 . ajdd[[nal]]];
ajdd[[nO]] = bnddd[ F[aj[[nO]], ajd[[nO]]] 1;];
ind = RotateRight[ind];);
T = ++step dt;
With[{nO=ind[[-1]], nl=ind[[I]], n2=ind[[21]},
aj [[nO]] = bnd[ aj[[nl]] +
delT {9/16, 11/12, -23/48} . ajd [[ind]] +
delT^2 {9/8, -2/3, 0} . ajdd[[ind]] ];
ajd [[nO]] = bndd[ aj[[nO]] ,
ajd[[nl]] + delT {9/4, -2, 3/4} . ajdd[[ind]] 1;
ajdd[[nO]] = bnddd[ F[aj[[nO]], ajd[[nO]]] 1;];
ind = RotateRight[ind];);
T = ++step dt;
With[{nO=ind[[-l]], nl=ind[[1]], n2=ind[[2]]},
aj[[nO]] = bnd[ aj [[nl]] +
delT {4/3, -1/3} . ajd [[{nl, n2}]] +
delT^2 {2/3, -1/2} . ajdd[[{nl, n2}]]];
ajd[[nO]] = bndd[ aj[[nO]],
ajd[[nl]] + delT {2, -1} . ajdd[[{nl, n2}]] ];
ajdd[[nO]] = bnddd[ F[aj[[nO]], ajd[[nO]]] ]];
ind = RotateRight indl ;);
T = ++step dt;
With[{nO=ind[[-l]] , nl=ind[[l]] , n2=ind[[2]]},
aj[[nO]] = bnd[ aj [[nll]] +
delT ajd [[nl]] +
delT^2 1/2 ajdd[[nllll;
ajd[[nO]l = bndd[ aj[[nO]],
ajd[[nll]] + delT ajdd[[nill 1;
ajdd[[nOll = bnddd[ F[aj[[nOl]], ajd[[nO]]] ]];
ind = RotateRight [indl] ;);
RODintegrator = True; I
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Appendix G
Inspection Functions
Here are the spatial inspection functions that accommodate a pre-strain function.
Note that it is not necessary to define a new kinetic function to accommodate pre-
strain because the prestrain plays no role in the kinetic energy of the rod.
forceM[v:( , _, _,_,_,_,, ci:{_,_,_}, _, vO:_:undeformedIC3]:=
ci (CDeriv[origin[v]] . rotate[v] -
CDeriv[origin [vO [grid]]] . rotate[vO [grid]])
forceS[v:{_,_,_,_,_,_,_}, ci:{_,_,_}, _, vO:_:undeformedIC3] :=
rotate[v] . forceM[v, ci, 0, vO]
momentM[v:{_,_, ,_,_,_,_}, _, c2:{_,_,_ ,vO:_:undeformedIC3] :=
2 c2 (gmat[quaternion[v]] . CDeriv[quaternion[v]] -
gmat [quaternion [vO]] . CDeriv [quaternion [vO]] )
momentS[v:{_,_,_,_,_,_,_}, _, c2:{_,_,_}, vO:_:undeformedIC3] :=
rotate[v] . momentM[v, 0, c2, vO]
strain[v:{_,_,_,_,_,_,_}, ci:{_,_,_}, c2:{_,_,_},
vO:_:undeformedIC3] := Block[{ps, ws},
ps = CDeriv[origin[v]] . rotate[v] -
CDeriv[origin [vO [grid]]] . rotate[vO [grid]];
ws = 2 (gmat[quaternion[v]] . CDeriv[quaternion[v]] -
gmat [quaternion [vO [grid] ] .
CDeriv [quaternion [vO [grid]]]);
1/2 (First [#]-Last [#]&) [
Chebyshev[ChebyshevInteg[Chebyshev[
ps . (ci ps) + ws . (c2 ws) ]]]]]
Here are the planar inspection functions that take a pre-strain function.
forceM[v:._,_,_], ci:{_,_, , _, v0:_:undeformedlC2] :=
ci (CDeriv[origin[v]] . rotate[v] -
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CDeriv[origin[vO [grid]]] . rotate [vO [grid]])
forceS[v:{_,_,_}, cl:{_,_}, _, vO:_:undeformedIC2] :
rotate[v] . forceM[v, cl, 0, vO]
moment[v:{_,_,_}, _, c2_, vO:_:undeformedIC2]
c2 (CDeriv[angle[vll - CDeriv[angle[vO[grid]ll)
strain[v:{_,_,_}, cl:{_,_}, c2_, vO:_:undeformedIC2]
Block[{ps, ts},
ps = CDeriv[origin[vll . rotate[v] -
CDeriv[origin[vO[gridll]] . rotate[vO[gridl]];
ts = CDeriv[angle[vll - CDeriv[angle[vO [gridlll ;
1/2 (First [#] -Last [#1]) [
Chebyshev[ChebyshevInteg[Chebyshev[
ps . (cl ps) + c2 ts^2 11]]]]]
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Appendix H
Equilibrium Functions
Here is the planar version of MakeEquilibrium that accommodates pre-strain, and
applied forces and moments. A spatial version could be created following this exam-
ple, with an obscene number of unique local symbols.
MakeEquilibrium[2D, cl:{_,_}, c2_, af_, am_, ps_] :=
Module[{f, m,
prestr = ps[grid],
p = {x, y},
pO = {xO, yO},
A = rotate[o],
AO = rotate[oO],
state = {x, y, o}},
Clear[functions, jacobian, fnc, jac, EQps, EQpsd, EQpsdd] ;
mkmatrices[] ;
mkcommon[21;
f = A . (ci (Dt[p, s] . A - Dt[pO, s]. AO));
m = c2 (Dt[o, s] - Dt[oO, s]);
functions = Append[ Dt[f, s] + af [state],
Dt[m, s] + cross[Dt[p, s], f] + am[state]
jacobian =
Outer[Dt, functions, {xv, yv, ov}];
]/.drule;
EQps = Apply[List, prestr, {1}];
EQpsd = Apply[List, CDeriv[prestr], {i}];
EQpsdd = Apply[List, C2Deriv[prestr], {1}];
fnc[u:{xo_V, yoV, oo_V}]:=Block[
{x = CLO[xo], y = CLO[yo], o = CLO[oo],
dx = CLilxo], dy = CL1[yo], do = CLi[oo],
ddx = CL2[xo], ddy = CL2[yo], ddo = CL2[ool],
xO = EQps[[I]], yO = EQps[[2]], oO = EQps[[3]],
dxO = EQpsd[[i]], dyO = EQpsd[[2]], doO = EQpsd[[3]],
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ddxO = EQpsdd[[11, ddyO = EQpsdd[[2]], ddoO = EQpsdd[[3]]},
dl@Apply[Join, functions] ];
jac[{xo_V, yo_V, oo_V}]:=Block[
{x = CLO[xo], y = CLO[yo], o = CLO[oo],
dx = CL1[xo], dy = CL1[yo], do = CL1[oo] ,
ddx = CL2[xo], ddy = CL2[yo], ddo = CL2[oo],
xO = EQps[[1]], yO = EQps[[2]], oO = EQps[[3]],
dxO = EQpsd[[1]], dyO = EQpsd[[2]], doO = EQpsd[[3]],
ddxO = EQpsdd[[1]], ddyO = EQpsdd[[2]], ddoO = EQpsdd[[3]],
d2 = d2mt, dm = dmat, im = imat, zm = zmat},
dl/@dl@Apply[Join, Map[MapThread[Join, #]&, jacobian]] ];
]/;RODderiv
The following support function is called by all versions of MakeEquilibrium, de-
spite the definitions that are present in Section 4.5, because they correctly scale the
Chebyshev derivatives for parameter spaces other that -1 < s < 1.
mkmatrices[]:=( Clear[dmat, d2mt, imat, zmat];
dmat = ChebyshevMatrix[jmax] . ChebyshevDerivMatrix[jmax]
ChebyshevMatrix[jmax] * 2 / Subtract@@grid[[{1, -1}]];
d2mt = dmat . dmat;
imat = IdentityMatrix[jmax + 11;
zmat = Table[0, {jmax + 1}, {jmax + 1}]; )
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Appendix I
Rotation Matrix Properties
The following demonstrates some rotation matrix properties claimed in Section 2.5.2.
First we define an arbitrary incremental rotation axis. The angle of the specified
rotation is equal to the magnitude of the axis.
axis = {a = 0.1, b = 0.4, c = 1.3};
ang = Sqrt [{a,b,c}.{a,b,c}]
1.36382
Here is the quaternion that represents the incremental rotation.
qt = Join[{Cos[ang/2]}, Sin[ang/2] axis/ang]
{0.776371, 0.0462141, 0.184856, 0.600783}
Here is the associated rotation matrix generated from the matrix exponential of
the incremental rotation.
ml = MatrixExp[ {{0, -c, b}, {c, 0, -a}, {-b, a, 0}} ]
{{0.209775, -0.915775, 0.342564},
{0.949947, 0.273847, 0.150359},
{-0.231505, 0.293876, 0.927385}}
Here is same rotation matrix generated from the quaternion and Rodriguez' for-
mula.
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m2 = rotate[qt]
{{0.209775, -0.915775, 0.342564},
{0.949947, 0.273847, 0.150359},
{-0.231505, 0.293876, 0.927385}}
Here are the eigenvalues of the rotation matrix. The argument of the complex
eigenvalues is equal to the angle of rotation.
eva = Eigenvalues [ml]
Arg[eva[[2]]
{1., 0.205503 + 0.978656 I, 0.205503 - 0.978656 I}
1.36382
Here are the eigenvectors of the rotation matrix. The real eigenvector is parallel
to the axis of rotation of the rotation matrix.
evc = Eigenvectors [ml]
ang evc [[1]]
{{0.0733236, 0.293294, 0.953206},
{0.705203 + 0. I, -0.0152476 - 0.675838 I,
-0.0495548 + 0.20795 I},
{0.705203 + 0. I, -0.0152476 + 0.675838 I,
-0.0495548 - 0.20795 I}}
{0.1, 0.4, 1.3}
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